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The increasing demand for solving larger and more complex problems in computational 
science and engineering is a major driving factor to deploy computer systems with  
ever-advancing performance capabilities. To increase the available performance, modern 
HPC platforms come with multiple levels of parallelism, complex memory hierarchies,  
heterogeneous architectures, and extreme scales. To match the need for sustainable and 
efficient software under these premises, special value has to be attached to the inherent 
challenges like efficiency on all scales and performance portability across heterogeneous 
architectures.

This work addresses the development of high-performance scientific software for sparse  
linear algebra, which is an important field of research and forms the foundation of many 
applications of computational science and engineering, with a special focus on sparse  
eigenvalue solvers on current and future supercomputers. Consequent employment of  
performance models as well as a holistic view on applications, algorithms, and hardware 
architectures enable the creation of basic computational building blocks, custom compute 
kernels, and optimized algorithmic formulations with provably high efficiency.

To demonstrate the applicability of the developed software components, full-application 
performance of selected sparse eigenvalue solvers for real-world problems on some of  
the world‘s largest supercomputers with completely different hardware architectures –  
including homogeneous multi-core CPU clusters, GPU-accelerated clusters, and self- 
hosted many-core CPU clusters – is presented.
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Abstract

The increasing demand for solving larger and more complex problems in

computational science and engineering is a major driving factor to deploy

computer systems with ever-advancing performance capabilities. To in-

crease the available performance, modern High-Performance Computing

(HPC) platforms come with multiple levels of parallelism, complex mem-

ory hierarchies, heterogeneous architectures, and extreme scales. To match

the need for sustainable and efficient software under these premises, spe-

cial value has to be attached to the inherent challenges like efficiency on all

scales and performance portability across heterogeneous architectures. This

work addresses the development of high-performance scientific software for

sparse linear algebra, which is an important field of research and forms the

foundation of many applications of computational science and engineering,

with a special focus on sparse eigenvalue solvers on current and future su-

percomputers.

One of the most prominent building blocks of sparse linear algebra is

Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV). The irregular nature of this

kernel, the fact that its execution is usually strongly limited by main mem-

ory bandwidth, and the strong dependence of the optimal implementation

on the underlying hardware architecture open a wide field of opportunities

for analysis and tuning. In this work, a platform-agnostic storage format for

high-performance general SpMV is developed: SELL-C-σ. Based on existing,

device-specific formats, its design is justified and best practices for the se-

lection of tuning parameters are provided. Benchmark experiments demon-

strate the high efficiency and performance portability of this unified format

for SpMV on all relevant HPC hardware architectures, including three gen-

erations of Intel multi-core CPUs, two generations of Intel many-core CPUs,

and two generations of NVIDIA GPUs. Based on a set of more than 20 test

matrices from manifold application domains, it is demonstrated that SpMV

using a unified SELL-C-σ matrix usually not only yields competitive perfor-

mance but even surpasses device-specific formats and implementations for

many test cases.
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Sparse linear algebra algorithms can often be formulated using blocks of

vectors instead of single vectors. This technique is in some cases motivated

by numerical benefits, but it also contains performance optimization poten-

tial bymitigating thestrong limitation imposed bymainmemorybandwidth.

Vector blocking requires the development of further software components

like Sparse Matrix-Multiple Vectors Multiplication (SpMMV) and multipli-

cation operations of block vectors. In this work, the shift of hardware bottle-

necks is analyzed and highly efficient implementationof block vector kernels

are presented. Significant performance deficiencies of established software

libraries for block vector multiplications are revealed and average speedups

in the range of 4× with a maximum factor of 27× for such operations are

demonstrated.

Kernel fusion is employed in the present work on top of optimized basic

building blocks, leading to custom compute kernels for sparse linear alge-

bra algorithms. Several of those kernels are analyzed in this work, and it is

demonstrated that speedups in the rangeof 2× to 5× for aKernel Polynomial

Method (KPM) implementation can be achieved by a combination of vector

blocking and kernel fusion on all considered hardware architectures.

The performance engineering process consistently implemented for all

software development efforts in this work – including code analysis, bench-

marking, the evaluation of hardware metrics, and code optimization – is

closely guided by performance models. Performance modeling is an in-

dispensable ingredient for the development of high-performance software

components, as it helps in revealing hardware bottlenecks, identifying suit-

able optimization techniques, and assessing the efficiency of a present im-

plementation on a given hardware platform. To that end, the Roofline per-

formance model is identified as a suitable tool, refined, and applied in this

work.

To be accessible by a broader community, all software development efforts

conducted within this work are combined into the scalable open-source soft-

ware library GHOST. Being based on MPI+X parallelismwith truly heteroge-

neous data-parallel execution and a holistic view of applications, algorithms,

and implementations, it delivers a unique feature set for highly performant

sparse linear algebra on current and future supercomputers. Several eigen-

value solvers for sparse matrices are implemented based on GHOST, includ-

ing a simple Lanczos method, polynomial filtering techniques like Cheby-

shev FilterDiagonalization (ChebFD) and KPM, and aBlock Jacobi-Davidson

QR (BJDQR) method. Those solvers represent different classes of methods,

each addressing a different class of target eigenvalues.
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To demonstrate the applicability of the developed software components,

full-application performance of such solvers for real-world problems on

some of the world’s largest supercomputers with completely different hard-

ware architectures – including homogeneous multi-core CPU clusters, GPU-

accelerated clusters, and self-hosted many-core CPU clusters – is presented.

Combining all of the developed building blocks and techniques, solutions to

the standard eigenvalue problem for relevant quantum physics applications,

addressing novel materials like topological insulators, are acquired. At the

largest scale, matrices with up to 26 billion rows and 7 terabytes of raw data

are investigated on thousands of homogeneous and heterogeneous compute

nodes with hundreds of TFLOP/s sustained performance and verifiable high

efficiency from the single node to the extreme scale.
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Zusammenfassung

Der steigende Bedarf zur Lösung größerer und komplexerer Probleme im

Bereich des wissenschaftlichen Rechnens ist ein treibender Faktor für die

Entwicklung und den Einsatz von Hochleistungsrechnern mit stetig wach-

senden Hardware-Fähigkeiten. Wichtige Maßnahmen zur Steigerung der

verfügbaren Leistung in modernen Systemen des Hochleistungsrechnens

(High-Performance Computing, HPC) umfassen die Einführung mehrerer

Parallelitätsebenen, komplexer Speicherhierarchien und heterogener Archi-

tekturen, sowie eine stetigeVergrößerung derHPC-Systeme. UmdemBedarf

nach nachhaltiger und effizienter Software unter diesen Voraussetzungen

gerecht zu werden, muss den inhärenten Herausforderungen wie Effizienz

auf allen Skalen und Performance-Portabilität für heterogene Architekturen

Beachtung geschenkt werden. Diese Dissertation widmet sich der Entwick-

lung hoch-performanter wissenschaftlicher Software für lineare Algebra mit

dünn besetzten Matrizen, welche ein bedeutendes Forschungsgebiet und

die Grundlage für viele Anwendungen wissenschaftlichen Rechnens dar-

stellt. Im Speziellen steht die Entwicklung von Eigenwert-Lösern für dünn

besetzte Matrizen auf aktuellen und zukünftigen Hochleistungsrechnern

im Fokus.

Eine der bedeutendsten Grundoperationen auf dem Gebiet der dünn be-

setzten linearen Algebra ist die Multiplikation einer dünn besetzten Matrix

mit einem Vektor (Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication, SpMV). Der irregu-

läre Charakter dieser Operation, die üblicherweise starke Limitierung ihrer

Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit durch die Hauptspeicher-Bandbreite und der

starke Einfluss der zugrundeliegenden Hardware-Architektur auf die op-

timale Implementierung eröffnen ein breites Spektrum an Möglichkeiten

zu Analyse und Performance-Verbesserung. Ein Teil dieser Arbeit befasst

sich mit der Entwicklung eines plattformunabhängigen Datenformats für

hocheffiziente allgemeine SpMV: SELL-C-σ. Das Design dieses Datenfor-

mats wird auf Basis existierender Datenformate begründet und Vorschläge

zur Wahl von Optimierungsparametern werden unterbreitet. Benchmark-
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Experimente beweisen die hohe Effizienz und Performance-Portabilität

dieses vereinheitlichten Formats auf allen relevanten HPC-Architekturen,

darunter drei Generationen von Intel Mehrkernprozessoren, zwei Ge-

nerationen von Intel Vielkernprozessoren und zwei Generationen von

NVIDIA Grafikprozessoren. Basierend auf einer Auswahl von über 20

Test-Matrizen aus unterschiedlichsten Anwendungsfeldern wird gezeigt,

dass SELL-C-σ nicht nur konkurrenzfähig, sondern oftmals sogar effizienter

als plattformspezifische Datenformate und Implementierungen in Bezug

auf SpMV-Performance ist.

Algorithmen dünn besetzter linearer Algebra können häufig mit Blö-

cken von Vektoren anstatt einzelner Vektoren formuliert werden. Dieses

Vorgehen ist in manchen Fällen durch numerische Vorteile motiviert,

birgt jedoch auch Potential zur Steigerung der Performance durch Ab-

schwächung der starken Limitierung von der Hauptspeicher-Bandbreite.

Block-Vektoren erfordern die Entwicklungweiterer Software-Komponenten,

darunter die Multiplikation einer dünn besetzten Matrix mit einem solchen

Block-Vektor (Sparse Matrix-Multiple Vectors Multiplication, SpMMV) und

Multiplikationen von Block-Vektoren. Diese Arbeit analysiert die durch

Block-Formulierungen hervorgerufene Veränderung der limitierenden

Hardware-Ressourcen und präsentiert hocheffiziente Implementierungen

von Block-Vektor-Operationen. Erhebliche Performance-Defizite etablierter

Software-Bibliotheken für Block-Vektor-Multiplikationen werden aufge-

zeigt, auf deren Basis durchschnittliche Performance-Verbesserungen im

Bereich von 4×mit maximalen Faktoren von 27× demonstriert werden kön-

nen.

Neben optimierten Grundbausteinen wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit

von der Fusion elementarer Berechnungs-Routinen Gebrauch gemacht,

welche zu spezifischen Routinen für Algorithmen dünn besetzter linea-

rer Algebra führt. Einige dieser Routinen werden in dieser Arbeit analysiert,

darunter eine Implementierung der “Kernel Polynomial Method” (KPM),

für welche Performance-Verbesserungen im Bereich von 2× bis hin zu 5×
auf allen betrachteten Hardware-Architekturen erreicht werden können.

Diese Beschleunigungsfaktoren sind das Resultat einer Kombination von

Block-Vektoren und fusionierten Routinen.

Der Performance-Engineering-Prozess – einschließlich Code-Analyse,

Benchmarking, der Evaluierung von Hardware-Metriken und Code-

Optimierung – orientiert sich an Performance-Modellen und findet

konsequente Anwendung im Rahmen der Software-Entwicklung in dieser

Arbeit. Performance-Modellierung ist ein unverzichtbarer Bestandteil in der
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Entwicklung hocheffizienter Software-Komponenten, denn sie erlaubt es,

limitierende Hardware-Ressourcen aufzudecken, geeignete Optimierungs-

strategien zu bestimmen und die Effizienz einer Implementierung auf einer

gegebenen Hardware-Plattform zu beurteilen. Zum Zweck der Performance-

Modellierung wird das Roofline-Modell in dieser Arbeit als ein geeignetes

Instrument identifiziert, auf Basis der relevanten Operationen angepasst

und angewandt.

Um einer breiteren Öffentlichkeit Zugang zu gewähren, werden alle

im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelten Software-Komponenten in der

skalierbaren und quelloffenen Software-Bibliothek GHOST zur Verfü-

gung gestellt. Ein heterogener, auf MPI+X basierender datenparalleler

Ansatz und eine holistische Sicht auf Anwendungen, Algorithmen und

Implementierungen ermöglichen die Bereitstellung einzigartiger Funktio-

nalität zur hocheffizienten Ausführung von Algorithmen dünn besetzter

linearer Algebra auf aktuellen und zukünftigen Hochleistungsrechnern.

GHOST-basierte Implementierungen mehrerer Eigenwert-Löser für dünn

besetzte Matrizen stehen zum Download zur Verfügung, darunter eine ein-

fache Lanczos-Methode, polynomiale Filter-Methoden wie die KPM und

Chebyshev-Filterdiagonalisierung (ChebFD) sowie Block Jacobi-Davidson

QR (BJDQR). Diese Löser repräsentieren verschiedene Klassen von Metho-

den für verschiedene Klassen von Eigenwertproblemen.

Die Anwendbarkeit der entwickelten Software-Komponenten wird durch

Experimente auf Basis realer Probleme aus der Praxis demonstriert. Hier-

für werden einige der größten Hochleistungsrechner der Welt mit gänzlich

unterschiedlichen Hardware-Architekturen verwendet, darunter homogene

Systeme mit Mehrkernprozessoren sowie gesockelten Vielkernprozessoren,

als auch heterogene, mit Grafikprozessoren beschleunigte, Systeme. Ba-

sierend auf den entwickelten Software-Bausteinen und Methoden werden

Eigenwertprobleme für aktuelle Anwendungen der Quantenphysik gelöst,

darunter die Untersuchung neuartiger Materialien wie topologischer Isola-

toren. Die größten Experimente beinhalten dünn besetzte Matrizen mit bis

zu 26MilliardenZeilenund 7TerabyteRohdatenauf tausendenvonhomoge-

nen und heterogenen Rechenknoten, wobei hunderteTFLOP/s Performance

mit verifizierbar hoher Effizienz vom einzelnen Rechenknoten bis hin zu

extremem Skalen erreicht werden können.
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1 Introduction

Sparse matrices are omnipresent in numerical analysis and scientific com-

puting. Unlike dense matrices, most of sparse matrices’ entries are zero. A

commondefinition of “sparse” is that onlyO(n) entries of ann×nmatrix are

non-zero. Or, inverting thedefinitionaboutdensematrices fromW

and R , a matrix is “sparse” if it has enough zeros that it is economical

to take advantage of their presence [177]. In a general sense, sparse matri-

ces represent loosely coupled systems. They arise in numerous application

fields, from quantum physics and chemistry to structural mechanics to fluid

dynamics and graph analysis. Sparse linear algebra is an immensely impor-

tant field of research and it has been identified as one of the “seven dwarfs”

of High-Performance Computing (HPC), i.e., one of the seven fields that are

believed to “be the computational kernels of many future applications” [13].

Although the tasksarising in sparse linearalgebraaremanifold, including the

solution of linear systems or the computation of eigenvalues and -vectors,

a frequent recurrence of numerical building blocks can be observed in this

field. With the ever-increasing power of compute systems comes an ever-

increasing demand from application scientists for solving larger and increas-

ingly complex problems. The concomitantly growing size of sparse system

matrices prohibits the use of direct methods, which steers the focus of this

work to iterative solvers. Among the most important classes of iterative nu-

merical methods for large sparse problems are Krylov subspace methods, as

well as filtering and restarting techniques [147, 148]. In either of them, the

multiplication of the sparse system matrix with one or more vectors is fre-

quently the most time-consuming building block. The orthogonalization of

vectors is a further compute-intensive and frequently occurring component

of such solvers.

The importance of efficiency in numerical software grows with the scale

on which this software is used. Assessing the efficiency of an implementa-

tion necessitates the use of analytical performancemodels. Performance en-

gineering is a structured approach to software development, which is mostly
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Figure 1.1: Development of the share of accelerators and many-core architectures (i.e., CPUs
with at least 60 cores on a chip) with respect to the aggregated performance of TOP500 [167]
systems, aswell as theshareof heterogeneous systemswith respect toall TOP500 systems. No-
table additions of heterogeneous ormany-core systems to theTOP500 list are noted explicitly.

guided by performance models to obtain a deep understanding of the inter-

play between hard- and software [170]. Most importantly, the quality of an

implementation is understood and evaluated bymeansof performancemod-

els, rather than by comparison against other implementations. A crucial

aspect of sustainability in high-performance software development is per-

formance portability, i.e., the software’s potential to retain high efficiency

across hardware architectures and generations. Obviously, detailed under-

standing of performance through performance modeling is a necessity for

achieving performance-portable code.

Although the focus of this work is on hardware-efficient software for the

current and next generation of supercomputers, a brief retrospect of the his-

tory of computer architectures is helpful to understand today’s world of su-

percomputing. Over many decades, the development of computer architec-

tures has followed Moore’s law [129], which stated in 1965 that the number of

transistors of integrated circuits is projected to double every year (or rather,

as Moore correct himself ten years later, every other year [130]). It turned out

that the actual development kept step with Moore’s projection, and over the

next decades more and more powerful single-core Central Processing Units

(CPUs)weredeveloped, thanks toacombinationof betterprocessorarchitec-

tures, enhanced manufacturing processes and growing clock speeds. Even-
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tually, this rapid development has come to an end due to growing manufac-

turing costs, physical limitations, and the need for limiting the heat emission

and power dissipation of chips. This led to the advent of multi-core CPUs,

which are operated at moderate clock frequencies but contain several cores

onasinglechip. Thefirstnon-embeddedmulti-corechipwas IBM’sPOWER4

in 2001, featuring two cores with a shared level 2 cache. It was not until 2005

that Intel and AMD followed with the release of their first multi-core chips.

Since then, an ever-increasing number of cores on multi-core CPUs has been

observed, and hardware developers often have to trade off core complexity

and features against a larger core count [2]. The appearance of accelerators

and heterogeneous systems is just a natural consequence of this evolution.

One of the first chips of this kind was the Cell processor in 2005 [93], which

offered a heterogeneous architecture on a single chip. The first concept of a

many-core CPU was Intel’s Larrabee in 2008 [153] (which is the foundation

for the many-core CPUs regarded in this work) and already in the year 2006,

NVIDIA launched the Tesla architecture which enabled Graphics Process-

ing Units (GPUs) for general-purpose computing [116]. The descendants of

Larrabee and NVIDIA Tesla GPUs are ubiquitous in today’s world of super-

computing, trading off core complexity and general applicability against a

large number of simple cores to enable high throughput, as well as unpar-

alleled performance and energy efficiency. A general view of the world of

supercomputers is best obtained by analyzing the TOP500 list [167]. This

database, established in 1993 and updated twice a year, ranks the 500 most

powerful supercomputers of the world known to the list administrators ac-

cording to theirpeakfloatingpointperformance. Figure 1.1 indicates thathet-

erogeneous and many-core systems are a reality in today’s supercomputers.

Other than homogeneous multi-core CPU systems (which consist of nodes

with one or more commodity multi-core CPUs), heterogeneous systems ad-

ditionally feature one ormore “accelerators” in their nodes. The Roadrunner

system, being built on AMD Opteron CPUs accelerated by Cell processors,

entered the TOP500 list in June 2008 as the first system to achieve a peak

floating point performance of 1 PFLOP/s. Notable systems which are accel-

erated by GPUs are Tianhe-1A, TSUBAME 2.0, Titan and Piz Daint, whereas

Stampede and Tianhe-2 use accelerators of the Intel Knight’s Corner archi-

tecture. As of November 2015, more than one fifth of all published systems

are heterogeneous and their accelerators account for about a third of the en-

tire aggregated TOP500 performance. Recently, homogeneous systems com-

prised of self-hosted many-core chips, such as Sunway TaihuLight (based on

260-core Sunway SW26010 CPUs), Cori and Oakforest-PACS (both based on
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68-core Intel Knight’s Landing CPUs), are rapidly gaining importance in su-

percomputing. Consequently, as of November 2016 more than 40%of the ag-

gregated TOP500 performance stems from accelerators or many-core CPUs.

Although one cannot foresee the future, there is no prospect of an end of the

relevance of such systems, which justifies the special attention given to them

in this thesis.

An important challenge in today’s world of supercomputing is the pres-

ence of legacy software and data structures in a rapidly changing hardware

environment. This work is an attempt to design, develop and implement

numerical building blocks and data structures from scratch, being able to

cope with the challenges posed by both the constantly changing hardware

environment as well as increasing demands from the application side. This

thesis has been conducted within the Equipping Sparse Solvers for Exascale

(ESSEX) project. ESSEX is a joint project funded by the German Research

Foundation (DFG) under the priority program 1648 “Software for Exascale

Computing.” The focus of ESSEX is on efficient, scalable, and robust numer-

ical algorithms and programming concepts for iterative sparse matrix appli-

cations on next-generation supercomputers. The numerical building blocks

developed within this work form the foundation of the ESSEX project.

1.1 RelatedWork

Due to the indisputable relevance of high-performance sparse linear algebra,

work related to all parts of this thesis is abundant and will be reviewed here.

Although this section uses several notions and conceptualities which are ex-

plained in later sections, it is useful toprovideanoverviewabout relatedwork

already in the beginning to put the contributions summarized in section 1.2

into the global context.

SpMV. As will be shown in this work, the Sparse Matrix-Vector Multipli-

cation (SpMV) is one of most important compute kernels in sparse linear

algebra, and the efficiency of this operation has undergone intense research

overmany years. Comprehensive performance studies are available [76], and

extensive overviews of optimization techniques for SpMVcan be found [174].

The main object of research about SpMV performance is often the storage

format of sparse matrices. Unlike dense matrices, sparse matrices offer

abundant possibilities to store them, and the storage format directly influ-

ences the performance of operations like SpMV. A common finding is that
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1.1 RelatedWork

the performance-optimal storage format for a given sparse matrix depends

on its structure as well as the target hardware.

As the performance of SpMV is typically limited by the memory band-

width, the exploitation of matrix structures is a promising way to alleviate

this bottleneck and enable efficient SpMV. Although this work does not take

into account special matrix structures, they are certainly relevant and a short

survey of related work is justified. One such structure is the presence of

dense (sub-)diagonals in the matrix, whose positive effect on SpMV perfor-

mance has been noted long ago [122]. Anotherpossibly present regular struc-

ture in sparse matrices is the presence of dense sub-blocks, enabling high-

performance SpMV kernels with blocking [173, 178]. Automatic determina-

tion and handling of such matrix structures is a way to high-performance

SpMV if no a priori knowledge about the matrix structure is present. Having

its roots inworkconducted in theearly 1990s byA et al. [3], this idea is

still developed further todayby K et al. [99], whopursueacomprehen-

sive approach to the exploitation of special matrix structures with the Com-

pressed Sparse eXtended (CSX) storage format. The central idea is to detect

characteristic sparsity patterns in a pre-processing step. Such patterns are

then encapsulated in a certain format, e.g., a dense matrix format for dense

sub-blocks. Re-ordering of matrix rows and columns can be applied, e.g.,

to generate and enlarge dense sub-blocks [138]. A further important class of

“special” sparse matrices are the ones which are symmetric. Obviously, only

half of the matrix needs to be stored if it is symmetric. In contrast to non-

symmetric SpMV, parallel SpMV kernels exploiting matrix symmetry require

a special implementation toavoid raceconditions andwork at highefficiency.

This is due to the fact that, whenever a matrix entry gets multiplied with the

input vector, also its “sibling” (its corresponding symmetric entrywhich is lo-

cated atadifferentmatrix row) needs tobemultipliedwith thevector, leading

to conflicts with the thread currently active in the sibling’s row. There are

several ideas to cope with this issue. For instance, B et al. have devel-

oped the idea of “compressed sparse blocks” [33], and their symmetric SpMV

algorithm requires non-zero entries to be close to thediagonal or else, atomic

store instructions (which are rarely efficient) will be used. In contrast to this,

M uses locking in his “recursive sparse blocks” approach [123]. The

large thread count on GPU architectures demands different solutions to this

problem, like the task-scheduling approach by M et al. [127].

However, not always does a sparse matrix contain special structures like

dense diagonals or sub-blocks or is it possible to re-structure the matrix. In

this case, one speaks of general sparse matrices. Research about general
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SpMV primarily revolves around the storage format of the matrix. Today,

the variety of sparse matrix storage formats is tremendous, which is partly

founded on the fact that the optimal choice of sparse matrix storage format

depends on the used compute architecture. F et al. review over 70

published formats tailored to GPU architectures alone [68], not to mention

the countless storage formats and variations tailored towards cache-based

CPUs, vectorcomputers, ormoreexoticarchitectures. Compressed RowStor-

age (CRS) [21] is arguably the most widely known storage format for general

sparse matrices, and it is often a candidate for high-performance SpMV on

multi-core CPUs. With the emergence of accelerator architectures, extensive

research about suitable data formats for them has been conducted, demon-

strating the deficiencies of CRS on such architectures and proposing alterna-

tives such as ELLPACK and its variants [24, 119].

At thispoint it should benoted that SpMVperformance is not theonlyeval-

uation criterionof sparsematrix storage formats. L and T present

a comprehensive review of existing sparse matrix storage formats and pro-

pose new evaluation criteriawhich theywould like to see seized by the SpMV

performance community, such as the runtime and memory requirements of

finding optimal parameters for a storage format [113].

Block algorithms. Block algorithms are algorithms which work with a

block of vectors rather than a single vector. Many block algorithms, like the

Block Lanczosmethod developed by C and D [46] or the Block

Conjugate Gradient method by O’L [135], offer numerical benefits com-

pared to their single-vector counterparts. Beyond that, blocking bears the

potential of performance improvements by reducing data traffic.

The resulting blocks of vectors – due to their shape often referred to as

“tall & skinny” dense matrices – allow the use of optimized routines, such

as Sparse Matrix-Multiple Vectors Multiplication (SpMMV). This operation

is the block-vector counterpart of SpMVand often the key operation in block

sparse linear algebra algorithms. Applying a sparse matrix to multiple vec-

tors at once has the potential to reduce the overall data transfers needed and

increase the performance. While this positive effect has been noted long

ago, it was first quantified by G et al. [78], who present a first analyti-

cal model for the speedup of SpMMV over SpMV. Besides the storage format

of the sparse matrix, also the storage format of tall & skinny matrices can be

decided upon. In the case of SpMMV, row-major (i.e., interleaved) storage of

vectors in the block usually yields highest performance, as observed, among

others, by I et al. [89].
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Another commonly used procedure in block algorithms is the orthogonal-

ization of a block of vectors. This can be done, e.g., using Tall Skinny QR

(TSQR) as presented by D et al. [54] or Singular Value QB (SVQB) as

proposed by S and W [160]. An important building block of

those orthogonalization schemes are multiplications of block vectors. Even

thoughGeneral DenseMatrix-MatrixMultiplication (GEMM) operations are

a well-studied, -understood, and -tuned numerical kernel, this is only true

formatriceswhich are large in bothdimensions, and existing and established

software libraries often show significant performance deficiencies for Tall

& Skinny General Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (T&S-GEMM) oper-

ations. This has been noted, for example, in the context of Communication-

Avoiding QR (CAQR) [54] (which uses TSQR for its panel factorization) [7,

181]. Numerical building block developers have also taken note of this and

approaches towards enhanced performance for tall & skinny matrix multi-

plications exist. For instance, LIBXSMM [81] is a software library for small

GEMM operations on Intel Architectures using enhanced techniques like

just-in-time compilation. Although this library assumes that all input data

are small, it could be harnessed for block vector operations in “batch mode.”

Recent work from A et al. about “performance, design, and au-

totuning of batched GEMM for GPUs” [1] shows that the GPU computing

community is aware of these issues as well.

Kernel fusion. Although the data traffic can be reduced by using block

algorithms, it commonly remains the relevant bottleneck for execution per-

formance. Computational kernels of scientific computing are frequently for-

mulated as loops. If the same data is used in different loops of a solver, loop

fusion can be employed if certain prerequisites are fulfilled (e.g., there are no

dependencies between the loops). Loop fusion is one of themost fundamen-

tal optimization techniques in computing [16, 58, 95] and capable compilers

can employ it automatically in sufficiently simple cases.

On a higher level, i.e., if the solver is not comprised just of loops but of

separate kernels (which may be subject to execution on an accelerator), one

speaks of kernel fusion rather than loop fusion. In recent years, this idea has

attracted new attention from the GPU programming community [145, 162,

175]. In the simplest case, kernel fusion implies manual implementation of

tailored kernels. There exist also approaches which try to generalize kernel

fusion. For instance, “Build To Order BLAS” implements a compiler to auto-

matically generate fused kernels from a high level representation [25]. How-

ever, it is limited to CPU architectures and only implements the dense Basic

7
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Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS), which form perhaps the most promi-

nent set of kernels in scientific computing. An extension to sparse linear

algebra kernels is planned for the future [132]. R et al. follow a simi-

lar approach, but kernels are generated at runtime rather than compile time

here [146]. Besides thoseefforts, whichare targetingCPUarchitectures, there

aresimilarapproaches forGPUs like theoneby F et al., whosesource-

to-source compiler can automatically generate fused kernels for sequences

of dense BLAS-1/2 calls [67]. A major drawback of those approaches towards

kernel fusion is the lack of sparse matrix kernels. Automatic fusion of gen-

eral, non-BLAS kernels is a much harder task, especially if the resulting ker-

nels should operate at near-optimal performance.

Sparse linear algebra software packages. Optimized SpMV, SpMMV,

and T&S-GEMM routines as well as fused kernels need to be offered such

that they can be used by application and algorithmdevelopers in an easy and

efficient way. Due to the very high scientific relevance of sparse linear alge-

bra, there is a large interest in developing numerical software for this kind

of applications. Sparse linear algebra software libraries provide interfaces to

such kernels, but their modus operandi may differ significantly. First, there

exist basic building block libraries, in many cases developed by hardware

vendors, which often provide implementations of the BLAS functionality as

well as the sparse matrix extensions of the BLAS [59, 62]. Obviously, such

vendor-supplied libraries, like the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) [90] or

the cuBLAS [44] and cuSPARSE [47] libraries from NVIDIA, are tuned to the

vendor’s compute architectures. The vendors make big efforts in developing

such toolkits, which results in a usually high efficiency for many use cases.

Besides those vendor-supplied libraries, numerous alternatives provid-

ing similar or extended functionality exist. The development of scientific

compute platforms towards heterogeneous and many-core architectures has

steered thedevelopment focusof such software towards this kind of architec-

tures. Perhaps the most prominent building block library for heterogeneous

architectures is MAGMA [166]. It follows a task-parallel approach to map

heterogeneous workloads to heterogeneous architectures. ViennaCL [144] is

another, similar softwarepackage. Using CUDA,OpenComputing Language

(OpenCL), or Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP), the same application code

can run on a wide range of different architectures. ViennaCL’s missing sup-

port for complex numbers greatly limits its applicability in the scope of the

present work.
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A common property of the so-far named building block libraries is that

they do not feature distributed-memory parallelism. However, this is an in-

dispensable prerequisite for large-scale computations. Hence, if distributed

memory systems should be harnessed, other tools are required on top. A li-

brarycontainingdistributedmemoryparallel sparse iterative solvers andpre-

conditioners is PARALUTION [136]. However, multi-process and complex

number support are restricted to its commercial version. LAMA is another

numerical library, which promises “hardware independent code for multiple

platforms” and “full cluster support” [109]. It features the CRS and ELLPACK

sparse matrix storage formats and calls cuSPARSE for its CRS SpMV kernel.

The Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment (DUNE) [28] is a li-

brary featuring parallelism using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and

further layers (which is known as “MPI+X”) as well as accelerator support,

tailored towards the solution of partial differential equations. Two of the

most prominent numerical libraries featuring sparse matrix kernels as well

as accelerator support and distributed-memory parallelism are the Portable,

Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc) [20] and Trilinos [82].

Both rely on distributed-memory parallelism via MPI and at least one more

level of parallelism underneath it. PETSc “is a suite of data structures and

routines for the scalable (parallel) solution of scientific applications mod-

eled by partial differential equations” [19]. It featuresMPI+X parallelism and

offers GPU support through CUDA or OpenCL [126]. The Trilinos packages

Tpetra [17] and Kokkos [36] also provide parallel numerical building blocks

usingMPI+X.Trilinos isa selectionof numerouspackages, which is beneficial

in terms of distributed development and maintenance. PETSc, on the other

hand, features a tighter integration between the different software layers. A

common and inherent drawback of existing and widely used software pack-

ages is the need to retain backward compatibility which often restricts their

flexibility, for instance when it comes to adapt to various levels of potential

heterogeneity.

Sparse linear algebra algorithms. Efficient software is best developed

with a holistic view of all involved layers, from applications to algorithms

and implementations. Even though this work is by no means about the

theory and development of sparse linear algebra algorithms, progressions

and trends in this field must not be ignored. For instance, recent advance-

ments of sparse linear algebra algorithms include pipelined methods that

try to hide communication (e.g., pipelined Generalized Minimum Residual

(GMRES) [74]), methods that try to avoid communication (e.g., block Krylov

9
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methods and Communication-Avoiding Generalized Minimum Residual

(CA-GMRES) [53]), and fully asynchronous methods like the asynchronous

Incomplete LU (ILU) preconditioner suggested by C and P [41].

Furthermore, methods which are particularly suited for current hardware

architectures like, e.g., polynomial filtering techniques have recently gained

new attraction [65]. Besides the aforementioned peculiarities of current

hardware architectures, any software which claims usefulness for sparse lin-

ear algebra algorithms needs to keep those algorithmic advances in mind.

Performance modeling. During the last years, the development and ap-

plication of performance models has gained increasing importance in the

field of HPC. Arguably the most prominent performance model is the Roof-

line model developed by W et al. [179], which relates processor per-

formance to off-chip memory bandwidth. The principal ideas of this per-

formance model date back to early work conducted by K [108], C -

et al. [35], and H and C [83]. Performance models

based on the Roofline model have been developed for a large number of nu-

merical kernels, e.g., the SpMV operation, taking its special re-use char-

acteristics into account [118, 152]. In recent years, the Roofline model has

been refined and extended to a wider set of hardware bottlenecks. This con-

tains, forexample, taking latencyeffects intoaccount [34, 120] orfine-grained

modeling of caches [34, 88]. A major shortcoming of the original Roofline

model is the lack of explanation of multi-core scaling behavior. The Execu-

tionCacheMemory (ECM)performancemodel asfirst introduced byT

andH [168] and later refined by S et al. [161] andH et al. [79]

poses an option to overcome this issue by providing deep insight into the

scaling behavior and in-cache data traffic.

1.2 Contributions

Themain contributions of this work concern several of the described aspects

of high-performance sparse linear algebra and are briefly summarized in the

following.

Holistic performance engineering. Unlike related work which often has

a restricted view of performance, e.g., by conducting performance analyses

only for single compute-intensive kernels, thiswork strives to retain a holistic

view of all layers involved in sparse linear algebra algorithms, from applica-

tions on the highest level to algorithms and further down to basic numerical
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building blocks. On top of performance-engineered basic building blocks,

having inmind the other layers allows for the development of highly efficient

numerical software.

A unified sparse matrix storage format for high-performance SpMV.

As mentioned above, SpMV is one of the key operations in the field of sparse

linear algebra. The dependence of the optimal sparse matrix storage format

on thecomputeplatform isespeciallyunwanted facing today’s heterogeneous

systems, and having a unified sparse matrix storage format which yields effi-

cient SpMVonmanydifferent architectures is desirable in many regards. For

example, the complexity of sparse linear algebra software for heterogeneous

systemscan be reduced greatly andmoreover, a platform-agnosticdata struc-

ture allows for low-overhead dynamic load balancing on such systems. This

work presents SELL-C-σ as an attempt towards a unified sparse matrix stor-

age format. By identifying commonalities between architectures which are

very different at first sight, SELL-C-σ is designed as a data structure inher-

ently suitable for heterogeneous computing. SELL-C-σ yields competitive or

superior SpMV performance even compared to vendor-supplied implemen-

tations with device-optimized formats. Hence, it is a very promising format

tomitigate the burden of selecting the optimal sparsematrix storage formats

in the heterogeneous computing era. This work analyzes the SpMV perfor-

mance based on established and refined performance models, which helps

in understanding matrix-dependent performance properties of this kernel.

Performance engineering for SpMMV. Although the potential perfor-

mance benefit of SpMMVover SpMV is well known, structured performance

analyses of this operation are rare. This work attempts to close this gap by

providing a detailed performance analysis for the SpMMV kernel, including

performance models and speedup estimations, which helps in understand-

ing the performance-limiting factors of this operation. The influence of the

storage formats of the block vectors as well as the sparse matrix are given

special consideration.

Performance engineering for T&S-GEMMoperations. Due to the high

relevance of block algorithms in sparse linear algebra it is worthwhile to

closely examine the efficiency of T&S-GEMM operations. This work reveals

flaws of existing implementations, which lead to the manual development

of such kernels. Their implementation is described and their high efficiency

with respect to a Roofline performance model, as well as their superiority
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over a vendor-tuned BLAS library is demonstrated. Besides block orthogo-

nalization using TSQR or SVQB, those kernels may turn out useful for many

more applications.

Customcomputekernels. The entire development process in thiswork is

guided by a selection of sparse eigenvalue solvers. A holistic approach to per-

formance engineering allows to mitigate relevant bottlenecks already at the

algorithmic level. Mostly founded on the idea of kernel fusion, custom com-

pute kernels for selected sparse eigenvalue solvers aredeveloped. Despite the

fact that manual kernel fusion is employed, the resulting kernels can easily

be altered or serve as blueprints to be applicable for further applications and

algorithms.

Anopen-source software library. All developed building blocks and cus-

tomkernels are part of theopen-source software libraryGeneral, Hybrid, and

Optimized Sparse Toolkit (GHOST), which is the major “tangible” outcome

of this work. On top of the aforementioned optimized kernels, it features

distributed-memory parallelism and data-parallel heterogeneous execution.

Further features of GHOST which contribute to its high efficiency are auto-

matic code generation and the presence of an affinity-aware tasking mecha-

nism. In the world of numerical libraries for sparse matrix algorithms, the

feature set of GHOST is unique and performance experiments of real-world

applications at the end of this work demonstrate its capabilities. A key ad-

vantage of GHOST over the previously described software packages is that

it was designed and developed from scratch in the ESSEX project. The ab-

sence of the need to retain backward compatibility and the presence of full

freedom regarding the design of data structures and a holistic view of all lay-

ers of numerical software greatly support the development of highly efficient

software.

Efficient and large-scale eigenvalue solvers. The eigenvalue solver im-

plementations based on the developed building blocks and GHOST stand

out in terms of efficiency and scalability. Eigenvalue computations on sev-

eral thousand homogeneous and heterogeneous nodesdemonstrate the abil-

ity to bring the developed performance-engineered building blocks to a very

large scale. At this point, it should also be noted that the inclusion of pre-

conditioning in the developed algorithms is an ongoing research topic in the

ESSEX project. However, the outcomes of this work are certainly applicable

also to preconditioned sparse linear algebra algorithms.
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1.3 List of Publications

1.3 List of Publications

In this section, publications which have been prepared within the scope of

this thesis and are relevant to the presented results are listed according to

their year of publication and briefly summarized. For thosewhere the author

of this thesis is not the first author, specific contributions are specified. For

each publication, references to associated parts of this thesis are given.

• K , H , W , F , B , and B ,

“SparseMatrix-VectorMultiplication on GPGPU Clusters: A New Stor-

age Format and a Scalable Implementation” [103]. In: Proceedings of

the 2012 IEEE 26th International Parallel and Distributed Processing

Symposium Workshops & PhD Forum. In this paper, both the pJDS

sparse matrix storage format (as briefly explained in section 5.1) and

a scalable MPI+CUDA SpMV implementation as used in GHOST (see

section 9.4) are introduced.

• K , H , W , F , and B , “A Unified Sparse

Matrix Data Format for Efficient General Sparse Matrix-Vector Mul-

tiplication on Modern Processors with Wide SIMD Units” [104]. In:

SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing (2014). This journal article in-

troduces the SELL-C-σ storage format and provides an in-depth per-

formance analysis of the SpMV operation using this and other formats

(see chapter 5).

• A , B , F , G , H , K , K -

, L , P , R -Z , S , T , and W -

, “ESSEX: Equipping Sparse Solvers for Exascale” [6]. In: Euro-Par

2014: Parallel ProcessingWorkshops. This overviewpaperdescribes the

ESSEX project, which is closely connected to this thesis. It gives a good

hint for the classification of this work. The author of this thesis con-

tributed descriptionsof GHOST’s taskingmechanism (see section 9.2),

a brief performance survey of SELL-C-σ SpMV (see chapter 5), and

an analysis of algorithmic optimizations and performance gains of the

KPM (see section 8.1).

• R -Z , T , K , A , P , B -

, H , W , and F , “Increasing the Performance of

the Jacobi–Davidson Method by Blocking” [142]. In: SIAM Journal on

Scientific Computing (2015). Development and performance analysis

of the BJDQR algorithm (see sections 3.4 and 10.3) are covered in this
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journal article. This thesis’ author contributed a model-guided devel-

opment of the involved building blocks, including highly optimized

implementations.

• K , P , H , W , A , and F , “Per-

formance Engineering of the Kernel Polynomial Method on Large-

Scale CPU-GPU Systems” [100]. In: Parallel and Distributed Process-

ing Symposium (IPDPS), 2015 IEEE International. This paper describes

the development, node-level and large-scale performance analysis of a

fully heterogeneous KPM (see section 3.2) implementation on the het-

erogeneous supercomputer Piz Daint (see sections 3.2, 8.1 and 10.1).

• P , K , A , G , F , H , L , and

W , “High-performance implementation of Chebyshev filter di-

agonalization for interior eigenvalue computations” [137]. In: Journal

of Computational Physics (2016). In this journal article, a detailed de-

scription including performance engineering of the ChebFD algorithm

asanalyzed in sections 3.3, 8.2 and 10.2 can be found. Thecontributions

of this thesis’ author mainly consist in a detailed performance analysis

of the involved building blocks and highly efficient implementations

of them.

• K , T , P , A , G , R -Z ,

S , B , B , F , H , L , andW ,

“Performance Engineering and Energy Efficiencyof Building Blocks for

Large, Sparse Eigenvalue Computations on Heterogeneous Supercom-

puters” [106]. In: Software for Exascale Computing - SPPEXA 2013-2015.

This is a project overviewand progress reportof the ESSEXproject. The

KPMenergyanalysis in section 10.4 and some furtherperformancedata

presented in chapter 10 are related to this publication.

• T , G , S , A , K , P , R -

Z , B , F , H , L , and W , “To-

wards an Exascale Enabled Sparse Solver Repository” [163]. In: Soft-

ware for Exascale Computing - SPPEXA 2013-2015. This book chapter

focuses on the software infrastructure of the ESSEX project. It is partly

related to chapter 9 of this work. The author of this thesis contributed

a short overview of GHOST as a major component of the ESSEX soft-

ware environment.

• A , K , P , P , W , and D , “Op-

timization and performance evaluation of the IDR iterative Krylov
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solver on GPUs” [11]. In: The International Journal of High Performance

Computing Applications (2018). In this paper a performance analysis

of an Induced Dimension Reduction (IDR) iterative Krylov solver can

be found. While the solver itself is no part of this thesis, several ideas

and aspects, like the SELL-C-σ storage format (section 5.2), Roofline

performance modeling (section 4.2), and kernel fusion similar to the

custom kernels in chapter 8 are covered. This publication also substan-

tiates the applicability of this thesis’ results to further algorithms above

eigenvalue solvers. The authorof this thesis contributed aperformance

model which is used to asses the efficiency of the developed IDR solver.

• A , D , K , W , and K , “Efficiency of

General Krylov Methods on GPUs – An Experimental Study” [9]. In:

2016 IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium

Workshops (IPDPSW). This publication builds on the IDR implemen-

tation developed in [11] and has the same links to this thesis. This pa-

per presents an experimental study and comparison of different Krylov

methods on GPU architectures for a wide range of test matrices. For

such a study to be valuable, the implementations of the methods need

to beassessed bymeansof performancemodels. Theauthorof this the-

sis contributed the aforementioned performance analysis of the IDR

solver. As the other considered solvers use similar building blocks, also

their efficiency can be assured.

• K , T , R -Z , P , S , G ,

B , F , H , andW , “GHOST: Building Blocks

for High Performance Sparse Linear Algebra on Heterogeneous Sys-

tems” [107]. In: International Journal of Parallel Programming (2016).

This paper provides an in-depth presentation of the GHOST library.

Chapter 9 is closely related to this publication.

• A , G , D , K ,W , andK , “Precon-

ditioned Krylov solvers on GPUs” [10]. In: Parallel Computing (2017).

This article extends previously published work [9] by taking precondi-

tioning into account, having the same links to this thesis and contribu-

tions by its author.

Besides those research papers, several posters related to this work have

been presented at conferences:

• K , H , and W , “A unified sparse matrix storage

format for heterogeneous systems” [102]. This poster presents early
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work on the development of the SELL-C-σ storage format (addressed

in chapter 5).

• K , P , A , F , H , W , and

B , “Efficient Large-Scale Sparse Eigenvalue Computations on

Heterogeneous Hardware” [105]. This poster gives a combined presen-

tation of the KPM and ChebFD algorithms, early work on T&S-GEMM

performance and extensions of previously published KPM scaling ex-

periments [100] (see section 10.1).

• K , “GHOST: General, Hybrid, and Optimized Sparse Tool-

kit” [101]. This is an overview poster of GHOST, briefly summarizing

all its key features and aspects as described in chapter 9.

1.4 Structure of this Thesis

The contents of each of this work’s chapters are briefly summarized in the

following.

Chapter 2 The hard- and software test bed, as well as an overview of all test

casesused throughout thiswork, arepresented in chapter 2. This

chapter, which also briefly describes relevant hardware concepts

and programming techniques, is a useful resource for reference

when reading through this work.

Chapter 3 The motivating application of this work is the solution of large

and sparse eigenvalue problems. Chapter 3 briefly introduces

four solvers addressing different classes of eigenvalue problems

and providing different algorithmic approaches. While omitting

mostof thenumerical detailswhichareoutof scope for thiswork,

this overview is an essential foundation for the rest of this work.

From the selected eigenvalue solvers, relevant numerical build-

ing blocks are identified which are further analyzed later in this

thesis.

Chapter 4 Performance modeling is an integral part of this thesis and the

ESSEX project in general. Chapter 4 motivates the choice of

the Roofline model as the preferred performance model in this

work. Its application to the previously identified relevant build-

ing blocks as described.
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Chapter 5 In chapters 3 and 4, it becomes apparent that the SpMV is one of

the most important building blocks. It is often the most time-

consuming operation in sparse linear algebra algorithms, and

its particular performance properties make it worth investigat-

ing. This is done in chapter 5. A small survey shows that the

SpMV performance is strongly connected to the storage format

of the sparsematrix, which itself is often hardware-specific. This

leads to thedevelopmentof the SELL-C-σ formatasaunifiedand

hardware-agnostic format. SELL-C-σ is analyzed in detail and a

thorough performance analysis of SpMV with different data for-

mats is given.

Chapter 6 It frequently occurs in sparse linear algebra that computations

are donewith a single sparse system matrix but multiple vectors.

This leads to the occurrence of the SpMMV operation, a numer-

ical building block of similar importance as SpMV. The SpMV

performanceanalysis is extended tomultiplevectors and theper-

formance properties of SpMMV are discussed in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 Another important andworth investigating building block is the

multiplication of tall & skinny dense matrices. In the context

of this work, such matrices originate from vector blocking. Defi-

ciencies of existing building block libraries togetherwith special

performance properties of tall & skinny matrix multiplications

motivate a close investigation as done in chapter 7.

Chapter 8 To achieve optimal efficiency for the examined sparse eigenvalue

solvers, it is often not sufficient to optimize the performance

of each involved building block. On top of efficient building

blocks, the implementation of custom kernels is often a key to

further significant performance increases. Such implementa-

tions in view of the presented eigenvalue solvers are examined

in Chapter 8. The implementation of custom kernels is justified

and the resulting kernels are closely analyzed by means of per-

formance models.

Chapter 9 The open-source software library GHOST, which has a special

focus on high performance for large-scale sparse linear algebra,

contains all software development efforts which have been con-

ducted within this work, is presented in chapter 9. Important
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design principles and programming paradigms which are rele-

vant to this work are described there.

Chapter 10 GHOST contains all optimized building blocks and kernels from

chapters 5 to 8 and can be used to obtain high-performance

implementations for real-world applications as summarized in

chapter 10.

Chapter 11 The thesis is briefly summarized and concluded in chapter 11.

Chapter 12 This chapter provides an outlook to potential future work con-

cerning this thesis.

Figure 1.2 tries to put this work into perspective by giving a “big picture”

of the various components of a large-scale interior eigenvalue computation

using a specific solver, namely Chebyshev Filter Diagonalization (ChebFD).

Based on properties of the sparse system matrix and the present hardware

architectures, a bottleneck analysis of the “textbook” ChebFD algorithm is

conducted. Kernel fusion and vector blocking are identified as promising al-

gorithmic optimization techniques, resulting in an optimized version of the

algorithm. The system matrix is stored in the platform-agnostic SELL-C-σ
format (which enables high efficiency on all relevant architectures) and

fed into the optimized algorithm, which itself consists of two major steps:

the application of the polynomial filter (which is done by means of a cus-

tom kernel) and the orthogonalization of search vectors (which builds on

T&S-GEMM operations). All involved building blocks require proper per-

formance engineering to work at best efficiency. On top of those building

blocks, large-scale computations require a further software layer implement-

ing distributed-memory parallel and scalable compute kernels for heteroge-

neous architectures: GHOST. Gluing all components together enables highly

efficient interior eigenvalue computations at a very large scale.
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Textbook ChebFD algorithm (3)

Bottleneck analysis (4)

Optimized ChebFD algorithm (8)

Setup

Apply polynomial filter 

to search vector block

Orthogonalize search vectors

Check convergence

Custom kernel (8)

SELL-C-σ matrix assembly (5)

Vector blocking

Tall & skinny GEMM (7)

Kernel fusion

Hardware architectures (2)

Sparse system matrix (2)

Performance modeling &

engineering (4-8)

Scalable framework: GHOST (9)

Algorithmic optimization (8)

Large-scale and efficient inner eigenvalue computation (10)

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of a large-scale interior eigenvalue computation on the basis of
the ChebFD algorithm. References of selected components to chapters of this work are given
in parentheses.
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2 Test Bed

This chapter is an important reference for the rest of this thesis, as it presents

the complete hard- and software test bed as well as all test matrices used

throughout this work.

2.1 Node-Level Hardware Architectures

Benchmark and solver runs are executed ondifferent hardware architectures.

As this work is about heterogeneous computing, different classes of com-

pute architectures are used. Table 2.1 summarizes all hardware architectures

which are used in this work, differentiating between “standard” multi-core

Central Processing Units (CPUs) (table 2.1a) and more novel compute plat-

forms like many-core CPUs and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), all of

which will be referred to as “accelerators” (table 2.1b). The reason for this

naming is that, originally, the only operating mode for these architectures

consisted in accelerating the work of a host CPU. Recent advances are, for

example, self-hosted many-core CPUs, which are no longer “accelerators” in

the strict sense. Still, for simplicity in this work, they will be referred to as

such. Not all results will be shown for all platforms, as this would merely add

more volume to this work without providing more insight.

This section provides a brief overview of hardware features and concepts

relevant to this work. The book by H and W [80] can be con-

sulted for further reading on basic concepts of current hardware architec-

tures. Detailed analyses of all relevant architectures are abundantly available

by hardware vendors as well as from the scientific community [85, 155].

Multi-coreCPUarchitectures. Intel Xeon E5-2670 “Sandy Bridge” (SNB),

Intel Xeon E5-2660v2 “Ivy Bridge” (IVB) and Intel Xeon E5-2697v3 “Haswell”

(HSW) represent three generations of Intel multi-core CPUs. Especially the

numberof cores, Last Level Cache (LLC) size, andmaximumattainablemain

memory bandwidth bs have increased throughout these generations. For the
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SNB IVB(∗) HSW

Model
Intel Xeon Intel Xeon Intel Xeon
E5-2670 E5-2660v2 E5-2697v3

Microar- Sandy Ivy
Haswell

chitecture Bridge Bridge
Launch Q1’12 Q3’13 Q3’14
Cores 8 10 14
SMT 2 2 2
Clock (GHz) 2.60+ 2.20 2.60
Ppeak (GFLOP/s) 166.4 176 582.4

bs


(GB/s) 45 52 (47) 65
SMT 1 1 1
Bench MM{64, 4} MM{256, 4} MM{64, 4}

IM (FLOP/B) 4.0 3.4 (3.9) 9.0
SIMD (B) 32 32 32
LLC (MiB) 20 25 35
MEM (GiB) 32 32 32
LC (B) 64 64 64

(a)Multicore CPU architectures
KNC KNL K20 K20m P100

Model
Intel Xeon Intel Xeon NVIDIA NVIDIA NVIDIA
Phi 5110P Phi 7250 Tesla K20X Tesla K20m Tesla P100

Microar- Knight’s Knight’s
Kepler Kepler Pascal

chitecture Corner Landing
Launch Q4’12 Q2’16 Q4’12 Q4’12 Q2’16
Cores 60 68 2688 2496 3584
SMT 4 4 - - -
Clock (GHz) 1.05 1.40+ 0.74+ 0.71+ 1.33+

Ppeak (GFLOP/s) 1010 3046 1310 1175 4760

bs


(GB/s) 174 509 182 152 587
SMT 3 4 - - -
Bench MM{32, 8} MM{1, 8} COPY COPY DOT

IM (FLOP/B) 6.9 6.0 7.3 7.7 8.1
SIMD (B) 64 64 - - -
LLC (MiB) 30 34 1.5 1.25 4
MEM (GiB) 8 16 6 5 16
LC (B) 64 64 32 32 32

(b)Many-core and GPU (“accelerator”) architectures

Table 2.1:Hardware architectures used in this work. “SMT” denotes the number of hardware
threads per core, Ppeak the theoretical peak double precision floating point performance, bs
themaximumattainablemainmemory bandwidth, as well as the number of threads per core,
and respectivemicrobenchmark toachieve it (see section 4.1). IM denotes the inversemachine
balancewhich isdefinedasPpeak/bs, LLC (MEM) thesizeof the last level cache (mainmemory)

and LC the cache line size. Clock frequencies suffixed with “+” are not fixed and subject to
vary at runtime.
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IVB chip, two variants with different memory clock speed (1866 MHz and

1600MHz) are considered and the slowerone is named Intel Xeon E5-2660v2

“Ivy Bridge” (IVB∗).
The Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) width has not changed, al-

thoughHSW implements the Advanced Vector Extensions 2 (AVX2) instruc-

tion set (ascompared toAdvancedVectorExtensions (AVX)on SNBand IVB).

Each core of SNB and IVB is capable of computing one SIMD addition and

multiplication each per cycle. AVX2 adds support for Fused Multiply-Add

(FMA) instructions, and HSW is capable of execution two FMA instructions

per cycle and core. This leads to a doubling of core performance and – to-

gether with the increased core count – to a significant increase of theoretical

peak double precision floating point performance Ppeak between SNB/IVB

and HSW.

Although twohardware threads can beactive at the same timeoneach core

using SimultaneousMultithreading (SMT) (i.e., placingmore thanone hard-

ware thread on each physical core), the highest main memory bandwidth on

all three multi-core CPU architectures is achieved with only a single thread

active per core. Hence, the number of threads per core will be fixed to one in

this thesis if not noted otherwise.

NUMA designs. Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) denotes a mem-

ory design in multi-core processing where a single address space is provided

using several, physically disjoint, memory domains. L provides a

comprehensive overview of many NUMA-related issues [110]. Although

all memory addresses can be accessed by all cores transparently, signifi-

cant losses of bandwidth can be expected when accessing memory located

in a remote memory domain. The location of allocated memory usually gets

determined when the data is initialized: a memory page gets placed in the

domain of the first core to write to it (“first touch policy”). Even though page

migration, i.e., transparent migration of memory pages to other memory

domains when accessed by remote cores, is implemented by some operat-

ing systems (such as Linux, which is arguably the most relevant operating

system in High-Performance Computing (HPC)), it is advised to access only

local memory in NUMA nodes, if possible. Careful scheduling of threads

is crucial to achieve this. Note that purely local access might not be possi-

ble under specific workloads with irregular data access patterns. For ease of

programmability, NUMA designs are usually equipped with mechanisms to

assure cache coherency, denoted as cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory

Access (ccNUMA). This thesis is restricted to such systems, and anymention

of NUMA designs implies cache coherency.
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NUMA designs naturally occur when several CPUs are installed in a sin-

gle, shared-memory, compute node. In that case, the memory domains are

usually connected via a proprietary interconnect such as Intel’s QuickPath

Interconnect (QPI). Some recent CPU architectures feature NUMA designs

already on a single chip: an important new architectural feature of HSW is

Cluster on Die (CoD), which divides the CPU socket into two equally sized

NUMAdomains. Hence, in case of the present HSW chipwith 14 cores, each

NUMA domain contains 7 cores. This feature can be disabled manually at

boot time, but it has been enabled throughout this work. The vendor claims

that the performance of NUMA-aware workloads which are limited by the

last level cache or main memory bandwidth can be increased by using CoD.

However, on the other hand, severe performance degradation can occur for

non-NUMA-aware workloads like bandwidth-limited applications using in-

appropriate thread scheduling.

Accelerator architectures. The accelerator architectures Intel Xeon Phi

5110P “Knight’s Corner” (KNC), Intel Xeon Phi 7250 “Knight’s Landing”

(KNL), NVIDIA Tesla K20X “Kepler” (K20), NVIDIA Tesla K20m “Kepler”

(K20m), and NVIDIA Tesla P100 “Pascal” (P100) are significantly different

than the multi-core CPUs from an architectural point of view. One obvious

difference is the number of cores: for instance, KNL features 68 cores which

is well beyond the maximum core count of even current multi-core CPUs.

The core counts of the NVIDIA architectures always include all (very light-

weight) “CUDA cores.” On the Kepler GPUs, 192 CUDA cores are present on

each Streaming Kepler Multiprocessor (SMX), of which there are 14 (13) on

K20 (K20m). On Pascal, each Streaming Pascal Multiprocessor (SM) (of

which P100 features 56) consists of 64 CUDA cores. The clock frequency

of the accelerator architectures is significantly lower than for the multi-core

CPUs. However, their large core count including wide SIMD units results in a

considerably higher peak floating point performance. In contrast to the con-

sidered multi-core CPUs, KNC and KNL feature up to four SMT threads per

core. For optimal memory bandwidth, multiple threads have to be placed on

each core. One major difference between the Intel many-core CPUs and the

NVIDIA GPUs is the significantly larger last level cache of the former.

The memory bandwidth of the accelerators exceeds the multi-core CPUs

by a large margin. This is particularly the case for the newest accelerator

architectures KNL and P100 which are equipped with novel memory tech-

nologies. In that respect, NVIDIA relies on the High Bandwidth Memory 2

(HBM2) technology whereas Intel bets onMulti-Channel Dynamic Random
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Access Memory (MCDRAM). Besides 16 GB of MCDRAM, the KNL chip fea-

tures 96 GB of Double Data Rate Fourth-Generation (DDR4) Synchronous

Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) memory (at less than 100 GB/s

saturated peak memory bandwidth), with the former functioning either as

a cache for the latter (“cache mode”), or as a separate NUMA domain (“flat

mode”). Highest performance can be achieved if thewhole data set resides in

theMCDRAMand the chip is operated in flatmode. This is also thepreferred

operating mode of KNL in this work, and the DDR4 memory partition is dis-

missed in table 2.1b and in all experiments. In contrast to this, the P100 does

not feature lower-bandwidth memory besides its HBM2. However, CUDA

offers a feature called “Unified Memory,” which allows to regard the memory

of the host CPU and the GPU as a single memory pool with a shared address

space and transparent pagemigration between the two domains. The poten-

tial overhead of this mechanism is significant [112, 115], and it has not been

used in this work. The relatively low Main Memory (MEM) capacity of the

accelerators often poses an obstaclewhen it comes to programming this kind

of architectures. While this is especially true on the older architectures KNC

and K20(m), the vendors have taken note of this issue and equipped their lat-

est accelerator generations with a significantly larger main memory. Note

that Error-Correcting Code (ECC) memory protection has always been en-

abled on the Kepler GPUs. Those are the only considered devices where this

can becontrolled – all otherhardwarearchitectures havealwaysenabledECC.

The accelerator architectures KNC, K20(m), and P100 cannot be operated

standalone, but require a host CPU to which the accelerator is connected via

Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe). Themaximum theoret-

ical bidirectional bandwidth of this interconnect (using the maximum of 16

PCIe lanes) sums up to 8 GB/s for PCIe 2.0 (KNC and K20(m)) and 16 GB/s

for PCIe 3.0 (P100). As this is much lower than all on-chip bandwidths, data

transfers between the host CPU and the accelerator should be avoided if pos-

sible. The “accelerator” operating mode suggests that the code is still exe-

cuted on the host CPU, and selected compute- or bandwidth-intensive and

time-consuming kernels are executed on the accelerator. The KNC, however,

can also be operated in “native” mode, which means that the entire program

is executed on the accelerator card. Due to theweak single-core performance

of KNC, the degree of parallelism should be as high as possible. As this is

the case to a sufficient degree for the present applications, KNC has been

operated in native mode throughout this work. This operating mode also

helps in avoiding host-accelerator data transfers and contributes to ease of

programmability. KNL breaks with this tradition, as it can also be operated
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self-hosted, i.e., without the need for a host CPU. This allows for a homoge-

neous node architecture. On the one hand, this comes with significant ad-

vantages in usability and low overhead for well-parallelized workloads. On

the other hand, if an application contains a significant serial portion, the rel-

atively low single-core performance of this architecture quickly turns out to

be hazardous for overall performance. Due to this trade-off, it is hard to tell

whether one or the other operating mode can be considered better, and only

the future will show whether homogeneous or heterogeneous node designs

are going to prevail in the long run.

SIMDand SIMTprocessing. SIMD processing is an elementary feature of

current CPU architectures. The basic idea is that a single instruction works

with multiple data elements. The number of data elements processed in this

way is called the “SIMD width.” On the considered CPU architectures the

SIMD width for double precision data is between four (real data) and two

(complex data). For single precision data, those numbers double. A nec-

essary premise for SIMD processing to work is vectorization, i.e., the for-

mulation of the code in a way which allows single instructions to work on

multiple data. This holds both for arithmetic operations and loading/storing

of data. A related concept present on GPUs is Single Instruction, Multiple

Threads (SIMT) processing. As opposed to the SIMD width, SIMT features

the concept of “warps,” with a warp being a group of threads which execute

one common instruction at a time. While being similar to SIMD, the CUDA

programming guide explains that “a key difference is that SIMD vector orga-

nizations expose the SIMDwidth to the software, whereas SIMT instructions

specify the execution and branching behavior of a single thread” [45]. The

analogy between SIMT and SIMD processing has been noted already in the

early days of general purpose computing on GPUs by V and D ,

stating that a “warp is a stream of vector instructions” and “scalar threads are

then vector elements” [172]. On all current NVIDIA architectures, the warp

size is 32. This is significantly larger than the aforementioned SIMDwidth of

the considered CPU architectures. While it is certainly possible to program

GPU architectures on a thread-level granularity, any divergence of threads

in a warp causes a serialization of execution. Hence, optimal execution effi-

ciency isachievedonly if all threadsof thewarphave thesameexecutionpath.

For instance, loading data from main memory is best done in a coalesced

way, i.e., subsequent threads of a warp access subsequent memory locations.

One peculiarity on GPU architectures regarding data accesses is that mem-

ory request by awarp are split into separate 128-bytememory requests if each
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Figure 2.1: A heterogeneous compute node.

thread accesses more than 4 bytes [45]. This holds for all GPU architectures

considered in this work. The SIMD equivalent of coalesced loads are vector-

ized load instructions. In summary, although being fundamentally different,

SIMD and SIMT processing are similar in a sense that data structures and

algorithms which are equipped for efficient execution with one of both are

good candidates to also work well with the other.

Heterogeneous node architectures. Figure 2.1 shows a strongly hetero-

geneous compute nodewith a very complex architecture, as it consists of two

IVB CPUs, and one K20mandKNC accelerator each. Each component has its

ownphysicalmainmemory (“MEM”)domain. The IVB socketsareconnected

via two unidirectional QPI links providing a cache coherent shared address

space. The NUMA architecture becomes obvious from the figure. Despite

the shared address space, careful memory placement across the IVB sockets

is important. The QPI links can deliver up to 32 GB/s in total. Despite the

fact that this is notmuch lower than themainmemory bandwidthof IVB, fre-

quent remote memory accesses are likely to cause performance problems as

each memory interface is shared between all local and remote accesses. The

accelerators are connected to the host CPUs via PCIe with a maximum bidi-
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rectional bandwidthof 8 GB/s. In thecontextof oftendata-transfer-intensive

sparse linear algebra algorithms, transfers over those slow data paths should

be avoided. Hence, the data should be kept on an accelerator or a single CPU

socket if possible.

2.2 Large-Scale Compute Systems

Large-scale experiments are conducted on five compute systems, some of

whichdiffer substantially in termsof their architecture. An importantmeans

for the classification of supercomputers is the aforementioned TOP500 list,

which sorts systems according to their achieved High Performance Linpack

(HPL) [87] performance. HPL is a scalable and compute-intensive bench-

mark that solves a dense linear system in double precision floating point

arithmetic. It usually gives a more realistic estimate about the practically

achievable floating point performance of a computer than the theoretical

Ppeak value, which is the reason why it is used as the sorting criterion in the

TOP500 list. However, floating point arithmetic performance may not be a

critical bottleneck for many applications. (This also holds for many sparse

linear algebra algorithms, where the execution speed is frequently limited

by main memory bandwidth as will be shown in chapter 4.) This led to the

proposition of further prospective standard benchmark codes beyond HPL

to obtain more realistic evaluations of compute systems for this kind of ap-

plications. One of the most prominent HPL alternatives is the High Perfor-

mance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG) benchmark as proposed by D

et al. [60]. It uses a Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) algorithm to

solve the Poisson differential equation on a regular 3-dimensional grid which

is discretizedwith a 27-point stencil. The involved building blocks are similar

to the ones present in thiswork, which qualifiesHPCG as a further evaluation

criterion forcompute systems here, althoughHPCG is notof the samepromi-

nence as HPL today. While the coverage of published HPCG performance

numbers does not match all TOP500 systems, the HPCG website [86] lists

the HPCG performance of some relevant TOP500 systems. Another impor-

tant classification criterion of compute clusters is the bisection bandwidth,

which is the minimum bandwidth between two partitions of the network.

The used systems will be briefly explained in the following, and key perfor-

mance indicators like theHPL/HPCG performance and bisection bandwidth

are given if available.
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SuperMUC Phase 2 [121]. This Lenovo NeXtScale nx360M5 WCT system,

installed at theLeibniz Supercomputing Center (LRZ) inGarching, Germany,

is a typical representative of the class of standard multi-core CPU clusters.

Each of its 3072 nodes features 2 HSW chips, and the nodes are connected

with an Infiniband FDR14 network with a bisection bandwidth of 5.1 TB/s.

Each group of 512 nodes forms an “island,” and the intra-island bandwidth

is by a factor of 4× larger than the inter-island bandwidth. The HPL per-

formance sums up to 2.81 PFLOP/s, which resulted in a TOP500 debut at

position 21 in 06/2015. In the latest edition of the list (06/2017), SuperMUC

Phase 2 still holds position 41.

Emmy [143]. Emmy is a NEC LX-2400 machine installed at the Erlangen

Regional Computing Center (RRZE) in Erlangen, Germany. Similarly to Su-

perMUCPhase 2, it is primarily a classical multi-core CPU clusterwith 2 IVB∗

sockets installed in 544 nodes. On topof that, the systemcontains 16 special-

ized nodes, some of which are equipped with 2 KNC accelerators, somewith

2 K20m GPUs, and some with one accelerator of each kind. All of those ac-

celerated nodes are driven by two IVB host CPUs. The nodes are connected

with aQDR Infiniband network. With aHPL performance of 197 TFLOP/s, it

debuted in the TOP500 in 11/2013 at position 210. As of 11/2015, it is no longer

among the TOP500 systems.

Piz Daint [43]. Piz Daint is a Cray XC30 system located at the Swiss Na-

tional Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) in Lugano, Switzerland. It consists

of 5272 nodes, each equipped with one K20 GPU and one SNB CPU. In con-

trast to SuperMUC Phase 2 and Emmy, this system is a typical representative

of GPU-accelerated systems. The nodes are connected with a Cray Aries net-

work with a dragonfly topology and a total bisection bandwidth of 33 TB/s.

With its HPL performance of 6.27 PFLOP/s, it entered the TOP500 list in

11/2013 at position 6, and it would still hold position 13 in the 06/2017 edition,

if it were not replaced by Piz Daint v2 (see next paragraph). The HPCG per-

formance adds up to 125 TFLOP/s which puts Piz Daint on position 13 of the

HPCG ranking as of November 2016.

PizDaint v2 [42]. Piz Daintwas replaced by a Cray XC/40XC50 in late 2016

toasystemwhichwill becalled “PizDaintv2” in thiswork. In its final configu-

ration, it contains 5320 hybrid nodes (eachwithaP100GPUand Intel Haswell

host CPUs) and 1431 CPU-only nodes with Intel Broadwell chips. Neither

the host CPUs of the hybrid partition nor the CPU-only nodes are taken into
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account in this work. A first, smaller configuration entered the TOP500 list

in 11/2016 at position 8 with a HPL performance of 9.78 PFLOP/s, and the fi-

nal configuration achieves list position 3 in 06/2017 with a HPL performance

of 19.59 PFLOP/s. The HPCG performance of the final configuration adds up

to 477 TFLOP/s which puts it on position 4 of this ranking as of June 2017.

The network topology is the same as in its predecessor, and CSCS does not

publish the bisection bandwidth.

Oakforest-PACS [92]. Besides multi-core CPU and GPU-accelerated clus-

ters, there is a third importantclassof supercomputers: clusters comprised of

self-hosted many-core nodes. Oakforest-PACS, a Fujitsu PRIMERGY CX1640

M1machine located at the JointCenter forAdvancedHighPerformanceCom-

puting (JCAHPC) in Tokyo, Japan, is one of the largest machines of this kind.

(The world’s fastest public supercomputer as of 11/2016, Sunway TaihuLight,

is of similar architecture.) Each of the 8208 nodes of Oakforest-PACS is

equipped with a KNL chip and Intel Omni-Path is used as the interconnect.

It has debuted in the TOP500 list in 11/2016 on position 6 with a HPL per-

formance of 13.55 PFLOP/s. As of 06/2017, it still holds position 7. The

HPCG performance of 386 TFLOP/s results in position 5 of this ranking as

of 06/2017.

2.3 Software Test Bed and Methodology

Several programming models and Application Programming Interfaces

(APIs) are used throughout this work. They are very briefly introduced in

the following. Afterwards, relevant software versions are specified, together

with some notes about the benchmarking and measurement methodology

used in thiswork. This enables reproducibility of the presented performance

results.

MPI. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [131] is a standardized message

passing system for parallel computing, developed since 1992. Communi-

cation and data exchange between processors is done via explicit message

passing. ”The MPI standard includes point-to-point message-passing, col-

lective communications, group and communicator concepts, process topolo-

gies, environmental management, process creation and management, one-

sided communications, extended collective operations, external interfaces,

I/O, some miscellaneous topics, and a profiling interface.“ [131] Numerous
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implementations of the standard are available, and the ones relevant to this

work are summarized below.

OpenMP. The development of the Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)

standard started in 1997. The intention was to create an alternative to mes-

sage passing (e.g., via MPI) to be used in conjunction with cache-coherent

shared-memory multiprocessor architectures. It primarily consists of com-

piler directives used for thread creation and work sharing. Library functions

and environment variables can be used to influence the runtime behavior.

In a typical cluster of shared-memory compute nodes, OpenMP can be used

together with MPI.

SIMDprogramming. Besideswriting sourcecode inahigh-level language,

such as C or C++, many compilers offer so-called intrinsic functions. In this

work, such functions are used for the creation of code which the compiler

cannot map to a processor’s SIMD units efficiently. Besides, there exist com-

piler directives to guide the compiler to generate efficient SIMD code. In this

work, both techniques – intrinsics and directives – are used and marked ac-

cordingly.

CUDA. In 2007, NVIDIA launched its parallel programming interface

CUDA which enables GPU architectures for general purpose processing.

The standard approach follows a host-accelerator model, where selected

functions are expressed as CUDA kernels which are launched from a thread

on the host CPU.

On all current NVIDIA architectures, 32 threads form a warp, which is

the basic unit of SIMT processing. On top of that, a number of threads

(usually several warps) are grouped in a thread block of size blockDim.x
× blockDim.y × blockDim.z, which organizes threads in a one-, two-,

or three-dimensional way and assigns each thread a unique index in this

block threadIdx.x/y/z. The threads blocks are organized in a one- or two-

dimensional grid of size gridDim.x × gridDim.y, in which each block has

a unique blockIdx.x/y. The dimensions of the grid and thread blocks have

to be specified at the time of kernel launch.

CUDA offers extensions to standard programming languages like C/C++

for the implementation of kernels. In addition, CUDA includes several soft-

ware libraries toenableeasyGPUutilization, e.g., cuSPARSE forsparsematrix

computations.
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Software versions. The Intel C Compiler (ICC) is always used for compi-

lation of CPU code throughout this work. The present ICC versions are 15.0.1

on SNB, 16.0.3 on IVB(*), HSW, and KNC, and 17.0.1 on KNL. For the compi-

lation of GPU code, CUDA version 7.0 is used on K20 and K20m, and version

8.0 on P100. Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) calls are handled by

the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 11.3 on the multi-core CPUs and KNC,

MKL 2017.0.1 on KNL, and theCUDA-appendant cuBLAS on theGPUs. Inter-

process communication via message passing is achieved using IBM MPI 1.4

on SuperMUC Phase 2, Cray MPICH 7.2.2 on Piz Daint (7.5 on Piz Daint v2),

and Intel MPI 5.1.3 on Emmy (2017.0.1 on Oakforest-PACS).

Benchmarking methodology. Besides specifying the hard- and software

test bed, thebenchmarkingmethodologymust bewell defined inorder toob-

tain reproducibility of the presented performance results. Guidelines for the

publication of performance data with special consideration of reproducibil-

ity and interpretability are given, e.g., by H and B [84]. If not

noted otherwise, all presented performance data in this work represents av-

erage performance of a sufficiently large number of test executions, i.e., large

enough such that no significant fluctuations of observed performance occur

between distinct test runs. Having iterative sparse solvers in mind, it is a

valid approach to report the average performance of computational building

blocks, as there are also many subsequent executions of them when used in

solvers. Detailed information about the methodology (like, e.g., the number

of iterations) are given in the according sections of this work.

2.4 Test Matrices

The analysis of this work is done by means of a set of test matrices which are

summarized in table 2.2. In all cases, real or complex double precision values

are used, i.e., a single matrix value occupies 8 (real) or 16 (complex) bytes.

Index values are always stored using 4-byte integers. A matrix is considered

“large” if it does not fit into any cache of the used hardware architectures.

According to table 2.1, the HSW architecture has the largest available LLC

with 35MiB. The absoluteminimumstorage requirement for a general sparse

matrix is to store the value and column index of each non-zero element (see

section 4.2.2). Assuming real double precision (i.e., 8-byte) data and 4-byte

indices, this adds up to 12 bytes per element, and a test matrix must contain

at least nnz ≥ (35× 106)/12 ≈ 3× 106 elements to be qualified for the group

of “large” matrices.
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# Test case n (×m) nnz nnzr βC=16
σ=1→256 σC=16

opt cv

1 Spin-NUp
NUp!

(NUp/2)!
2 nnnzr

NUp

2
+ 1 0.88 → 0.98 26 0.178

2 Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz 4NxNyNz nnnzr ≈ 13 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.022

3 Graphene-Nx-Ny NxNy nnnzr ≈ 4 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.012

4 MATPDE-Nx-Ny NxNy nnnzr ≈ 5 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.006

5 ML_Geer 1,504,002 110,879,972 73.72 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.034

6 RM07R 381,689 37,464,962 98.16 0.63 → 0.93 29 0.700

7 kkt_power 2,063,494 14,612,663 7.08 0.54 → 0.92 29 1.045

8 Hamrle3 1,447,360 5,514,242 3.81 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.407

9 pwtk 217,918 11,634,424 53.39 0.99 → 1.00 20 0.089

10 shipsec1 140,874 7,813,404 55.46 0.89 → 0.98 27 0.200

11 consph 83,334 6,010,480 72.13 0.94 → 0.97 27 0.265

12 pdb1HYS 36,417 4,344,765 119.31 0.84 → 0.97 28 0.267

13 cant 62,451 4,007,383 64.17 0.90 → 0.98 27 0.219

14 webbase-1M 1,000,005 3,105,536 3.11 0.45 → 0.67 215 8.161

15 rail4284
4,284 ×

11,279,748 2,632.99 0.28 → 0.73 n 1.598
1,092,610

16 dense2 2,000 4,000,000 2,000.00 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.000

17 cop20k_A 121,192 2,624,331 21.65 0.86 → 0.98 27 0.479

18 rma10 46,835 2,374,001 50.69 0.70 → 0.96 28 0.548

19 mc2depi 525,825 2,100,225 3.99 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.019

20 qcd5_4 49,152 1,916,928 39.00 1.00 → 1.00 20 0.000

21 mac_econ_fwd500 206,500 1,273,389 6.17 0.37 → 0.82 211 0.719

22 scircuit 170,998 958,936 5.61 0.49 → 0.83 212 0.783

Table 2.2: Summary of basic matrix characteristics. Matrices #1-3 are quantum physics ap-
plication matrices, matrix #4 is a scalable test case from the Matrix Market [30] (see text for
description of #1-4), matrices #5-8 are large corner case benchmark matrices, matrices #9-14
are the large, sparse and square matrices of the Williams group of the University of Florida
sparsematrix collection [51] andmatrices #16-22 are the remainingmatricesof this group. The
matrices have dimension n×m (n× n is m is omitted) with a total number of non-zero en-
tries nnz and an average number of non-zero entries per row nnzr = nnz/n. The last columns
describe SELL-C-σ-specific properties (see section 5.2): β denotes the chunk occupancy of
each matrix without (σ = 1) and with sorting (σ = 256) for a chunk height of C = 16. The
sorting scope to achieve a chunk occupancy of 95% with C = 16 is denoted by σopt, and cv
labels the coefficient of non-zero count variation of a sparse matrix.
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Matrices #1-3 arise from applications relevant to the Equipping Sparse

Solvers for Exascale (ESSEX) project [6]. Spin-NUp resembles the Hamil-

ton operator for the Heisenberg XXZ spin chain model with Sz symme-

try and NUp spins [142]. Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz is the Hamilton operator of an

Nx × Ny × Nz sample of a topological insulator material [100]. This ma-

trix is complex-valued. Finally, Graphene-Nx-Ny relates to the standard

tight-binding Hamiltonian on the honeycomb lattice with an on-site disor-

der term [37, 137].

Matrix #4, MATPDE-Nx-Ny, is a scalable test matrix from theMatrix Mar-

ket [30]. This non-symmetric matrix represents a five-point finite difference

discretization of a two-dimensional variable-coefficient linear elliptic equa-

tion on anNx ×Ny grid with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

To demonstrate wider applicability of the developed building blocks, a

range of benchmark matrices (#5-22) have been selected which will be used

in the according building block’s performance analyses. Regardless of their

original data type, theywill be usedwith real double precision data. Matrices

#5-8 represent 4 corner cases in terms of low/high average number of non-

zero entries per sparse matrix row nnzr and chunk occupancy of a SELL-C-σ
matrix β (see chapter 5), which is very useful for performance analysis and

benchmarking. The remaining matrices constitute the “Williams” group of

matrices in the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [51]. This col-

lection has originally been proposed by W et al. and represents “a

wide variety of actual applications, including finite element method-based

modeling, circuit simulation, linear programming, a connectivity graph col-

lected from a partial web crawl, as well as a dense matrix stored in sparse for-

mat” [178]. Nowadays, this set of matrices is commonly used in publications

about sparse matrix algorithm performance [24, 40, 104]. Although those

matrices are not necessarily directly relevant for the present algorithms and

applications, they are useful for evaluating wider applicability of the devel-

oped building blocks. Furthermore, theverydiverse natureof thosematrices

is helpful in identifying strengths and weaknesses of different implementa-

tions and hardware architectures.
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3 Iterative Sparse Eigenvalue Solvers

The determination of relevant numerical building blocks in this thesis is

guided by a representative selection of iterative sparse eigenvalue solvers.

The goal of such solvers is to solve the standard eigenvalue problem,

H~x = λ~x , (3.1)

where H is a sparse, potentially large, and assumed to be square matrix of

size n × n. The scalars λ1 ≤ λi ≤ λn are called the eigenvalues of H and

~x1, . . . , ~xn are the corresponding eigenvectors. The set of all eigenvalues

λ1, . . . , λn builds the spectrum of the matrix. An eigenvalue is called an ex-

terior eigenvalue if it is located at the end of the spectrum, i.e., close to λ1

or λn. Eigenvalues in the interior of the spectrum are called interior eigen-

values. An approximation to the full spectrum, i.e., a quantification of the

number of eigenvalues per interval, is called the Density Of States (DOS).

The identification of performance-critical sparse linear algebra building

blocks is done by means of some selected methods, which will be briefly

introduced in the following sections. The level of detail of mathematical

foundations is kept to a minimum and suitable references are given for fur-

ther reading. The goal here is not to facilitate a deep understanding of those

methods, but rather toobtain a sufficientoverviewand understanding of var-

ious sparse eigenvalue solvers. The presented methods in sections 3.1 to 3.4

reflect a wide range of solvers for different classes of eigenvalues.

3.1 Lanczos Method

The Lanczos method is an iterative algorithm proposed by Cornelius Lanc-

zos [111]. The method is known to be especially useful in situations where

only a few of H ’s exterior eigenvalues are sought, as information about those

tends to emerge fairly early during the iterative process [75, Chapter 10]. A

sketch of the Hermitian Lanczos algorithm (i.e., assuming Hermitian H) is
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3 Iterative Sparse Eigenvalue Solvers

Algorithm 1 The Hermitian Lanczos algorithm.

1: ~v1 ← random initial vector with norm 1

2: ~v0 ← 0
3: β1 ← 0
4: while not converged do

5: ~wj ← H~vj − βj~vj−1 . spmv()
6: αj ← 〈~wj , ~vj〉 . dot()
7: 1(m,α,β) . Find eigenvalues of Tjj and check for convergence

8: ~wj ← ~wj − αj~vj . axpy()
9: βj+1 ← ||~wj ||2 . nrm2()
10: ~vj+1 ← ~wj/βj+1 . scal()
11: end while

shown in algorithm 1. The iterative process generates a sequence of orthog-

onal “Lanczos vectors” ~vj , which span a Krylov subspace of H . Using those,

one can successively build a symmetric and tridiagonal matrix

Tjj = V H
j HVj =



α1 β2 0
β2 α2 β3

β3 α3
. . .

. . .
. . . βj−1

βj−1 αj−1 βj
0 βj αj


(3.2)

with Vj = (~v1, . . . , ~vj) a dense matrix of size n × j and V H
j its conjugate

transpose. The eigenvalues of Tjj are approximate eigenvalues of H , with

the exterior eigenvalues converging most quickly to the exterior eigenvalues

ofH . The eigenvalues of Tjj can be computed directly, e.g. using the implicit

QL [61] method. This comes at very low cost since Tjj is tridiagonal and

j � n.
The computational building blocks required in the presented Hermitian

Lanczos algorithm are the Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV) op-

eration ~y ← H~x+β~y in line 5 of algorithm 1, aswell as the BLAS-1 operations

dot(), axpy(), nrm2(), and scal() in lines 6 and 8 to 10. Note that a non-

Hermitian Lanczos algorithmwould require similar building blocks, but also

the multiplication of the conjugate transpose of H , HH , with a vector. In

a simple implementation, HH can be stored explicitly to avoid the require-

ment of a further compute kernel for this operation.
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3.2 Kernel Polynomial Method

3.2 Kernel Polynomial Method

The Kernel Polynomial Method (KPM) is a well-established polynomial ex-

pansion technique for the computation of the eigenvalue density and spec-

tral properties of large sparse matrices. Being originally developed for the

computation of eigenvalue densities and spectral functions [154], the KPM

soon found applications in physics and chemistry. In recent applications the

KPM has been used, e.g., for large-scale data analysis [27] and the counting of

eigenvalues for the pre-determination of sub-space sizes in projection-based

eigensolvers [57] (see also section 3.3). While a detailed analysis of the KPM

can be found in the review by W et al. [176], a brief overview will be

given in the following.

One application of the KPM is the computation of the DOS, which is a

basic quantity of interest for physics applications defined as

ρ(λ) =

n∑
i=1

δ(λ− λi) , (3.3)

with δ the Dirac delta function. A direct method for the computation of ρ(λ)
as given in eq. (3.3) would have to compute all eigenvalues λi of H , which is

not feasible for large matrices. Instead, the KPM works with an alternative

expression,

ρ(λ) = tr [δ(λ1−H)] , (3.4)

where 1 denotes the identitymatrix and the sumof the trace tr[. . . ] runs over
all eigenvaluesλi ofH . Basically, theKPMworkswith a systematic expansion

of the δ function in eq. (3.4). The KPM exploits the orthogonality properties

and two-term recurrence for Chebyshev polynomials Tm(x) of the first kind

to successively compute the vectors

~vm = Tm

(
H̃~v0

)
(3.5)

from a starting vector ~v0 with 1 ≤ m ≤ M/2 and prescribed M through the

recurrence

~v1 = H̃~v0 , (3.6)

~vm+1 = 2H̃~vm − ~vm−1 . (3.7)

H̃ indicates a re-scaled and shifted matrix H with

H̃ = a(H − b1) , (3.8)
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3 Iterative Sparse Eigenvalue Solvers

which is necessary because the spectrum of H̃ must be contained in the in-

terval of orthogonality of the Chebyshev polynomials [-1;1]. The Lanczos

method as briefly introduced in section 3.1 is a suitable way for the determi-

nation of the exterior eigenvalues λ1 and λn which can be used to compute

the scaling factor a and shift b as

a = (2− ε)/(λn − λ1) and (3.9)

b = (λn + λ1)/2 (3.10)

with ε a small cut-off used to avoid stability problems. To avoid saving all

~vm and restrict the number of saved vectors to two, the two scalar products

corresponding to the Chebyshev moments

η2m = 〈~vm, ~vm〉 and (3.11)

η2m+1 = 〈~vm+1, ~vm〉 (3.12)

are computed in each iterative step. After the iterative and computationally

intensive scheme is finished, spectral quantities are constructed in a compu-

tationally undemanding step from averaged Chebyshev moments using ker-

nel polynomials to suppress Gibbs oscillations. Concretely, for the compu-

tation of the spectrally averaged DOS, the trace in eq. (3.4) can be approxi-

mated by a sum overR independent random initial vectors
{
~v
(1)
0 , . . . , ~v

(R)
0

}
using the relation that

tr [H] ≈ (1/R)

R∑
r=1

〈
~v
(r)
0 ,H~v

(r)
0

〉
. (3.13)

The independence of the random initial vectors allows to combine all of

them intoa singleKPM iteration. Aswill bemotivated in sections 8.1 and 10.1,

this can be done to increase the performance of the computation. The final

KPM algorithm for DOS computation is shown in algorithm 2, where ~W and
~V denote blocks of R vectors. The computational building blocks needed in

algorithm 2 are a shifted and general Sparse Matrix-Multiple Vectors Multi-

plication (SpMMV) kernel in line 5 and block vector versions for the calcu-

lation of norms (line 6) and dot products (line 7). Although the presented

version of the KPM is specialized towards the computation of the DOS, the

short name “KPM” (instead of, e.g., KPM-DOS [100]) is used throughout this

work for the sake of brevity.
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3.3 Chebyshev Filter Diagonalization

Algorithm 2 Blocked version of the KPM.

1: ~V ← R random initial vectors

2: ~W ← R zero vectors

3: Initialization and computation of η0, η1
4: for m = 1 toM/2 do

5: ~W ← 2a(H − b1)~V − ~W . Equations (3.7) and (3.8)

6: η2m ← 〈~V , ~V 〉 . Equation (3.11)

7: η2m+1 ← 〈 ~W, ~V 〉 . Equation (3.12)

8: ( ~W, ~V )

9: end for

10: Inexpensive computation of DOS from η0,...,M

3.3 Chebyshev Filter Diagonalization

The problem of finding interior eigenvalues of a symmetric (or Hermitian)

matrix can be specified as follows: Given a symmetric (or Hermitian) ma-

trix H , compute the NT eigenpairs (λi, ~vi) within a prescribed target inter-

val, λi ∈ IT = [λ, λ]. In current applications, the target interval typically

contains up to a few hundred eigenvalues of a matrix H which has approxi-

mately 106, . . . , 1010 rows [137]. Chebyshev Filter Diagonalization (ChebFD)

is a straightforward scheme for the solution of this problem. While this work

only presents a brief overview of this method, a thorough explanation of the

ChebFD method is available by P et al. [137].

Being based on polynomial filter functions, ChebFD has a lot in common

with the KPM. In ChebFD, filter polynomials of degree Np, which are ob-

tained from Chebyshev expansions of window functions with expansion co-

efficients cn and damping factors gn for 0 ≤ n ≤ Np, are used to project

the subspace onto the target space of sought eigenvectors [137]. The precise

value of eigenvalues in the target interval NT is normally not known prior

to the computation, but can be estimated from the DOS (e.g., by applying

the KPM, see section 3.2). The eigenpairs in the target interval can be ob-

tained as follows: Start with sufficiently many random search vectors ~xk, for
k = 1, . . . , NS with NS ≥ NT , and compute the sought eigenvalues and

-vectors from the filtered vectors p[H]~xk. The basic procedure of ChebFD

can be summarized as:
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3 Iterative Sparse Eigenvalue Solvers

Algorithm 3 Blocked version of the polynomial filter application procedure in ChebFD.

1: ~U ← (αH + β1) ~X
2: ~W ← 2(αH + β1)~U − ~X
3: ~X ← g0c0 ~Xk + g1c1~U + g2c2 ~W
4: for n = 3 toNp do

5: swap( ~W, ~U)
6: ~W ← 2(αH + β1)~U − ~W
7: ~X ← ~X + gncn ~W
8: end for

Pre-processing

1. Determine the parameters a, b such that the spectrum ofH is included

in [a, b]. This can be done, e.g., using the Lanczos method as described

in section 3.1.

2. Compute theDOSofH , e.g., using theKPMaspresented in section 3.2.

Estimate the number of target vectorsNT from it and choose the num-

ber of search vectorsNS & 2NT accordingly.

3. Estimate the size of the search interval IS , which includes the target

interval IT , from NS and choose the filter polynomial degree NP ac-

cordingly.

Polynomial filtering

4. ConstructNS random search vectors ~x1, . . . , ~xNS
.

5. Apply the polynomial filter: ~xk ← p[H]~xk for k = 1, . . . , NS as illus-

trated in algorithm 3 with α = 2/(b− a) and β = (a+ b)/(a− b).
6. Orthogonalize the filtered search vectors and compute the Ritz pairs

(λ̃k, ~̃vk) together with their residuals

7. Restart from step 5 if not converged.

The computationally most expensive step is the application of the polyno-

mial filter (step 5). Similar to the KPM, the independence of random initial

vectors allows for a straightforward formulation of this step to use block vec-

tors. In sections 8.2 and 10.2, the use of block vectors in ChebFD ismotivated

by estimating and demonstrating the concomitant performance gains.

Algorithm 3 illustrates the application of the polynomial filter (step 5

above) to a block of vectors ~X using the auxiliary block vectors ~U and ~W .

Similar to the KPM, the block vector formulation necessitates a shifted and

general SpMMV kernel (lines 1, 2 and 6). Besides, a block vector implemen-

tation of the BLAS-1 kernel axpy() is required (lines 3 and 7).
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After the application of the filter, the filtered search vectors must be or-

thogonalized (step 6 in the above-illustrated scheme). This can be achieved,

e.g., using SingularValueQB (SVQB) [160], amethodwhichdemandsmatrix-

matrix multiplications on block vectors, i.e., Tall & Skinny General Dense

Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (T&S-GEMM) operations. The computational

demand of this step in the context of ChebFD depends in the polynomial de-

gree NP : the larger it is, the more dominating is the application of the filter

compared to the other steps of ChebFD. For constantNT , the polynomial de-

gree scales with the problem size, and already for medium-scale matrices,

NP is in the range of thousands [137]. Hence, the presence of highly effi-

cient routines forT&S-GEMMoperationsmaynotbecritical forhighChebFD

performance, and potentially inefficient “standard” General Dense Matrix-

MatrixMultiplication (GEMM) implementations could be used if NP is high

enough. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to investigate the efficiency of the in-

volved T&S-GEMM operations to operate at high efficiency on all scales.

3.4 Block Jacobi-Davidson QRMethod

The last considered problem is to find l exterior eigenvalues of the matrix H
with l� n. A suitable but basic method for the solution of this is Davidson’s

method [50], which isageneralizationof theLanczosmethod (seesection 3.1)

and can be seen as a preconditioned version of it. Combining outer iterations

of Davidson type with efficient preconditioning and inner iterations to solve

auxiliary linear systems yields the Jacobi-Davidson QR (JDQR) method as

firstproposed by F et al. [69]. JDQR is significantly faster thanDavid-

son’s method for finding several exterior eigenvalues. However, this method

reveals numerical weaknesses when it comes to multiple or clustered eigen-

values. In this case, block variants of Jacobi-Davidson (JD) methods (which

wereoriginally addressed by S andM C [157]) are known

to be more robust than their single vector counterparts. This work consid-

ers the Block Jacobi-Davidson QR (BJDQR) method for the solution of the

aforementioned exterior eigenvalue problem where nb denotes the number

of vectors inablock. Contrary toKPM (section 3.2) andChebFD (section 3.3),

both of which are originally single vector methods which can be formulated

as block algorithms easily, BJDQR is designed as a block algorithm from the

start. A theoretical foundationof theBJDQRmethod is available by R -

Z et al. [142], and a short overview of this method is given in the fol-

lowing.
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The starting point is the invariant subspaceV = span {~v1, . . . , ~vl} spanned
by the l exterior eigenvectors which are sought. Considering an orthonormal

basis of this subspace, the standard eigenvalue problem as given in eq. (3.1)

can be re-formulated as {
HQ−QR = 0 ,

−1
2Q

HQ+ 1
21 = 0 ,

(3.14)

where HQ = QR is a partial Schur decomposition of H with an orthogonal

matrixQ of size n× l and an upper triangular matrixR of size n×n. The di-

agonal entries of R are the eigenvalues of H . While omitting the mathemat-

ical derivation, it can be said that one of the main contributors to the overall

runtime is the application of the JD operator to a block vector ~X containing

nb vectors with nb � n in each iteration of an inner iterative sparse solver,

e.g., Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) [142],

~Y ←
(
1−QQT

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

projection

(
H − λ̃1

)
~X︸ ︷︷ ︸

shifted SpMMV

. (3.15)

This can be split into the shifted SpMMV,

~Y ←
(
H − λ̃1

)
~X , (3.16)

where the Ritz values λ̃ act as shift and λ̃ is different for each vector in the

block, and the projection,

S ← QT ~Y , (3.17)

~Y ← ~Y −QS . (3.18)

As l, nb � n, it holds thatQ, ~X and ~Y are very “tall & skinny” densematrices

andS is a smallmatrixof size l×nb. Besides the blockvectorwidthnb, BJDQR

features an additional parametermwhich determines the current dimension

of the search space. One characteristic of the BJDQR algorithm is that this

dimension is subject to growth during the iteration. When it grows too large,

it needs to be shrunken to its original value mmin ≤ m. Speaking in terms

of numerical kernels, this procedure requires an in-place multiplication of a

block vector ~W = (~w1, . . . , ~wm) with a small matrix C of size m × mmin to

update the firstmmin vectors of ~W ,

(~w1, . . . , ~wmmin
)← ~WC . (3.19)
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λ1 λ2 λl λn
...
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Figure 3.1: Considered classes of sought eigenvalues and corresponding methods used in this
work: (1) denotes a few exterior eigenvalues which can be found with the Lanczos method
(see section 3.1), (2) is the DOS which can be estimated with the KPM (see section 3.2), (3)
highlights “some” interioreigenvalueswhichcan be foundusing ChebFD (see section 3.3), and
(4) marks “some” exterior eigenvalues forwhich BJDQR is a suitablemethod (see section 3.4).

Both the projection and subspace shrinking involve GEMM operations on

tall & skinny dense matrices. In eq. (3.17), an inner product of tall & skinny

densematrices is computedwhichyields the small densematrixS. In further

reference, this operation will be called Tall & Skinny Matrix Transposed-Tall

& Skinny Matrix Multiplication (TSMTTSM). The multiplication of a tall &

skinny with a small matrix as needed in eq. (3.18) will be called Tall & Skinny

Matrix-Small Matrix Multiplication (TSMM) and its in-place counterpart as

required in eq. (3.19) TSMM-inplace. A peculiarity of an implementation

of eq. (3.19) is the aliasing of the output with the first input matrix. This is

against theBLAS standard,whichstates that “unless specifiedotherwise, only

input-only arguments (specified with the const qualifier), may be legally

aliased on a call to the C interface to the BLAS” [8]. Thus, a copy of ~W needs

to be passed as the input matrix if off-the-shelf BLAS implementations were

used.

Conclusively, themost important numerical kernels of the BJDQRmethod

are shifted SpMMV, and the three aforementioned T&S-GEMM operations.

3.5 Summary

This chapter introduced four different numerical methods for different

classes of eigenvalue problems. Figure 3.1 visualizes which part of the spec-

trum is addressed by the different solvers. While each of the methods has its

own characteristics, recurring building blocks can be found. This thesis cov-

ers hardware-efficient and highly parallel implementations of those building

blocks forall currentHPCarchitectures. Althoughaselectionof sparseeigen-

value solvers has been used to identify relevant building blocks, the results

of this thesis are not limited to those methods. In fact, the selected building
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blocks appear in many more sparse linear algebra algorithms, which makes

the results of this work applicable to a much wider range of solvers. For in-

stance, linear solvers based on Krylov subspaces, like the selection analyzed

by A et al. containing IDR(s), QMR, BiCGSTAB, and others [9], consist

of similar building blocks. A brief summary of the occurring building blocks

in the presented eigenvalues solvers, as well as their typical communication

patterns in distributed memory environments, can be given as follows:

1. BLAS-1 operations

These involve, e.g., operations like axpy() and dot(). Being part of the

BLAS, efficient library implementations of those methods are widely

available. They do not require further regard in this work, as there is

no further optimization potential.

Only the BLAS-1 operations containing reductions (i.e., dot() and

nrm2()) require distributed memory communication. However, for

those operations the distributed memory communication follows a

very simple pattern as it merely requires a reduction of all partial re-

sults.

2. Block vector-enabled BLAS-1 operations

The use of block vectors often requires block vector-enabled BLAS-1

operations, to be called Block-BLAS-1 operations. The idea is to apply a

BLAS-1 operation to a block of vectors at once. Simple operations like

axpy() and scal() canbeexecutedon the full blockatonce, regardless

of the block’s storage order. However, this does not hold for operations

including reductions, like dot() and nrm2(). In this case, nb calls to

standard BLAS-1 functions are sufficient if the vectors are stored one

after another. If the vectors are stored in an interleaved way, this is not

possible and one either has to execute nb successive BLAS-1 operations

passing a stride of nb between successive vector elements to them, or

provide a manual implementation. The first approach using a stride

of nb is very likely to lead to performance issues due to an unfavorable

data access pattern. Hence, a manual implementation is required for

high efficiency.

In terms of communication patterns, similar points as for the BLAS-1

operationsabovecanbemade. Solely theblockvectorversionsofdot()
and nrm2() require communication of all partial results, with the only

difference being that there are now nb partial results.
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3. (Shifted) SpMV

The standard SpMV is the key operation of many (single vector) sparse

linear algebra algorithms. Hence, implementations are available in

many libraries, e.g. the vendor-supplied Intel MKL and NVIDIA cuS-

PARSE. The performance of this operation strongly depends on the

structure of the sparse matrix, and it is not safe to assume high effi-

ciency from available software libraries for all matrices (see chapter 5).

Adding a shift causes only a small change to the SpMV and all its pe-

culiarities considering implementation and performance are retained.

However, implementations of the shifted SpMV are scarce in available

software libraries which often necessitates a manual implementation

if chaining the SpMV with an axpy() operation should be avoided.

The communication patterns of this operation in distributed memory

depend on the structure of the matrix. Usually, the involved vectors

are distributed in the same way as the matrix. Hence, some elements

of the input vector need to be gathered from remote locations before

the SpMV operation can be carried out. Section 9.4 will describe this

procedure in more detail.

4. (Shifted) SpMMV

The SpMMV is the block vector version of the SpMV and it usually ap-

pears if a sparse linear algebra algorithm is formulated as a block al-

gorithm. Doing so can be motivated purely by potential performance

gains (as in KPM and ChebFD) or also by numerical benefits (as in

BJDQR). The performance gains are quantified in section 4.2.3 and the

basic properties of this operation are analyzed in chapter 6.

Just as for its single-vector counterpart, the communication patterns

depend on the matrix structure. The only difference is that nb vector

elements need to be transferred foreachmatrix element corresponding

to a remote location. This leads to larger message sizes for increasing

nb, which is important for mitigating the impact of latency and makes

SpMMV favorable over nb SpMV calls with respect to communication

behavior.

5. Tall & skinny GEMMoperations

This includes the operations TSMTTSM, TSMM, and TSMM-inplace as

required by theBJDQR solver. Beyond this, blockvectororthogonaliza-

tion, e.g., using SVQB, requires similar operations. As shown in chap-

ter 7, these operations have interesting performance properties and a
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careful manual implementation potentially bears significant potential

for speedup compared to available implementations.

Similar to the Block-BLAS-1 operations explained above, the only oper-

ation requiring communication is the one which comes with a reduc-

tion: TSMTTSM. The result of this operation is a small matrix which

needs to be reduced over all involved processes.
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Algebra Building Blocks

Performance modeling is a central component of performance engineering.

The main target of performance modeling is to find expressions for perfor-

mance behavior of a given code or algorithm on a given computer architec-

ture. There is a wide variety of approaches towards performance modeling.

Performance models based on stochastic analysis or statistics are in the best

case able to give accurate predictions of program performance [164, 165].

However, they rarely provide insight into how the performance can be im-

proved. Opposed to that, the analysis of bounds and bottlenecks “provides

valuable insight into the primary factors affecting the performance of com-

puter systems. In particular, the critical influence of the system bottleneck is

highlighted and quantified” [114, p. 70]. By following a “white box” approach

and revealing relevant bottlenecks of a kernel on a given hardware platform,

one can assess the quality of a specific implementation and derive poten-

tial optimization strategies. The Roofline performancemodel is arguably the

most prominent performance model based on the “bounds and bottlenecks”

idea. It is the main tool for performance modeling used in this work and will

be introduced briefly in the following section. Afterwards, in section 4.2 it

will be specifically applied to thepresent building blocks (see section 3.5) and

a selection of the hardware platforms introduced in section 2.1.

4.1 The Roofline PerformanceModel

The Roofline performance model as popularized by W et al. is en-

titled as an “insightful visual performance model for multi-core architec-

tures” [179]. It relates processor performance to memory traffic, assuming

a single-level memory hierarchy. Usually, this level is the main memory and

the Roofline model only considers traffic between main memory and the

cores, ignoring all caches. The central assumption of the Roofline model

is that in-core execution overlaps perfectlywith data transfers in thememory
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hierarchy. Latency effects of memory accesses are assumed to be not present.

As thiswork focuses on large-scale sparse linear algebra, the assumption that

the data set exceeds the cache and resides in main memory is applicable,

which qualifies Roofline as a suitable performance model.

The Roofline model delivers an upper bound (“light speed estimate”) for

the attainable performance, i.e., the Roofline performance limit P ∗ of a ker-

nel, based on its arithmetic intensity I , applicable maximum floating point

performancePmax, and maximum attainable main memory bandwidth bs as

P ∗ = min (I × bs;Pmax) . (4.1)

In eq. (4.1) one can already recognize two major classes of kernels: “mem-

ory bound” kernels with P ∗ = I × bs and “compute bound” kernels with

P ∗ = Pmax. It will be shown that many kernels and algorithms of sparse

linear algebra are memory bound, i.e., limited by main memory bandwidth.

The same conclusion can be drawn by comparing I and the inverse machine

balance IM (which is defined as Ppeak/bs): If I is smaller than IM, the ker-

nel is memory bound and the performance is limited by bs. Otherwise, it is

limited by Ppeak (whose relation to Pmax is described below). Due to bs be-

ing fixed for a given architecture, the onlyway to increase the performance of

a bandwidth-limited kernel on a given hardware platform is to increase the

kernel’s arithmetic intensity I . In this work, the term “Roofline efficiency”

is used for the achieved double precision floating point performance P of a

kernel relative to its Roofline limit P ∗.
More elaborate performance models like the Execution Cache Memory

(ECM) model [168] require detailed knowledge about the kernel’s data traffic

and location of data accessed in the kernel, which can usually not be sup-

plied for the irregular data access patterns in sparse linear algebra. This, and

the fact that the Rooflinemodel delivers sufficient insight in the scope of this

work, justifies the choice of Roofline as a suitable tool for performance mod-

eling. The input parameters to the Roofline model are briefly explained in

the following.

Arithmetic intensity I. W et al. define the term “operational in-

tensity to mean operations per byte of DRAM traffic” [179]. As all relevant

operations of sparse linear algebra involve floating point arithmetic, the term

“arithmetic intensity” can beusedover “operational intensity,” and bedefined

as the ratio between executed Floating Point Operations (FLOPs) per byte of

Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) traffic.
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A straightforward way to determine the arithmetic intensity of a kernel is

bymanuallycounting the FLOPsandmemory transfers. This requires knowl-

edge about data locality (i.e., whether some data may be located in a cache

and should not be considered) and the size of the used data types. In some

cases, a kernel’s arithmetic intensity cannot be obtained by only investigat-

ing the code. For example, due to the irregular memory access pattern of

to the input vector of an SpMV, it is only possible to specify, e.g., an upper

bound for the arithmetic intensity (Imax) assuming perfect re-use of input

vector data. See section 5.4 for a detailed analysis of this topic.

It is always possible to get precise values for I from measurements, e.g.,

using Hardware Performance Monitoring (HPM). Using tools like LIK-

WID [169] on CPUs or nvprof [134] on NVIDIA GPUs, one can get precise

measurements of the executed FLOPs and memory transfers which gives a

realistic image of a kernel’s arithmetic intensity.

Attainable saturated peak memory bandwidth bs. Obviously, this

is the hardware metric which determines the maximum performance of

bandwidth-limited kernels. A first approximation for the maximum attain-

ablemainmemory bandwidth is the theoretical memory bandwidth as given

in a processor’s data sheet, which yields an absolute upper bound. However,

in reality this value is rarely achieved even for very simple kernels, and the

realistically attainable peak memory bandwidth is significantly lower. For

instance, the theoretical peak memory bandwidth of K20 is 250 GB/s, which

deviates significantly from the actually attainable maximum memory band-

width bs of 182 GB/s (which is measured as described below).

A simple way to obtain meaningful values for bs is to run a set of mi-

crobenchmarks like STREAM [125] on the system. STREAM consists of

four separate benchmarks which are summarized in table 4.1. The STREAM

benchmarks show different properties in terms of arithmetic intensity and

the ratio between load and store operations. Note that for all STREAM

benchmarks, the target array a[] is not read from main memory and thus,

an additional “write allocate” may occur on cache-based systems [80]. Con-

sequently, to minimize data transfers, streaming store instructions, which

avoid a redundant transfer of a[] from main memory to the core, should

be used if the architecture implements them. As this is the case for all

considered Intel architectures, streaming stores have been enabled for the

STREAM benchmarks at compile time for them, delivering the “B/Iter” ratios

as given in table 4.1. For measuring the attainable bandwidth on the GPU

architectures, a GPU port of STREAM called GPU-STREAM [52] is used. It
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Name Kernel
B/ FLOP/ Load/

Iter Iter Store

S
T
R
E
A
M

COPY a[i] = b[i] 16 0 1

SCALE a[i] = q*b[i] 16 1 1

ADD a[i] = b[i] + c[i] 24 1 2

TRIAD a[i] = b[i] + q*c[i] 24 2 2

DOT q += b[i] * c[i] 16 2 ∞
MM{k, s} cf. listing 4.1 8(2 + k) 2k k + 1

Table 4.1: Summary of memory microbenchmarks with a[], b[], and c[] large arrays of
length n and q a scalar value. All data are of real double precision type and the STREAM
benchmarks feature a loop over i which has been omitted for brevity. “B/Iter” (“FLOP/Iter”)
denotes the minimum amount of bytes to be transferred (floating point operations to be ex-
ecuted) per loop iteration, and “Load/Store” is the ratio between load and store operations,
assuming minimal data traffic.

n

k

s

A[] y[]

col

lane

Figure 4.1: Data storage of the MM{k, s} microbenchmark with k = 4 and s = 2.

implements the aforementioned STREAM benchmarks and augments the

set with a read-only benchmark “DOT,” which is similar to the computation

of a scalar product.

A closer investigation reveals that on some architectures, none of the

STREAM benchmarks achieves the maximum practically achievable band-

width. Especially on CPU architectures, read-dominated or read-only mem-

ory access may yield highest bandwidth. As many sparse linear algebra al-

gorithms are read-dominated (due to the fact that the sparse matrix rarely

gets written to), this is of special importance for the present work. This

can be demonstrated with the help of a custom microbenchmark which is

called MM{k, s}. The benchmark kernel is shown in listing 4.1 and the layout

of data is visualized in fig. 4.1. Section 5.4 will reveal that MM{k, s} mim-

ics to some extent the memory access pattern of SpMV for a matrix with k
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4.1 The Roofline Performance Model

Listing 4.1MM{k, s} microbenchmark kernel with k > 0 and n a multiple of s.

1 double y[n], A[n*k], tmp[s];
2 // initialize data...
3

4 for (int row = 0; row < n; row += s) {
5 for (int lane = 0; lane < s; lane++)
6 tmp[lane] = 0.;
7

8 for (int col = 0; col < k; k++)
9 for (int lane = 0; lane < s; lane++)
10 tmp[lane] += A[row*k+col*s+lane] * y[row+lane];
11

12 for (int lane = 0; lane < s; lane++)
13 y[row+lane] = tmp[lane];
14 }

non-zero entries per row, which qualifies it as a useful microbenchmark for

this work. However, the absence of the potentially irregular matrix access

patterns of SpMV makes it a suitable tool for obtaining upper bandwidth

bounds. If k = 1, the operation is similar to a diagonal matrix-vector multi-

plication. The parameter s corresponds to the SIMD width of the examined

architecture. It ensures perfectly vectorized access in the innermost loops in

listing 4.1 and is in some sense related to the C parameter of the SELL-C-σ
storage format (see section 5.2). As the load/store ratio of MM{k, s} increases
with increasing k, it is a useful microbenchmark for kernels with different

load/store ratios, ranging from balanced to very load-dominated.

Figure 4.2 shows the main memory bandwidth of HSW and KNL for the

MM{k, s} microbenchmark, varying k and s chosen according to the SIMD

width of each architecture as given in table 2.1 on page 22. Thread parallelism

is employed along the outer loop and the parameters k and s are known at

compile time, allowing the compiler to create efficient code. It can be ob-

served that themainmemorybandwidthofMM{k, s} increases for increasing
load dominance (i.e., for increasing k) on HSW until it saturates at approxi-

mately 65 GB/s, which is at about 120% of the bandwidth at k = 1. Although

not shown in the graph, similar behavior can also be observed on the further

considered multi-core CPU architectures as well as KNC. However, probably

due to its novel memory technology, KNL shows a somewhat inverse behav-

ior. The highest bandwidth is achieved with k = 1, and from this point it

declines with increasing k until a certain level, which is at only 75% of the

highest bandwidth.
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Figure 4.2: Memory bandwidth of the MM{k, s} microbenchmark on HSW and KNL with
n = 30, 000, 000. Note that the ordinate does not start from zero.

As the performancemodeling approach strives to define an absolute upper

performance bound, bs is chosen to be the highest achieved bandwidth from

any of the presented benchmarks. One may argue that this is not always a

realistic upper bound for the read-dominated kernels of sparse linear alge-

bra. However, a finer approach would entail having a separate performance

model for each kernel and, in case of SpM(M)V, for each test case. Obviously,

this does not seem expedient, and the approach of setting bs to the highest

achieved bandwidth is pursued while still keeping the sometimes surprising

results from above in mind. The achieved bandwidth and respective bench-

mark for each architecture is shown in table 2.1.

Applicable maximum floating point performance Pmax. Speaking in

Roofline terms, the second important class of kernels besides bandwidth-

limited kernels are compute-limited kernels, i.e., kernels which are limited

by Pmax. Pmax is the maximum performance of the investigated kernel if all

data is accessible in the level 1 cache. The simplest approximation of Pmax is

to set it equal to the processor’s theoretical peak performance Ppeak.

In order to get more precise values, it is necessary to investigate the re-

sources used by the kernel and available by the processor in more detail.

For example, many current processors (like all regarded architectures in this

work) can only deliver full peak performance if the executed FLOPs are bal-

anced between additions and multiplications. A kernel which executes only
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either of them can only run at half of Ppeak in the best case. HSW even relies

on FMA instructions to deliver its maximum speed. Several other potential

bottlenecks, like loads and stores to the level 1 cache, lack of vectorization,

etc. exist which can yield a Pmax significantly lower than Ppeak.

Again, it should be noted that the scope of performance modeling in this

work is to define upper performance limits. Itwill be shown in the next chap-

ters that the kernels’ performance is usually not limited by Pmax. Hence, it is

not essential to define precise values of Pmax for each regarded kernel. Con-

sequently, for ease of analysis, Pmax is set to Ppeak throughout this work.

4.2 Application of the RooflineModel to Sparse
Linear Algebra

In the following, the Roofline performance model will be applied to the rel-

evant building blocks as summarized in section 3.5. As mentioned above,

the parameters bs and Pmax relate to the hardware rather than the kernel.

Hence, in this section, expressions for the arithmetic intensity I of the in-

volved building blocks are derived.

4.2.1 (Block-)BLAS-1 Roofline Model

Level 1 BLAS include scalar, vector and vector-vector operations. In the

presented applications, the operations nrm2(), dot(), axpy(), and scal()
are used. Applying these operations to block vectors does not change their

computational intensity. Without going into further detail, it can be stated

that the maximum arithmetic intensity over all of those building blocks is

achieved by the nrm2() operation in real (complex) double precision, where

I = 0.25 FLOP/B. This is much smaller than the IM values of all regarded

architectures as given in table 2.1 on page 22. Thus, all required BLAS-1 oper-

ations are strongly bandwidth-limited on all architectures considered in this

work (and on many more beyond that).

4.2.2 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication Roofline Model

The SpMVRooflinemodel developed herein is constructed along results pre-

viously published [103, 104]. Performance modeling is done for the general

SpMV operation

~y ← ~y +H~x (4.2)
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Listing 4.2 Minimal data structures for SpMV with “data” being either “double” or “double
complex.”

1 data x_val[m];
2 data y_val[n];
3 data H_val[nnz];
4 int H_col[nnz];

with H being a general n × m sparse matrix with nnz non-zero entries and

an average non-zero count of nnzr = nnz/n per row and nnzc = nnz/m per

column.

Given thatH is stored as a sparsematrix, it is a valid assumption that at the

very least a 4-byte column index needs to be stored which each non-zero ele-

ment. If nnzr is reasonably large, the storageof matrix row informationcan be

omitted. The description of sparse matrix storage formats in section 5.1 will

substantiate this assumption. Listing 4.2 summarizes the minimum work-

ing set of data needed for an SpMV operation. Given that vel denotes the

bytes needed to store a single matrix/vector value (i.e., vel = 8 (16) for real

(complex) double precision values), the minimum data volume VSpMV,min to

be transferred in this operation is defined by the size of the involved data

structures, assuming that each needed element is only accessed once:

VSpMV,min =
[
(vel + 4)nnz︸ ︷︷ ︸
H values and

column indices

+ 2veln︸ ︷︷ ︸
~y values

+ velm︸︷︷︸
~x values

]
B . (4.3)

Assuming a large data set, at least this data needs to be transferred between

the cores and main memory. Equation (4.3) assumes that the input vector

~x gets read from memory only once. However, this may not be the case for

sparse matrices with an irregular access pattern and in reality, (at least part

of) ~x has to be read more often. To account for this overhead, the right hand

side vector data traffic overhead factor α is introduced which quantifies the

efficiency of the ~x access in terms of data traffic. The impact of the matrix

structure on the transferred data volume has been noted long ago, and first

similarSpMVRooflinemodels have beenconducted by S et al. using

the factor κ [152] and L et al. using the factor k(m) [118]. In this work, the

overhead factor α as first used by K et al. [103] is used.

The factor α can be implemented in the SpMV memory volume as

VSpMV =
[
(vel + 4)nnz︸ ︷︷ ︸
H values and

column indices

+ 2veln︸ ︷︷ ︸
~y values

+αvelnnz︸ ︷︷ ︸
~x values

]
B . (4.4)
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The size of α depends on the hardware (particularly the cache size) and the

nonzeropatternof thematrix. Somespecial values it canattain areas follows:

• α = 0
For relatively small data sets and certain iterative algorithms, it is pos-

sible that ~x remains in cache between subsequent SpMV iterations. In

this case, which is not relevant for this work, ~x has no impact on the

memory traffic. Note that in this case also the ~y traffic may be non-

existent.

• α = 1/nnzc

As nnzc = nnz/m is the average number of non-zero entries per col-

umn, this value of α indicates that each ~x value gets loaded from main

memory only once. This the best case for large data set scenarios as it

yields the minimum data volume VSpMV,min as given in eq. (4.3).

• α = 1
Each load of ~x goes to main memory. This corresponds to the case

where there is no cache available.

• α > 1
If the processor’s cache is organized in cache lines which contain L el-

ements, an unfavorable matrix structure which causes a cache miss for

each ~x value can result in a value of α of up to L.

The factor α is usually not known from the analysis. Instead, it has to be

determined bymeasuring the actual SpMVdata volume and solving eq. (4.4)

for α. Experiments on this are conducted in section 5.4.

In contrast to the data volume, the number of executed double precision

floating point operationsFSpMV does notdepend on thematrix structure, but

only on the non-zero count of the matrix. Given that each non-zero matrix

entry needs to be multiplied with a vector entry, and that the results of this

multiplication need to be summed up in each matrix row, it can be specified

as

FSpMV = (fMUL + fADD)nnz FLOP , (4.5)

with fMUL thenumberof doubleprecisionfloatingpointoperations foramul-

tiplication (1 for real, 6 forcomplex numbers) and fADD the numberof double

precision floating point operations for an addition (1 for real, 2 for complex
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numbers). The maximum arithmetic intensity of the SpMV operation can

now be given as

ISpMV,max =
FSpMV

VSpMV,min
(4.6)

=
(fMUL + fADD)nnz

(vel + 4)nnz + 2veln+ velm

FLOP

B
(4.7)

=
fMUL + fADD

vel + 4 + 2vel/nnzr + vel/nnzc

FLOP

B
. (4.8)

According the Roofline model as given in eq. (4.1), an upper bound for the

SpMV performance can be given as

P ∗
SpMV = min

(
ISpMV,max × bs;Pmax

)
(4.9)

= min

(
fMUL + fADD

vel + 4 + 2vel/nnzr + vel/nnzc

FLOP

B
× bs;Pmax

)
. (4.10)

For all considered test matrices and hardware architectures, P ∗
SpMV will never

be limited by Pmax. Hence,

P ∗
SpMV =

fMUL + fADD

vel + 4 + 2vel/nnzr + vel/nnzc

FLOP

B
× bs (4.11)

=


2

12 + 8 (2/nnzr + 1/nnzc)

FLOP

B
× bs for real values, and

8

20 + 16 (2/nnzr + 1/nnzc)

FLOP

B
× bs for complex values.

(4.12)

Taking the correction factorα into account, amore precise expression for the

arithmetic intensity of SpMV is

ISpMV =
FSpMV

VSpMV
(4.13)

=
fMUL + fADD

vel + 4 + αvel + 2vel/nnzr

FLOP

B
(4.14)

=


2

12 + 8 (α+ 2/nnzr)

FLOP

B
for real values, and

8

20 + 16 (α+ 2/nnzr)

FLOP

B
for complex values.

(4.15)
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An important means to increase bandwidth-limited performance is to in-

crease a kernel’s arithmetic intensity. Obviously, in the SpMV case this can

be done by reducing α, which in turn can be achieved, e.g., by reducing the

matrix bandwidth as described in section 5.6.

4.2.3 Sparse Matrix-Multiple Vectors Multiplication Roofline
Model

While the potential of performance gains by vector blocking has been noted

long ago, first work on SpMMV performance models has been conducted by

G et al. who have estimated the speedup of using nb vectors in an Sp-

MMVoperation overnb successive SpMV operations [78]. Recently, this idea

has attracted new interest, refining the original model and taking new bot-

tlenecks like cache bandwidth into account [4, 118].

The Roofline model for the SpMMV kernels is very similar to the SpMV

kernel. Considering the operation ~Y ← ~Y + H ~X with ~X, ~Y blocks of nb

vectors and 4-byte indices, the minimum SpMMV data volume VSpMMV,min

can be given analogously to VSpMV,min as

VSpMMV,min =
[
(vel + 4)nnz︸ ︷︷ ︸

H values &
column indices

+2velnnb︸ ︷︷ ︸
~Y values

+ velmnb︸ ︷︷ ︸
~X values

]
B , (4.16)

and the actual SpMMV data volume is

VSpMMV =
[
(vel + 4)nnz︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hvalues &
column indices

+2velnnb︸ ︷︷ ︸
~Y values

+αvelnnznb︸ ︷︷ ︸
~Xvalues

]
B . (4.17)

The overhead factor α now also depends on nb and can attain the same pos-

sible values as in the SpMV case. Note that only the data traffic contribution

from the vectors gets multiplied with nb, as the matrix has to be read only

once for nb vectors. Given that

FSpMMV = nbFSpMV , (4.18)

the maximum arithmetic intensity of the SpMMVoperation can be specified

as

ISpMMV,max =
FSpMMV

VSpMMV,min
(4.19)

=
nb (fMUL + fADD)

vel + 4 + 2nbvel/nnzr + velnb/nnzc

FLOP

B
. (4.20)
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According to the Roofline model as given in eq. (4.1), an upper bound for the

SpMV performance can be given as

P ∗
SpMMV = min

(
ISpMMV,max × bs;Pmax

)
(4.21)

= min

(
nb(fMUL + fADD)

vel + 4 + 2nbvel/nnzr + velnb/nnzc

FLOP

B
× bs;Pmax

)
.

(4.22)

Thecorrected arithmetic intensity, taking theoverhead factorα intoaccount,

is

ISpMMV =
FSpMMV

VSpMMV
(4.23)

=
nb (fMUL + fADD)

vel + 4 + velnb (α+ 2/nnzr)

FLOP

B
(4.24)

=


2nb

12 + 8nb (α+ 2/nnzr)

FLOP

B
for real values, and

8nb

20 + 16nb (α+ 2/nnzr)

FLOP

B
for complex values.

(4.25)

Obviously, all derived equations for SpMMV are valid for SpMV in case nb =
1.

Speedup fromvector blocking. The arithmetic intensity of SpMMVwith

nb > 1 is larger than ISpMV. For square matrices (i.e., nnzr = nnzc) and under

the assumptions that the Roofline performance prediction P ∗
SpMV as defined

in eq. (4.9) is limited by the “I × bs” term for any value of nb, and that α
always attains its optimal value of 1/nnzr, the maximum potential speedup

from using a single SpMMV operation instead of nb SpMV operations (i.e.,

the speedup from vector blocking), can be estimated as

S∗ =
ISpMMV,max

ISpMV,max
(4.26)

=
nnzr(vel + 4) + 3vel

nnzr(vel + 4)/nb + 3vel
. (4.27)
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If nb is very large, the asymptotic maximum speedup is

S∗
nb�1 =

nnzr

3

(
1 +

4

vel

)
+ 1 (4.28)

=


nnzr

2
+ 1 for real values, and

5nnzr

12
+ 1 for complex values.

(4.29)

However, in reality this speedupwill rarely be achieved because increasing nb

usually involves an increase of α due to a highermemory and cache footprint

of the vectors. Chapter 6 provides an analysis of this issue.

4.2.4 General Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Roofline
Model

GEMM operations, being a common building block for dense linear algebra,

occur as a result of vector blocking in the considered sparse linear algebra

algorithms. The GEMM operation can be expressed as

C ← α · op(A) · op(B) + β · C (4.30)

with scalar α 6= 0 and β, and the dense matrices A, B, and C having the

following dimensions:

C ∈ Km̄×n̄ , (4.31)

op(A) ∈ Km̄×k̄ , and (4.32)

op(B) ∈ K k̄×n̄ . (4.33)

The term op(A) indicates one of A,AT , AH (similar forB). For the quantifi-

cation of the amount of FLOPs to be done in GEMM, one has to distinguish

between several cases, depending on whetherα = 1 and β = 0. The number

of FLOPs per GEMM for each case can be given as

FGEMM,α=1,β=0 =
[
(fADD + fMUL) m̄n̄k̄

]
FLOP , (4.34)

FGEMM,α 6=1,β=0 =
[
(fADD + fMUL) m̄n̄k̄ + (fMUL) m̄n̄

]
FLOP , (4.35)

FGEMM,α=1,β 6=0 =
[
(fADD + fMUL) m̄n̄k̄ + (fADD + fMUL) m̄n̄

]
FLOP ,

(4.36)

FGEMM,α 6=1,β 6=0 =
[
(fADD + fMUL) m̄n̄k̄ + (fADD + 2fMUL) m̄n̄

]
FLOP ,

(4.37)
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Data Iα=1, β=0
GEMM,max Iα 6=1, β=0

GEMM,max Iα=1, β 6=0
GEMM,max Iα 6=1, β 6=0

GEMM,max

real 1
4Θ

1+1/(2k)
4Θ

1+1/k
4Θ′

1+3/(2k)
4Θ′

complex 1
2Θ

1+3/(4k)
2Θ

1+1/k
2Θ′

1+7/(4k)
2Θ′

Table 4.2: Maximum arithmetic intensity in FLOP/B for the GEMM operation for real and
complex data as well as different α,β combinations with Θ = 1/m̄ + 1/n̄ + 1/k̄ and Θ′ =
Θ+ 1/k̄ if C is not aliased with A (Θ′ = Θ otherwise).

and, assuming streaming stores toC if β = 0, theminimumamount of bytes

to be transferred for each case is

VGEMM,min,β=0 = vel
(
n̄m̄+ n̄k̄ + m̄k̄

)
B , and (4.38)

VGEMM,min,β 6=0 = vel
(
2n̄m̄+ n̄k̄ + m̄k̄

)
B . (4.39)

Table 4.2 summarizes the maximum arithmetic intensity of GEMM, i.e.,

FGEMM/VGEMM,min, for different data types and α,β values. In the following,

the application to the specific T&S-GEMM operations as presented in sec-

tion 3.5 is done. Further analysis of the operations can be found in chapter 7.

TSMTTSM. This corresponds to an inner product of block vectors and it

holds that m̄, n̄� k̄. In a sparse solver, the small dimensions m̄ and n̄ corre-

spond to block vector widths, and k̄ to the number of matrix/vector rows n.
The arithmetic intensity as given in table 4.2 can be approximated as

ITSMTTSM,max ≈


1

4(1/m̄+ 1/n̄)

FLOP

B
for real values, and

1

2(1/m̄+ 1/n̄)

FLOP

B
for complex values.

(4.40)

Due to the result matrix being very small, the values of α and β do not have

a significant influence on the arithmetic intensity.

TSMM. For the multiplication of a tall & skinny with a small matrix, it

holds that n̄, k̄ � m̄. The long dimension m̄ corresponds to the number

of vector/matrix rows n and the short dimensions n̄ and k̄ are related to

block vectorwidths. The arithmetic intensity can be read from table 4.2 with

Θ ≈ 1/n̄ + 1/k̄. Further simplifications to the arithmetic intensity (similar

to TSMTTSM) cannot be applied here.
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TSMM-inplace. Again, it holds that n̄, k̄ � m̄ andadditionally n̄ ≤ k̄. This
is not a GEMMoperation asC is aliased withA, which is not allowed accord-

ing to the BLAS standard [8]. Thus, a manual implementation is required

if copying of C should be avoided. Regarding the transferred data volume,

eq. (4.38) applies, regardless of the actual value of β. In the β 6= 0 case, the

same minimum data volume has to be transferred due to the aliasing. The

arithmetic intensity can be read from table 4.2. Out of all three operations,

TSMM-inplace with α 6= 1, β 6= 0, n̄ = k̄, and complex values has the largest

arithmetic intensity for given m̄, n̄, and k̄.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the Rooflinemodel was identified as a suitable tool for perfor-

mance modeling in this work and respective expressions for the arithmetic

intensity of the previously identified relevant building blocks were derived.

For all kernels besides (Block-)BLAS-1 operations, the arithmetic intensity

depends on the respective test case’s properties like, i.e., the matrix/vector

dimensionsm and n, the average number of non-zeros per sparsematrix row

(column) nnzr (nnzc), and the number of vectors in a block nb.

Figure 4.3 visualizes the Roofline performance model for selected archi-

tectures. Some of the described building blocks are plotted in the graph as

vertical lines at their specific arithmetic intensity. A kernel is bandwidth-

limited on an architecture if it intersects with the architecture’s characteris-

tic roofline curve in its increasing region. If the intersection coincides with

the architecture’s knee point, the kernel’s arithmetic intensity is equal to the

inverse machine balance, i.e., assuming that bs and Pmax are the only present

bottlenecks, this kernel can make perfect use of both hardware capabilities.

Otherwise, i.e., “right” of the knee point, the kernel is compute-limited. Due

to their architectural differences, a single kernel can be bandwidth-limited

on some and compute-limited on other architectures. This is for example

the case for the TSMTTSM example displayed in fig. 4.3, which is (barely)

bandwidth-limited on HSW and compute-limited on all other architectures.
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blocks in real double precision arithmetic. Note the double logarithmic scale.
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5 A Unified SparseMatrix Storage Format for
High-Performance SparseMatrix-Vector
Multiplication

The SpMV is a keyoperation not only in the presented eigenvalue solvers, but

in awidevariety of sparse linear algebra algorithms. Specifically, many sparse

linear algebra solvers (be it for eigenvalues or systems of equations) are com-

posed of iterative methods where SpMV is frequently one of the most time-

consuming building blocks at the lowest level. The high relevance of this

operation drives ongoing and intense research on efficient implementations

using all different kinds of hardware architectures, with the central topic of-

ten being the storage format of the sparse matrix. In this work, the focus is

on general sparse matrices, i.e., no assumptions on special matrix structures

like constant (sub-)diagonals, dense blocks or symmetry are taken.

This chapter first presents a brief overview of such formats for different

hardware architectures in section 5.1. It becomes clear that the optimal for-

mat often depends on the hardware platform under consideration. In the era

of heterogeneous computing, such a dependence calls for hardware-agnostic

data structures. An effort towards a hardware-agnostic sparse matrix storage

format, SELL-C-σ, is introduced in section 5.2 and has previously been pub-

lished by K et al. [104]. The discussion of storage formats is followed

by a thorough explanation of the SELL-C-σ SpMV kernel in section 5.3 and a

deep, model-guided performance analysis in section 5.4. This chapter closes

with a performance comparison of the unified SELL-C-σ formatwith device-

specific formats on various architectures in section 5.5, which demonstrates

the wide applicability and high efficiency of SELL-C-σ.

5.1 General SparseMatrix Storage Formats

In this section, selected established and widely used sparse matrix storage

formats are briefly introduced and important features, which lead to the de-

velopment of SELL-C-σ, are highlighted.
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col = [ 0 | 3 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 7 | 5 | 1 | 3 | 5 | 3 | 1 | 3 | 7 | 1 | 5 | 4 | 6 ]

rowptr = [ 0 | 2 | 6 | 7 | 10 | 11 | 14 | 16 | 18 ]

Figure 5.1: The CRS data structures for an example matrix.

Listing 5.1 CRS SpMV kernel.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
2 double tmp = y[i];
3

4 for (int j = rowptr[i]; j < rowptr[i+1]; j++)
5 tmp += val[j] * x[col[j]];
6

7 y[i] = tmp;
8 }

COOand CRS. The most basic sparse matrix storage format is the Coordi-

nate (COO) format, which stores each non-zero matrix entry together with

its row and column index. A derivate of it, and arguably the most widely

known and used sparse matrix storage format, is the Compressed Row Stor-

age (CRS) format, which compresses the storageof the non-zero’s row indices

(hence the name). CRS (for reference, see the book by B et al. [21])

is thewidely accepted standard sparsematrix storage format for cache-based

(multi-core) CPUs. SpMV implementations based on CRS are commonly

available in numerical kernel libraries like IntelMKLandNVIDIAcuSPARSE.

As illustrated in fig. 5.1, CRS stores the matrix’ non-zero entries (val[]) and
column indices (col[]) row-wise, and in addition, for each row the accu-

mulated number of non-zero entries of all previous rows (rowptr[]). It is

suitable for general sparse matrices as it does not pose any requirements to

the matrix structure. A further important property is that it only stores nnz

matrix values, i.e., there is no overhead introduced by storing zeros, e.g., re-

quired by padding.
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Listing 5.2 CRS SpMV kernel with four-way unrolling.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
2 double tmp0 = 0., tmp1 = 0., tmp2 = 0., tmp3 = 0.;
3

4 for (int j = rowptr[i]; j < rowptr[i+1]; j+=4) {
5 tmp0 += val[j+0] * x[col[j+0]];
6 tmp1 += val[j+1] * x[col[j+1]];
7 tmp2 += val[j+2] * x[col[j+2]];
8 tmp3 += val[j+3] * x[col[j+3]];
9 }
10

11 for (j = j-4; j < rowptr[i+1]; j++) // remainder loop
12 tmp0 += val[j] * x[col[j]];
13

14 y[i] = y[i] + tmp0+tmp1+tmp2+tmp3;
15 }

The CRS SpMVkernel is shown in listing 5.1. Note that the access to the in-

putvectorx[] is indirectdue to the sparse natureof thematrix. This is always

the case, regardless of the sparse matrix storage format. On amulti-core sys-

tem, thread parallelism can be achieved along the outer loop. The inner loop

execution can be vectorized to further increase the core execution efficiency.

For this to work, the inner loop must be unrolled (manually or by the com-

piler) according to the SIMDwidth. Listing 5.2 shows the SIMD-friendly CRS

SpMV kernel with four-way unrolling of the inner loop (which corresponds

to, e.g., real double precision datawithAVX(2) vectorization as present in the

HSW, IVB, and SNB architectures). Note that current compilers can often

do this re-formulation by themselves. Loop peeling to fulfill alignment con-

straints is omitted for brevity. In this version of the CRS SpMV kernel, the

access to val[] and col[] in the inner loop (lines 4 to 9) is vectorized. Note

that the indirect load of x[] data generally remains scattered, as it is always

the case for general SpMV regardless of the matrix storage format. A poten-

tial problem of this kernel is that the grade of vectorization depends on the

number of non-zero elements in thematrix rows. If thematrix contains only

few non-zero elements in each row, vectorized execution of the CRS SpMV

kernel may be inefficient. This is due to a limited number of iterations of the

vectorized loop and an increasing dominance of the scalar remainder loop

(lines 11 to 12). Beyond that, this kernel introduces a constant overhead due

to the in-register reduction (“horizontal add”) in line 14 which is needed for

summing up the partial results. Note that all discussed overhead costs grow

with the SIMD width. For instance, the KNC architecture features 512 bit
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  val = [  3 |  8 | 12 |  1 | 15 | 17 |  7 | 11 |  4 |  9 | 13 |  2 | 16 | 18 |  5 | 10 | 14 |  6 ]

  col = [  0 |  0 |  0 |  3 |  0 |  7 |  2 |  1 |  6 |  1 |  1 |  1 |  2 |  4 |  7 |  2 |  5 |  5 ]

jdptr = [  0 |  8 | 14 | 17 ] 
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Figure 5.2: The JDS data structures for an example matrix.

wide SIMD registers, which allows for 8-way SIMD processing of real dou-

ble precision values (see table 2.1 on page 22). Obviously, a value of nnzr . 8
(which is realistic according to table 2.2 on page 33) leads to inefficient vec-

torization in this case. On top of that, the 8-way horizontal add and this

architecture’s strict alignment requirements add additional overhead, which

disqualifies CRS as an efficient sparsematrix storage format for SpMVon this

architecture. Similar observations have been made by S et al. [150].

CRS on GPU architectures. For GPU architectures, there is a wide variety

of available sparse matrix storage formats which are summarized and classi-

fied in an extensive review by F et al. [68]. B and G have

investigated the suitability of CRS for SpMV on GPUs and find that this stor-

age format is not appropriate for this kind of hardware [24]. A parallelization

approach similar to the vectorized kernel as described above comes with the

same drawbacks as discussed there. In fact, the potential overhead will be

even larger on a GPU because a warp (which is processing in a SIMT man-

ner) contains 32 threads (compared to 8-way SIMD on the KNC for real dou-

ble precision data). Another approach is to assign one thread to each matrix

row. However, in this case, non-coalesced access to the matrix data leads to

inefficient execution [24]. Efforts to alleviate this effect using shared mem-

ory have already been made in the early years of GPU computing [71]. In re-

cent years, several attempts have been made to adapt the CRS storage format

for highly efficient SpMV on many-core architectures like KNC and K20, e.g.,

CSR-Adaptive [49, 77], ACSR [14], and CSR5 [117].
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Figure 5.3: The ELLPACK data structures for an example matrix.

JDS and pJDS. Due to the high relevance of vectors computers in super-

computing in the 1980s era, dedicated sparse matrix storage formats for this

kind of architectures were developed at that time. The most important ones

are the Jagged Diagonal Storage (JDS) format [149] and the ITPACK/ELL-

PACK (in the following, only the latter term will be used) format [98]. In

both, the sparse matrix is stored along “jagged diagonals.” JDS, as illustrated

in fig. 5.2, requires a global re-ordering of matrix rows according to their non-

zerocount toavoid any storageoverhead, which is expressed as apermutation

stored in the vector perm[]. The starting index of each jagged diagonal into

the matrix data is stored in jdptr[]. The padded Jagged Diagonal Storage

(pJDS) format as introduced by K et al. [103] is an attempt to exploit

the similarities between vector computers and GPUs as recognized, among

others, by V and D [172]. It adopts the idea of global sorting

from JDS, but introduces row padding to obtain aligned and coalesced mem-

ory access for vectorized loads. Global sorting of the matrix rows can poten-

tially harm the non-zero pattern of matrices, leading to an increase of the α
parameter in the arithmetic intensity of SpMV as defined in eq. (4.13). Thus,

global sorting is usually not desirable and neither JDS nor pJDS will further

be regarded in this work. Experiments on the influence of global sorting on

the performance will be shown in section 5.4.

ELLPACK and derivatives. The ELLPACK storage format is visualized in

fig. 5.3. While being similar to JDSas it storesvaluesandcolumn indicesalong

jagged diagonals, ELLPACK does not re-order the rows which introduces a
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Listing 5.3 ELLPACK SpMV kernel with four-way unrolling and n a multiple of four.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n/4; i++) {
2 double tmp0 = y[i*4+0];
3 double tmp1 = y[i*4+1];
4 double tmp2 = y[i*4+2];
5 double tmp3 = y[i*4+3];
6

7 for (int j = 0; j < maxrowlen; j++) {
8 tmp0 += val[j*n+i*4+0] * x[col[j*n+i*4+0]];
9 tmp1 += val[j*n+i*4+1] * x[col[j*n+i*4+1]];
10 tmp2 += val[j*n+i*4+2] * x[col[j*n+i*4+2]];
11 tmp3 += val[j*n+i*4+3] * x[col[j*n+i*4+3]];
12 }
13

14 y[i*4+0] = tmp0;
15 y[i*4+1] = tmp1;
16 y[i*4+2] = tmp2;
17 y[i*4+3] = tmp3;
18 }

storage overhead depending on the matrix row with the largest number of

non-zeroelements. Similar to JDS/pJDS, thesimilarities betweenvectorcom-

puters and GPUs led to a rediscovery of the ELLPACK formatwith the advent

of GPUs for general purpose computing [24]. More recently, the advent of

many-core CPU with wide SIMD units led to an adaption of ELLPACK-like

storage formats for SpMV on those architectures [119].

As vectorization can be done along (jagged) diagonals, ELLPACK does not

carry the performance pitfalls of the CRS format for architectures with wide

SIMDunits. Listing 5.3 shows theELLPACKSpMVkernel for four-way SIMD-

processing. Again, thread parallelism can be achieved along the outer loop.

Note theabsenceof bothan inner loopremainderand the reductionwithhor-

izontal add. Thus, this storage format is significantly more SIMD-friendly

compared to CRS. However, as it can be seen in fig. 5.3, it involves a poten-

tially large overhead in storage and data traffic, depending on the row with

the highest number of non-zero entries. As SpMV is usually a bandwidth-

limited operation, this overhead will directly be translated to a performance

degradation in most cases. To alleviate this overhead, M et al. came

up with the idea of “Sliced ELLPACK,” in which the matrix is divided row-

wise into slices with S < n rows each [128]. Then, each slice is stored in

ELLPACK format. Obviously, in Sliced ELLPACK the storage and traffic over-

head depends only on the “longest” row in each slice, rather than the globally
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longest row. The overhead can further be decreased bymoving similarly long

matrix rows close to each other, an approach which already M et al.

have proposed [128]. Despite the potential overhead, (Sliced) ELLPACK is a

sparse matrix storage format which is suitable for many matrices and all rel-

evant hardware architectures.

In this work, the idea of Sliced ELLPACK is further pursued and refined,

leading to the SELL-C-σ storage format as a “catch all” storage format for all

relevant architectures.

5.2 The SELL-C-σ SparseMatrix Storage Format

SELL-C-σ is a generalization of the Sliced ELLPACK storage format with the

chunk height C equal to the slice size S. Row sorting according to non-zero

counts is done motivated by JDS, but not on the global matrix but rather in

scopes of σ rows each. Figure 5.4 shows the SELL-C-σ matrix for a given

source matrix and different C and σ values. For simplicity in the following

analysis, it will be assumed that the row count n is a multiple of C. If this

is not the case, appropriate row padding or remainder loops have to be in-

troduced. Besides the matrix values and column indices, which are stored

along jagged diagonalswithin a chunk, SELL-C-σ stores the so-called “chunk

pointer” (chunkptr[]), i.e., the starting offset of each chunk into the full

matrix (which corresponds to the row pointer of the CRS format). For some

kernels it may be useful to store additional metadata, such as the non-zero

count of each row (cf. section 5.3).

SELL-C-σ corner cases and selection ofC. Basically, SELL-C-σ evolves

from a combination of existing ideas, and some of the previously discussed

established formats are included in SELL-C-σ. Notable corner cases of

SELL-C-σ are SELL-1-1, which is equal to CRS, and SELL-n-1, which is equal

to ELLPACK. As discussed above, CRS (SELL-1-1) incurs no data overhead at

all and ELLPACK (SELL-n-1) may incur significant overhead. On the other

hand, ELLPACKwas shown to be significantly more SIMD-friendly than CRS

for SpMV. Thus, C should be chosen as small as possible to reduce the over-

head, but large enough to enable efficient SIMD vectorization and meet pos-

sible alignment restrictions in SpMV. The main idea is to choseC equal to (a

small multiple of) the architecture’s SIMD width. Consequently, if a single

SELL-C-σ matrix should be used on different architectures, a sensible value

of C would be equal to the largest SIMD/SIMT width over all architectures.
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Figure 5.4: Variants of the SELL-C-σ sparse matrix storage format for an example matrix and
minimum data needed to be stored. The contents of the data structure are shown for SELL-
2-4.
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The influence of C on the SpMV performance on different architectures will

be analyzed in section 5.4.

Quantification of storage overhead. In order to quantify the overhead

incurred by the zero-padding in the SELL-C-σ format, the chunk occupancy

β is defined as the ratio between useful (i.e., non-zero) matrix entriesnnz and

elements stored in the SELL-C-σ format as

β =
nnz

chunkptr[nC]
(5.1)

with nC = n/C the number of chunks of the matrix. Obviously, in the best

case β = 1 and only non-zero elements are stored. In a worst-case scenario,

a single row of each chunk has m non-zero entries (i.e., it is fully occupied)

while all other rows have only one non-zero element. In this case, nnz =
nC(m+C − 1) and the SELL-C-σ matrix is stored as if it was dense, i.e., the

number of stored entries is nm. Hence,

βworst =
nC(m+ C − 1)

nm
=

n(m+ C − 1)

Cnm

n,m�C−−−−−→ 1

C
. (5.2)

Refined arithmetic intensity. Depending on the implementation and

further factors like C and the cache line size (detailed analysis to be found

in section 5.3), a non-optimal value of β < 1 may directly translate to an in-

crease of data traffic for thematrix. In this case, thematrix-induced data vol-

ume has to be multiplied with the reciprocal of β which yields a maximum

data volume to be transferred in an SpMMV operation of

VSpMMV,SELL-C-σ,max = [(vel + 4)nnz/β + nb(velαnnz + 2veln)] B , (5.3)

and the minimal arithmetic intensity adds up to

ISpMMV,SELL-C-σ,min =
nb (fMUL + fADD)

(vel + 4)/β + nb (velα+ 2vel/nnzr)

FLOP

B
. (5.4)

In case of SpMV, the expressions hold for nb = 1. Note that thememory traf-

fic from the vectors does not increase, as all padding elements have column

index zero and access the same cache line of ~x. In addition, the number of

FLOPs should not be increased as no useful operations are added.
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Row sorting and selection of σ. A small value of β can be increased by

sorting rows across chunks, such that equally “long” (in terms of non-zero

count) rows get close to each other. This is done by means of a permutation

vector, which can be seen in fig. 5.4 for SELL-2-4. Obviously, it holds that the

lowest overhead for a givenC can be achieved if rows are sorted globally, i.e.,

SELL-C-n is used. However, global re-ordering is costly for large matrices

and may substantially change the access pattern to ~x, which could cause that

possible temporal or spatial locality arising from the physical problem gets

harmed. As a consequence of this, the α parameter of the SpMV Roofline

model (eq. (4.13)) may increase which would lower the arithmetic intensity

and the kernel’s performance. Experimental results on this are shown in sec-

tion 5.4. This problem can be ameliorated by not sorting the rows globally,

but only in scopes of σ consecutive rows. If C is a multiple of σ, no change

of chunk occupancy due to sorting can be expected. However, depending

on the implementation (cf. section 5.3), it can lead to a decrease of memory

trafficdue to untouched cache lines. Typically, σ is chosen to be amultiple of

C. The effect of increasing σ can also be seen in fig. 5.4 (comparing SELL-2-4

to SELL-2-8). An optimal choice of σ would be large enough to increase β to

an appropriate value close to one, but small enough not to worsen the access

pattern of ~x too much. However, the optimal σ is usually not known a priori.

The β values for all testmatrices, C = 16, and the twodifferentσ values 1 and

256 can be found in table 2.2 on page 33.

The sorting of matrix rows is done as a pre-processing step. In iterative

solvers, the sorting has to be done only once, which makes the sorting over-

head insignificant if sufficiently many iterations are done. Furthermore, the

usually small sorting scope and the existence of several independent sorting

scopes make the sorting procedure efficient and easily parallelizable. Note

that a row permutation of the matrix usually necessitates a column permu-

tation as well. This is due to the fact that the in- and output vectors of

SpMV operations often get interchanged in between successive solver iter-

ations. Hence, the entire solver should run in the permuted index space to

avoid excessive vector permutations. Another reason for permuting the ma-

trix columns in addition to the rows is to avoid possible escalation of the

matrix bandwidth (i.e., the maximum distance of non-zero elements from

the matrix’ diagonal). Due to column permutation, a diagonal matrix ele-

ment will still be on the diagonal in the permuted matrix. As many sparse

matrices from relevant applications have the majority of their non-zero en-

tries centered around the diagonal, applying a column permutation helps to

preserve this structure for σ > 1. Figure 5.21 on page 101 shows a concrete ex-
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5.3 SELL-C-σ SpMV Implementation

Listing 5.4 SELL-4-σ SpMV kernel with four-way unrolling.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n/4; i++) {
2 double tmp0 = y[i*4+0];
3 double tmp1 = y[i*4+1];
4 double tmp2 = y[i*4+2];
5 double tmp3 = y[i*4+3];
6

7 for (int j = 0; j < chunklen[i]; j++) {
8 tmp0 += val[chunkptr[i]+j*4+0] * x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+0]];
9 tmp1 += val[chunkptr[i]+j*4+1] * x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+1]];
10 tmp2 += val[chunkptr[i]+j*4+2] * x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+2]];
11 tmp3 += val[chunkptr[i]+j*4+3] * x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+3]];
12 }
13

14 y[i*4+0] = tmp0;
15 y[i*4+1] = tmp1;
16 y[i*4+2] = tmp2;
17 y[i*4+3] = tmp3;
18 }

ample for a row- and column-permutation of the Spin-NUp test case. Note

that the SELL-2-4 data structures shown in the lower part of fig. 5.4 also have

permuted columns.

5.3 SELL-C-σ SpMV Implementation

In the following listings and analyses, some metadata about the SELL-C-σ
matrix beyond what was shown in fig. 5.4 will be used. For convenience

and brevity in the kernel code, the length of each chunk (i.e., the non-zero

count of its longest row) will be stored in an additional array chunklen[]
where chunklen[i] = (chunkptr[i+1]-chunkptr[i])/C. Similar to this,

the largest non-zero count of each group of four rows will be stored in an ad-

ditional array rowlen4[], which just points to chunklen[] if C = 4 and the

non-zero count of each single row will be stored in an array rowlen[]. Note

that for an actual implementation of SELL-C-σ SpMV, those auxiliary arrays

are not necessary and the data structures as shown in fig. 5.4 are sufficient.

SELL-C-σ SpMV on CPU architectures. In the simplest case, C is equal

to the SIMD length and there is exactly one SIMD iteration in the inner loop.

Listing 5.4 shows the corresponding SELL-C-σ SpMV kernel with C = 4.
This would be a minimal choice of C for, e.g., real double precision data on
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Listing 5.5 SELL-4-σ SpMV kernel implemented with AVX intrinsics.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n/4; i++) {
2 __m256d vtmp = _mm256_load_pd(&y[i*4]);
3

4 for (int j = 0; j < chunklen[i]; j++) {
5 __m256d vval = _mm256_load_pd(&val[chunkptr[i]+j*4]);
6 __m256d vx = _mm256_set_pd(x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+3]],
7 x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+2]],
8 x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+1]],
9 x[col[chunkptr[i]+j*4+0]]);
10 vtmp = _mm256_add_pd(vtmp,_mm256_mul_pd(vval,vx));
11 }
12

13 _mm256_store_pd(&y[i*4],vtmp);
14 }

an AVX(2) machine. Note that the SELL-C-σ SpMV kernel is oblivious of σ.
Theaccess to val[] and col[] is vectorizable. As four rowsareprocessed in a

vectorizedmanner, this kernel’svectorizationefficiency ismuch less sensitive

to short rows as it is the case for CRS. In addition, reading and writing y[] is

also vectorized. Thus, streaming stores to y[] can be employed if ~y ← H~x
should be computed. The access to x[] is scattered, as it is always case for

all general SpMV implementations, regardless of the sparse matrix storage

format.

An implementation of listing 5.4 using AVX compiler intrinsics for explicit

vectorization is shown in listing 5.5. The only part of this kernel subject

to scalar execution is the scattered loading of ~x elements, which is done

element-wise. This can be avoided on architectures which implement the

gather instruction, which is part of, e.g., the AVX2 and Many Integrated Core

(MIC) instruction sets. Listing 5.6 shows an AVX2 version of listings 5.4

and 5.5. The use of the gather instruction by the compiler intrinsic _mm256_-
i32gather_pd() becomes obvious. Moreover, the addition and multiplica-

tion in line 10 of listing 5.5 can be replaced by the FMA instruction in line 8

of listing 5.6.

SELL-C-σ SpMV scheduling options on CPU architectures. If C is

larger than the SIMD width, there are two possibilities of implementing

the SELL-C-σ SpMV kernel. First, the outer loop can be unrolled by a fac-

tor of C, and each inner loop iteration covers the full height of the chunk

C. This scheduling, which will be called “C-first” scheduling, is visualized in
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Figure 5.5: SELL-C-σ SpMV scheduling options for C = 8 and a SIMD width of 4 words. A
block of one color depicts a SIMD access and the color intensity decreaseswith inner iteration
count.

Listing 5.7 SELL-8-σ SpMV kernel with
C-first scheduling (see fig. 5.5c).

1 for (i = 0; i < n/8; i++) {
2

3 double t0 = y[i*8+0];
4 double t1 = y[i*8+1];
5 ...
6 double t7 = y[i*8+7];
7

8 for (j = 0;
9 j < chunklen[i];
10 j++) {
11 int o = chunkptr[i] +
12 j*8;
13 t0 += val[o+0]*x[col[o+0]];
14 t1 += val[o+1]*x[col[o+1]];
15 ...
16 t7 += val[o+7]*x[col[o+7]];
17 }
18

19 y[i*8+0] = t0;
20 y[i*8+1] = t1;
21 ...
22 y[i*8+7] = t7;
23

24 }

Listing 5.8 SELL-8-σ SpMV kernel with
rowlen4[]-first scheduling (see fig. 5.5d).

1 for (i = 0; i < n/8; i++) {
2 for (b = 0; b < 8/4; b++) {
3 double t0 = y[i*8+4*b+0];
4 double t1 = y[i*8+4*b+1];
5 double t2 = y[i*8+4*b+2];
6 double t3 = y[i*8+4*b+3];
7

8 for (int j = 0;
9 j < rowlen4[i*2+b];
10 j++) {
11 int o = chunkptr[i] +
12 j*8 + 4*b;
13 t0 += val[o+0]*x[col[o+0]];
14 t1 += val[o+1]*x[col[o+1]];
15 t2 += val[o+2]*x[col[o+2]];
16 t3 += val[o+3]*x[col[o+3]];
17 }
18

19 y[i*8+4*b+0] = t0;
20 y[i*8+4*b+1] = t1;
21 y[i*8+4*b+2] = t2;
22 y[i*8+4*b+3] = t3;
23 }
24 }
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Listing 5.6 SELL-4-σ SpMV kernel implemented with AVX2 intrinsics.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n/4; i++) {
2 __m256d vtmp = _mm256_load_pd(&y[i*4]);
3

4 for (int j = 0; j < chunklen[i]; j++) {
5 __m256d vval = _mm256_load_pd(&val[chunkptr[i]+j*4]);
6 __m128i vcol = _mm_load_si128(&col[chunkptr[i]+j*4]);
7 __m256d vx = _mm256_i32gather_pd(x,vcol ,8);
8 vtmp = _mm256_fmadd_pd(vval,vx,vtmp);
9 }
10

11 _mm256_store_pd(&y[i*4],vtmp);
12 }

fig. 5.5c forC = 8 and a SIMDwidth of 4. The resulting kernel can be seen in

listing 5.7. As the inner loop runs to chunklen[i], all SELL-C-σ matrix ele-

ments are loaded and a reduced chunk occupancy will have a direct negative

impact on the SpMV performance due to increased data traffic.

One approach to potentially minimize the data transfer overhead is to use

the previously described rowlen4[] instead of chunklen[] for the inner

loop, leading to “rowlen4[]-first” scheduling. As it can be seen in fig. 5.5d,

one can possibly avoid loading some zero entries. However, this is only pos-

sible if an entire cache line (i.e., 8 successive matrix elements in real double

precision on the regarded CPU architectures) contains only zero entries. The

requirement on successive zero entries may be doubled if “Adjacent Cache

Line Prefetching” is enabled on the system (which is usually the case on

current Intel CPUs). This mechanism automatically prefetches a cache line

from main memory if the previous cache line was loaded.

An SpMV implementation using rowlen4[]-first scheduling can justify a

choice of σ ≤ C as it brings zero-only cache lines close to each other. How-

ever, it has turned out in a numberof experiments for some testmatrices that

C-first scheduling yields equal or better performance than rowlen4[]-first
scheduling for C ≤ 32 and σ ≤ C. In section 5.4 it will be motivated that

C = 32 is the maximum sensible choice for the present hardware architec-

tures. Hence, C-first scheduling will always be used in the following (even

if rowlen4[]-first scheduling may still deliver better performance in some

corner cases). The explicit unrolling of SELL-C-σ SpMV kernels withC-first

scheduling as done in listing 5.7 can be accomplished with automatic code

generation for arbitrary combinations of C and the SIMD width (cf. sec-

tion 9.5).
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Figure 5.6: Thread mapping for the CUDA SELL-8-σ SpMV operation for a single warp (as-
sumed to contain 8 threads). Each thread has a different color and a cache line consists of
4 elements. Zero elements which are not loaded from main memory are indicated by the
checkered pattern.

Listing 5.9 SELL-8-σ SpMV kernel implemented in CUDA with one thread per row and no
excess threads/rows.

1 int row = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x; // 1 thread/ row
2 int chk = row/8; // chunk
3 int ric = row&7; // row in chunk, equiv. to 'row%8' but faster
4 double tmp = y[row];
5

6 for (int j=0; j<rowlen[row]; j++) {
7 tmp += val[chunkptr[chk] + j*8 + ric] *
8 x[col[chunkptr[chk] + j*8 + ric]];
9 }
10

11 y[row] = tmp;

SELL-C-σ SpMV on GPU architectures. Figure 5.6 depicts the thread

mapping of the SELL-8-σ SpMV kernel on a GPU architecture. One thread

is scheduled per row and no excess threads or rows are assumed. The corre-

sponding kernel code is shown in listing 5.9. On GPU architectures, SIMD

processing happens on a thread base (“SIMT”) with the SIMD width being

equal to the warp size. On all current NVIDIA GPU architectures, a warp

consists of 32 threads. However, for the sake of easier illustration a warp size

of eight is assumed in fig. 5.6. The fact that each matrix row is covered by a

separate thread allows for fine-grained inner loops which only run to the ac-

cording length of each row instead of the length of the entire chunk. This is

to some extent similar to rowlen4[]-first scheduling as discussed above for

the CPU implementation. Note that the “early-stopping” threads of a warp

stall until the warp’s last thread is finished and are not available for further
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computation. However, if all threads accessing a cache line have stopped

early, a load of this cache line (which contains only padding elements) can

be avoided. This decreases the data traffic overhead of the SELL-C-σ ma-

trix storage format and usually results in higher performance. Similar to the

rowlen4[]-first CPU SELL-C-σ SpMV implementation, such fine-grained

inner loops can justify a choice of σ ≤ C. As a cache line on the GPU archi-

tectures contains only 4 real double precision elements (compared to 8 for

the other architectures), and sensible choices of C on GPUs are 16 or 32 (see

section 5.4), a benefit from row sorting inside a chunk is much more likely to

be achieved on this architecture. Figure 5.6b demonstrates this effect: Due

to row sorting in a scope of σ = C = 8, two cache line loads can be avoided

instead of only one if σ = 1 (fig. 5.6a). Experimental results on this effect are

shown in section 5.4.

5.4 SELL-C-σ SpMVTuning Factors

Theperformanceof theSpMVoperationondifferentarchitectureswill bedis-

cussed in the following. For each of themeasurements, 100 SpMVoperations

~y ← ~y + H~x are performed and the average time t of the last 90 iterations

(the first 10 iterations are considered as “warm up” phase) is measured. Us-

ing the number of useful FLOPs from eq. (4.5), the reported performance is

computed as

PSpMV =
FSpMV

t
(5.5)

=


2nnz FLOP

t
for real values, and

8nnz FLOP

t
for complex values.

(5.6)

As the name suggests, the SELL-C-σ storage format contains the two tun-

ing factors C and σ. An additional tuning factor for OpenMP-parallel SpMV

execution with any storage format is the OpenMP scheduling. In all imple-

mentations, the outermost loop over the number of matrix rows n is subject

to OpenMP parallelization. In the following, the influence of all those tun-

ing factors on the SpMV performance on various architectures is analyzed.

The selection of corner case test matrices (cf. section 2.4) allows for a study

of those parameters with a limited number of test matrices, from which the

obtained knowledge can be transferred to further test cases. The final per-

formance is resulting from a subtle interplay of all tuning factors. First, each
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Figure 5.7: Influence of C on the chunk occupancy β for the kkt_power matrix with σ = 1.
Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissa.

of them is considered individually and in the end, the combined tuned per-

formance is shown.

5.4.1 Chunk HeightC

As described in section 5.2, C should be a multiple of the SIMD width to en-

able efficiently vectorized execution. However, the chunk occupancy β of a

SELL-C-σ matrix can never increasewith increasing C. As the arithmetic in-

tensity of the SELL-C-σ SpMVas given in eq. (5.4), and with it themaximum

attainable performance in the bandwidth-limited case, decreases with β, it
should be kept as large as possible. In the best case, each row of the matrix

is equal in non-zero count and β = 1 for all values of 1 ≤ C, σ ≤ n. Accord-

ing to table 2.2 on page 33, one test matrix where this is clearly not the case

is kkt_power. Figure 5.7 visualizes the chunk occupancy β as a function of C
for this matrix. The entire C range from 1 (corresponding to CSR) to n (cor-

responding to ELLPACK) is shown. Obviously, β attains its optimal value of

1 forC = 1, which is always true for all matrices. It also holds for all matrices

that β can never increase for increasing C. In the following, a sensible choice

of C will be analyzed for different architectures. The sorting scope σ will be

kept constant to 1 in the following experiments and analyzed separately at a

laterpoint. Similarly, theOpenMP scheduling is fixed to the compilerdefault

value, i.e., STATIC.
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Figure 5.8: Influence of C on the SpMV performance on SNB and K20 for the corner case test
matrices. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the different value ranges on the
ordinates.

CPU architectures. Figure 5.8a shows the SpMV performance of the cor-

ner case test matrices on SNB subject to differentC values. For this architec-

ture, theminimalC which enables efficient vectorization using AVX instruc-

tions (similar to listing 5.5) is four. This motivates the set of C values chosen

in fig. 5.8. For RM07R and kkt_power the performance decreases with in-

creasing C. This is due to a decreasing chunk occupancy and holds for all

matrices with β < 1 in table 2.2. A sensible choice of σ can counteract this

behaviorandwill bediscussed at a laterpoint. On thecontrary, matriceswith

β = 1 (ML_Geer, Hamrle3) show a constant performance for increasing C.

Although those findings have been obtained on the SNB architecture, they

directly apply to other CPU architectures as well.

KNC and KNL. On KNC and KNL, each memory data to be loaded in a

vectorized manner must be aligned on a 64-byte boundary. For the matrix

entries, setting C = 8 on this architecture meets the SIMD width as well as

the alignment requirements and appears like a reasonable choice. However,

thealignment requirements turnout to becritical for theaccess to thematrix’

column indices (which is similar to line 6 of listing 5.6). Each column index is

only 4 bytes in size. Hence, the minimal C value on KNC is not 8, but rather

16 for the present data types. Beyond that, similar quantitative results as for

SNB can be observed also on KNC and KNL.
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GPU architectures. Figure 5.8b shows the SpMV performance on K20 for

the same matrices and C values as used in fig. 5.8a. Despite a warp size of

32, the relevant SIMD width for memory accesses of matrix values is 16. The

reason for this is stated in section 2.1: global memory accesses are split into

128-byte requests if threads access more than 4 bytes each, which can lead

to coalesced loads with less than a full warp. Obviously, this is the case for

double precision matrix data, where each thread accesses 8 bytes of matrix

data at a time. This explains that a close-to-optimal (with respect toC = 32)
performancecan beachieved alreadywithC = 16 for all test cases in fig. 5.8b.

Note that the access to the 4-byte column indices is not perfectly coalesced.

However, the performancedata indicate that the negative effect of this is very

limited. It can further be seen that the performance increases for all matrices

if C gets increased from 4 to 16, i.e., when the SIMT efficiency is increased to

its optimum. This effect is most distinct for large-nnzr matrices RM07R and

ML_Geer. This is due to the fact that thematrix traffic plays a larger role than

the vector traffic (which is usually non-coalesced for ~x anywaydue to indirect

addressing) in those twocases. A furtherobservation is that the performance

for RM07R and kkt_power does not decrease forC > 16 although the chunk

occupancy β gets smaller. This is due to the aforementioned effect of fine-

grained inner loops which avoids the loading of zero-only cache lines (see

section 5.3).

Best practices for the selection of C. The above analysis motivates a

choice of C “as small as possible” to maximize β if no knowledge about a

matrix’ non-zero variance is present. This reasons to choose C equal to the

relevant SIMD/SIMTwidth of the investigated hardware architecture. If het-

erogeneous hardware architectures are present, C should meet the largest

SIMD/SIMTwidth of them. As shown above, a chunk size of 16 already yields

satisfying results on GPU architectures (which have the largest SIMD/SIMT

width of all investigated architectures). Hence, regarding the whole range of

considered architectures, a sensible choice to construct a unified storage for-

mat is C = 16.

5.4.2 Sorting Scope σ.

The next tuning factor to be analyzed concerns the sorting scope σ. Again, in

this analysis the OpenMP scheduling is fixed to the compiler default value,

i.e., STATIC, if not noted otherwise.

Figure 5.9 shows the chunk occupancy β as a function of C for the

kkt_power matrix and different σ values. The data for “σ = 1 or 2” is the
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Figure 5.9: Influence of C on the chunk occupancy β for the kkt_powermatrix with different
σ values. The “σ = 1 or 2” curve corresponds to fig. 5.7. Note the logarithmic scale on the
abscissa.

same as shown in fig. 5.7. Note that a sorting scope of two can never in-

crease the chunk occupancy over a sorting scope of one. Furthermore, β
can never decrease if σ is increased. However, sorting in a scope of σ can

only increase the chunk occupancy if σ > C. Clearly, σ = n maximizes β
throughout the entire C range. However, a value of σ too large may entail a

performance hazard as it potentially increases the overhead factor α in the

arithmetic intensity of the SpMV operation as given in eq. (4.13).

Performance impact of σ on CPU and GPU architectures. The impact

of σ on the SpMV performance of the four corner case matrices for SNB and

K20 is shown in fig. 5.10. The “σ = 1” bar corresponds to the bar with the re-

spectiveC value of fig. 5.8. Row sorting does not have a significant influence

on the performance for the high-β matrices ML_Geer and Hamrle3 on either

architecture. In contrast to this, the SpMV performance for the low-β ma-

trices RM07R and kkt_power can be increased by setting σ > 1. A too large

value of σ involves the danger of severe performance degradation, which is

the case for kkt_poweron both architectures and RM07R on SNB. The reason

for that will be analyzed below for the kkt_power matrix. However, as it is

the case for RM07R on K20, a large σ value does not necessarily lead to lower

performance. Still, it is a good practice to keep σ moderate, as a performance

degradation for large values cannot be ruled out.
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Figure 5.10: Influence of σ on the SpMVperformance on SNB and K20 for the corner case test
matrices. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the different value ranges on the
ordinates.

Analysis methodology. As the kkt_power matrix reveals the most inter-

esting characteristics and a large enough row count n to demonstrate the

cache effects it will be analyzed in more detail on both architectures in the

following. To quantify the influence of σ on the ~x overhead factor α, the ac-

tual SpMVdata volumeVSpMV,meas has to bemeasured using HPM, e.g., using

LIKWID [169] on CPU architectures and nvprof [134] on GPUs. Then, follow-

ing from eq. (5.3), it holds that

α =
VSpMV,meas − [(vel + 4)nnz/β − 2veln] B

(velnnz) B
. (5.7)

The factor α can only be computed in this way if it can be assured that the

matrix-induced memory traffic (vel + 4)nnz scales with 1/β. This is only

the case on the CPU architectures, as C-first scheduling is employed for the

SELL-C-σ SpMV implementation on them (cf. section 5.3). Otherwise, it

is hard to tell whether additional memory traffic comes from the matrix or

the input vector. However, the general data traffic overhead factor Ω can al-

ways be computed. It is defined as the ratio between the actual and minimal

memory traffic of the entire SpMV operation,

Ω =
VSpMV,meas

VSpMV,min
≥ 1 . (5.8)
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β, the general overhead factor Ω and the SpMV overhead factor α on IVB for the kkt_power
matrix and STATIC,100 OpenMP scheduling. Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissa.

If ECC is enabled on GPU architectures, the measured data volume has to be

scaled with a factor of 7/8, as one bit of each transferred byte contains par-

ity information and is not “useful.” This correction factor is not documented

by the vendor, but it will be used as it gives precise results for low-level mea-

surements.

Analysison IVB. Figure 5.11 shows theσ-dependenceof several metrics for

the kkt_power matrix and C = 4 on IVB. The left axis indicates the SpMV

performance while the right axis shows the chunk occupancy β, the ~x reuse

factor α, and the SpMV data traffic overhead Ω. The first observation is that

β increases once σ exceeds C and it approaches its optimal value of βopt = 1,
reaching a value of 0.95 at σopt = 26. On the other hand, α stays roughly con-

stant up to σ = 220, indicating that sorting within this scope does not harm

the access pattern to ~x in a way that it leads to an increase of vector-induced

memory traffic. While α stays constant, the general overhead factorΩ and β
are inversely proportional to each other. This is an obvious result, as any in-

creaseof chunkoccupancydirectly translates to adecreaseof matrix-induced

memory traffic and hence, to a decrease of the general traffic overhead Ω.

With increasing β also the performance increases as the amount of “useless”

transferred matrix data gets smaller. As σ approaches n, an increase of α, ac-

companied by an increase of Ω, can be observed. Hence, global sorting leads
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to amalicious access pattern to ~xwhich leads to increased memory traffic. In

the same range, a performance decrease can be observed.

However, the performance descent starts even earlier, at σ & 212. As α
and Ω stay constant in this range, this initial decline cannot be attributed to

increased memory traffic. A closer analysis of the data transfer volumes for

mainmemory (“MEM”), L3 and L2 cache, aswell as theminimum SpMVdata

volumeVSpMV,min asgiven ineq. (4.3), is shown infig. 5.12a. Figure 5.12b shows

therespectivebandwidthmeasurements. Asexpected, theMEMdatavolume

curve is similar to the Ω curve of fig. 5.11. (Remember that Ω = Vmeas/Vmin.)

Once σ exceeds 210, the memory bandwidth decreases from about 45 GB/s

to less than 40 GB/s, while the memory data volume stays constant. Obvi-

ously, a decline of memory bandwidth with constant data volume yields a

performance decrease if memory bandwidth is the bottleneck. Hence, the

drop of performance in this region as observed above can be attributed to

the decrease of memory bandwidth, which itself is most probably due to a

malicious data access pattern. A further observation in fig. 5.12a is a distinct

increase of the L3 data volume for σ & 212. However, fig. 5.12b shows that

the L3 bandwidth increases at the same time, which makes it hard to draw

credible conclusions from the data. To get a detailed understanding of the

involved effects and bottlenecks one would have to conduct a deeper anal-

ysis. However, as those effects happen far beyond σopt (i.e., far beyond the

relevant range as discussed below), this analysis is omitted here. All in all, it

can be stated that although effects like worsening access patterns are hardly

predictable, it is always a good advice to keep σ as small as possible.
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AnalysisonK20. The influence of the sorting scope σ on the performance,

the SpMV data overhead factor Ω and the chunk occupancy β for the kkt_-

powermatrix on K20 can be seen in fig. 5.13. It is not possible to plotα due to

the aforementioned fact that it is unknown whether any additional traffic in

the “β < 1” range is matrix- or vector-induced. Again, the first observation

is that β increases as soon as σ exceedsC and it approaches its optimal value

of βopt = 1. However, Ω decreases already for σ < C, namely at the point

where σ exceeds the number of real double precision data items in a cache

lineLD
C . This is due the aforementioned fine-grained inner loopof the CUDA

SELL-C-σ SpMV kernel. In this case, a choice of σ > LD
C can lead to the

emergence of zero-only cache lines which do not have to be loaded, leading

to adecrease ofΩ. Note that this effect is independent of the chunk heightC.

Obviously, a choice of σ ≤ LD
C cannot have such an effect. At the same time

as Ω decreases, an increasing performance can be observed. As this kernel’s

execution is limited by main memory bandwidth, any decrease in memory

trafficcandirectly increase theperformance. On theotherhand, any increase

of memory traffic orΩ, potentially leads to a performance degradation. This

effect can be observed for σ > 215 in fig. 5.13. As no increase in matrix traffic

occurs, it can be said that the increasing Ω in this region is solely due to an

increasing α, i.e., due to a worse access pattern to ~x. In general it can be seen

that the performance and Ω show an inversely proportional behavior.
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Best practices for the selection of σ. An “optimal” choice of σopt for a

given C could be made by taking the minimum σ which results in a chunk

occupancy larger than some threshold. The values of σopt for all test matri-

ces, C = 16 and the constraint that β must be larger than 0.95 are given in

table 2.2 onpage 33. Thosevalues have beenobtained experimentally and the

search spaceof σ hasbeen restricted topowersof 2 (aswell asn forglobal sort-

ing) to reduce the time needed for the study. A more fine-grained search for

σopt could deliver better results. Also, it could happen that the performance

increases “randomly” for some value of σ 6= σopt because of a more favorable

access pattern or load balancing.

5.4.3 OpenMP Scheduling

Another important tuning factor for thread-parallel SpMV on CPUs is the

workload scheduling of OpenMP threads. In this respect, often a trade-off

has to be made between load balancing and efficiency. As thread parallelism

isachievedusingOpenMP in thiswork, theOpenMPscheduling terminology

is used in the following. If each thread gets assigned a single portion of work,

i.e., STATIC OpenMP scheduling is applied, there is a risk of load imbalance

if the numberof non-zeros differs significantly between the portions. On the

other hand, a scheduling policy of DYNAMIC,1 causes each loop iteration to

be processed by an available thread, which makes it much less prone to load

imbalances than STATIC scheduling but turns out to be inefficient because,

e.g., the amount of work done by each thread at a time is too low compared

to the OpenMP scheduling overhead. Hence, if DYNAMIC scheduling should

be employed, it is preferred to chose a “sensible” chunk size which is large

enough toenable efficient execution but small enough to retain thegood load

balancing properties. According to theOpenMP nomenclature, the portions

of work assigned to a thread at a timewill be called “chunks” in the following

(mind the difference to chunks of C rows in a SELL-C-σ matrix).

Susceptibility to load imbalance. The coefficient of variation cv is de-

fined as the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean, i.e., if the

standard deviation is larger than the mean, cv is larger than one. The cv with

respect to non-zero counts per matrix row is given in table 2.2 on page 33. A

large value indicates that this matrix is susceptible to load imbalance if the

wrong OpenMP scheduling (e.g., STATIC) is chosen. On the other hand, a

matrix with cv = 0 has the same non-zero count in each row and, if it also

has a regular non-zero pattern, will not face load imbalance problems with

any sensible scheduling strategy.
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Workload scheduling on NUMA architectures. If the OpenMP threads

span multiple NUMA domains, any scheduling strategy involves the danger

of low performance due to remote data access. This is especially true for

non-STATIC scheduling strategies. Concretely, if first-touch allocation of the

matrixdatahappens inaparallel regionand thematrixdata is used (e.g., in an

SpMVkernel) in anotherparallel region, it is likely to happen for non-STATIC
scheduling that the thread mappings differ and threads access remote data

elements. However, even in case of STATIC scheduling, remote data accesses

may hamper performance. The indirect access to the right hand side vector

may prevent an optimal mapping of this vector’s data to theNUMAdomains.

However, even though STATIC scheduling does not guarantee optimal data

access, the use of any non-STATIC scheduling is especially undesired if the

OpenMP threads span several NUMA domains. Although page migration is

supported bymodern Linux kernels [110] and may alleviate the effects of bad

NUMA placement, correct page placement is always preferable. Experimen-

tal results on the influence of OpenMP scheduling on NUMA architectures

are presented in section 10.2.

Analysis on KNC. The effect of OpenMP scheduling is best studied on a

many-corearchitecture likeKNC.Asnoted in table 2.1, enabling three threads

per core yields the highest main memory bandwidth, and analogously, in

many cases the best SpMV performance on this architecture. to the large

thread count of 180, deficiencies or strengths of one or the other schedul-

ing strategy are likely to be revealed clearly. The sensitivity of this architec-

ture with respect to OpenMP scheduling has also been noted in earlier stud-

ies [104]. The results of this analysis are also applicable to CPU architectures

with a singleNUMAdomain and lower thread counts. Figure 5.14 depicts the

SpMV performance with SELL-16-σopt (σopt was chosen as given in table 2.2)

onKNC forall non-application testmatriceswithdifferentOpenMPschedul-

ing strategies. First, the simple and, in case of low cv, likely to be efficient

STATIC scheduling was chosen. The second choice is DYNAMIC,1, which al-

ways yields the best possible load balancing, but may be inefficient due to

too little work per OpenMP chunk if nnzr is not large enough. To overcome

this inefficiency, DYNAMIC scheduling with a sensible chunk size of “*,” which

should depend on the number of matrix rows, is the next choice. This chunk

size was chosen to be 50 for large matrices and 5 for small matrices, which

turns out to be a good compromise between efficiency and load balancing.

Further choices are GUIDED,1 (which is equal to DYNAMIC but with a chunk

sizewhichdecreasesdown to 1 between iterations) and AUTO, whichdelegates
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Figure 5.14: SELL-16-σopt SpMV performance with different OpenMP scheduling strategies
on KNC.
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the decision to the compiler. While it is certainly possible that another, un-

regarded scheduling strategy yields better performance than this choice, the

search space has to be limited and qualitative conclusions can be drawn. The

set of matrices is split into the two groups of large and small matrices as al-

ready suggested in section 2.4, with one exception: the webbase-1M test case

shows a pathological performance behavior and is shifted to the “small and

pathological” matrices group. Roofline performance limits are only given for

the “large and well-behaved” matrices. For the pathological test cases, the

achieved performance is far below the Roofline limit, and for small matri-

ces, the Roofline limit is not an applicable upper performance bound as the

execution is not strongly limited by main memory bandwidth.

It can be seen that the best strategy strongly depends on the matrix. The

fact that STATIC scheduling yields good performance for low-cv matrices

(e.g., ML_Geer, pwtk, dense2, mc2depi, qcd5_4) matches the expectation.

Those matrices have a relatively constant non-zero count per rowwhich pre-

vents potential load balancing problems with STATIC scheduling. On the

other hand, this strategy underperforms for matrices with a large coefficient

of variation (e.g., kkt_power, Hamrle3, cop20k_A). DYNAMIC,1 scheduling

only shows good performance for high-nnzr matrices (e.g., dense2) where

enough work is done per loop iteration. DYNAMIC,* scheduling shows good

or superior performance on matrices with a rather large non-zero count per

row and a rather large cv. Especially for kkt_power, it is significantly bet-

ter than the other choices. GUIDED,1 scheduling is never the best choice,

but rarely the worst. The good load balancing properties cannot compen-

sate for the potentially low efficiency. Lastly, AUTO scheduling seems to be

a safe choice for decent performance, especially if no knowledge about the

matrix is present. It only falls behind the best choice significantly for kkt_-

power and some of the small matrices. It is never the worst choice, and it is

always better than DYNAMIC,1 and GUIDED,1. As AUTO scheduling delegates

the decision to the compiler, it may happen that future compiler versions can

further increase the performance of this scheduling strategy.

Analysis on IVB. Figure 5.15 displays the influence of OpenMP schedul-

ing on the SpMV performance for the corner case matrices on IVB. For the

high-nnzr matrices ML_Geer and RM07R scheduling does barely have an in-

fluence on performance. In those cases, even DYNAMIC,1 scheduling is on

par with the other strategies due to the fact that enough work is being done

per loop iteration. DYNAMIC scheduling with a reasonable chunk size of 50

outperforms the other strategies for the low-nnzr and high-cv matrices kkt_-
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power and Hamrle3. Also, it can be observed that AUTO scheduling is never

a bad choice for the four corner case matrices. All in all, the same qualita-

tive conclusions as above for KNC can be drawn, although the differences in

performance are significantly smaller due to a lower thread count and amore

“robust” architecture.

Best practices for OpenMP thread scheduling. Conclusively, good

SpMV performance can usually be achieved with either STATIC or DYNAMIC
scheduling with a reasonable chunk size. If the matrix has a low coefficient

of variation, not enough rows to enable efficient DYNAMIC scheduling, or the

threads span multiple NUMA domains, STATIC scheduling is a good choice.

Otherwise, DYNAMIC with a chunk size large enough to occupy each thread

sufficiently, but small enough to overcome possible load balancing problems

can be recommended. Consequently, in the present set of test matrices,

STATIC scheduling is used for ML_Geer, pwtk, shipsec1, consph, pdb1HYS,

cant, dense2, mc2depi and qcd5_4, Graphene-Nx-Ny, and Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz.

For the remaining large (small) matrices, DYNAMIC,50 (DYNAMIC,5) schedul-
ing is used.

5.5 Unified SELL-C-σ SpMV Performance

In this section, the performance of the unified and platform-agnostic storage

format is compared against device-specific storage formats. Thematrices are

classified in the same two sets as described above. In addition, the applica-

tion matrices relevant to the ESSEX project are taken into consideration. As

this work focuses on sparse linear algebra towards the exascale era, the per-

formance results from the “large and well-behaved” benchmark matrices are

more relevant than the “small and pathological” group, and the application

matrices are by far the most relevant ones.

Selection of tuning factors. The parameters of SELL-C-σ are chosen in

a way that the same matrix can be used on all present architectures at high

efficiency. The chunk height C is chosen to be 16. As described above, this

may come at slightly lower performance than C = 32 on K20. However, this

is accepted as C = 16 is expected to have better performance than C = 32
on the other architectures for aforementioned reasons. The sorting scope σ
was set to σopt as given in table 2.2 on page 33. The OpenMP scheduling is

chosen as described above.
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Baseline performance. On the CPU architectures IVB, HSW, KNC and

KNL, the CSR storage format is selected as the baseline. This is a valid choice,

as CSR is by far the most relevant and widely used format on those archi-

tectures. The Intel MKL offers an SpMV kernel based on CRS. As it is im-

plemented by the CPU vendor, high performance can be expected and it is

qualified as a valid baseline for performance comparison. Similarly, on K20,

NVIDIA cuSPARSE [47] using CRS as well as Hybrid (HYB) is used for com-

parison. HYB combines ELLPACK and the COO format: matrix rows up to

a certain threshold are stored in ELLPACK and “overlong” parts of rows are

stored in COO. The format has been proposed as the GPU standard format

for general sparse matrices by B and G [24]. The reason to also

regard CRS on GPUs is that it allows to analyze the performance of a single

storage format (i.e., CRS) on heterogeneous architectures and draw a direct

comparison to the unified SELL-C-σ format.

PerformanceonKNC. TheperformancecomparisononKNCof SELL-C-σ
against CRS is shown in fig. 5.16. In the first group of matrices (fig. 5.16a),

SELL-C-σ usually outperforms CSR. Due to its SIMD friendliness, the ben-

efit of SELL-C-σ is most distinct for low-nnzr matrices like kkt_power and

Hamrle3, where SELL-C-σ delivers 3.3× and 3.6× the performance of CRS.

SELL-C-σ falls behind CRS for thepdb1HYS and cant test cases. Bothof those

matrices have a relatively large nnzr and a rather small row count. The large

nnzr enables high SIMD efficiency also with CRS, which diminishes the po-

tential advantage of SELL-C-σ in this respect. The small row count gives CRS

anadvantage in termsof load balancing: As thread parallelism in CRS isdone

on a per-row base (instead of a per-chunk base in SELL-C-σ), it is easier to

evenly distribute the work to the large number of 180 threads on this archi-

tecture. Still, the maximum benefit of CRS is only in the range of 10% for

the large and well-behaved matrices. For all large and well-behaved matrices

except kkt_power, SELL-C-σ achieves between 50% and 80% of the Roofline

performance limit.

The group of small and pathological matrices reveals more diverse per-

formance characteristics as can be seen in fig. 5.16b. The webbase-1M ma-

trix has an extremely high coefficient of row length variation. In fact, one

of its rows is fully populated while the average number of non-zeros per row

is only 3.11. This characteristic is very likely to lead to performance hazards

for any implementation which does not explicitly handle this case, e.g., due

to a severe load imbalance. As neither the present CRS nor SELL-C-σ SpMV

implementations take special precautions in this regard, the performance of
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Figure 5.16: SpMV performance comparison of the unified SELL-16-σopt storage format and
Intel MKL on KNC. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the different value
ranges.
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both formats for thismatrix is very low. Thismatrixmodelswebconnectivity,

which explains its very irregular structure. In contrast to this, the applica-

tionmatriceswhich are relevant for this work have farmore regular structure

and equally distributed non-zero counts. In case of the non-square rail4284

matrix, Intel MKL aborts the execution without further notice. This is the

reason for “zero performance” of MKL for this matrix on all CPU architec-

tures. The SELL-C-σ performance is very low for rail4284, which has several

reasons: the low row count prohibits efficient use of all 180 threads and the

large coefficientof variation impedes good load balancing. For the remaining

small matrices, there is no clear outcome about which is the better storage

format. The SpMV kernel with the dense2 matrix has 2000/C=125 outer loop

iterations. However, 180 threads are present on the KNC. Hence, the low row

count obviously prohibits an efficient execution of the SELL-16-σ SpMVwith

this matrix on this architecture. This could be enhanced by adapting the im-

plementation, e.g., by letting more than one threadworking on a chunk. The

performance of both formats is especially low for the cop20k_A, mac_econ_-

fwd500 and scircuit, all of which show unfavorable patterns like a low row

count and large coefficient of variation.

The most relevant matrices for this work are the three application matri-

ces. Figure 5.16c reveals that SELL-C-σ outperforms CRS significantly for all

of them. The Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz matrix has a regular structure and a moder-

ate nnzr. A possible explanation for the significant performance benefit of

SELL-C-σ is that this matrix is complex-valued and the MKL implementa-

tion lacks efficiency for complex data types on KNC. In the Spin-NUp case,

the performancedifference can also be explained by an inefficient CRS SpMV

implementation and for Graphene-Nx-Ny, the low nnzr of 4 comes into play

which prohibits an efficiently vectorized CRS SpMV on KNC.

PerformanceonIVB. On IVB (fig. 5.17), theperformanceof SELL-C-σ and

CRS is comparable for almost all test matrices. The largest deviation occurs

for kkt_power, where SELL-C-σ outperforms CRS by a factor of almost 2×.

Although it may appear that the choice of storage format is arbitrary in this

case, an energy study in section 10.4 will reveal that using SELL-C-σ instead

of CRS can offer possibilities for significant energy savings. Hence, even if

there is no performance benefit on a full socket (as it is the case here), it may

be useful to chose a SIMD-friendly storage format like SELL-C-σ. In contrast

to KNC it can be seen that the achieved performance is closer to the Roofline

performance limit. This indicates that standard CPU architectures like IVB

are easier to harness at high efficiency compared to many-core architectures
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Figure 5.17: SpMV performance comparison of the unified SELL-16-σopt storage format and
Intel MKL with CSR on IVB. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the different
value ranges.
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5 A Unified Sparse Matrix Storage Format for High-Performance SpMV

like KNC. Similar to KNC, SELL-C-σ yields on average a better performance

than CRS on IVB.

Performance on HSW. As described in section 2.1, the HSW architecture

features AVX2 instructions as well as the CoD feature. The latter yields

NUMA characteristics within a single socket, which entails potential per-

formance hazards for thread-parallel programming. The OpenMP schedul-

ing strategy has to be chosen with care in this case, as any kind of DYNAMIC
scheduling will likely lead to a high ratio of remotememory accesses. Hence,

simple STATIC scheduling has been chosen for all SELL-C-σ runs although

thismaynot be theoptimal choice in termsof load balancing (cf. section 5.4).

For the MKL runs, NUMA interleaving as suggested in the documenta-

tion [90] has been employed. By this, memory pages will be placed across

the NUMA domains in a round-robin manner, which usually leads to a bal-

anced ratio of local and remote accesses. For SELL-C-σ, however, memory is

allocated following the “NUMA first touch” policy. By this, the ratio of local

accesses can be increased which leads to the performance benefit to be seen

in fig. 5.18.

Note that the measured performance would exceed the Roofline limit for

the large matrices with smallest row count cant and pdb1HYS. Although the

entire working set exceeds the last level cache size of 35 MB, there is appar-

ently still some re-useof data between successive iterations. This is due to the

cache architecture and the validity of this statement can be confirmed with

HPM measurements. Hence, if performance should be compared against a

memory-limited Roofline model, it has to be assured that the execution is in

fact limited bymain memory bandwidth. The Roofline predictions are omit-

ted for those two test cases in fig. 5.18a for this reason. Figure 5.18b and sec-

tion 5.5 show that SELL-C-σ outperforms CRS for almost all small, patholog-

ical, and application matrices onHSW. It only falls behind by a small margin

for Hamrle3 and the (complex-valued) Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz matrix.

Due to the aforementioned NUMA characteristics, it is more difficult to

match the Roofline limit onHSW than on IVB. Also, the benefit of SELL-C-σ
over CRS, e.g., for the kkt_power matrix cannot be transferred from IVB to

HSW due to this. One way to alleviate the NUMA problems is to confine the

process to a single NUMA domain, i.e. half of HSW. Obviously, in order to

use the full HSW chip, the code has to be enabled for inter-process paral-

lelism, e.g., using MPI. If this is done, a straightforward comparison to MKL

is no longerpossible as it does not offerdistributedmemory parallel compute

kernels. Experimental results on this topic can be found in section 10.2.
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Figure 5.18: SpMV performance comparison of the unified SELL-16-σopt storage format and
Intel MKLwith CSR on HSW. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the different
value ranges.
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Performance on K20. On K20, the SELL-C-σ performance is compared

against CRS as well as the HYB format in fig. 5.19. SELL-C-σ is slightly better

or roughly on parwithHYB for all large and applicationmatrices. The largest

benefit of SELL-C-σ can be observed for kkt_power, where it outperforms

HYB by a factor of 1.6×. HYB reveals its strengths especially on matrices

with a very malicious pattern, such as webbase-1M, rail4284 and scircuit.

Considering the large and application matrices, CRS can outperform

SELL-C-σ only for RM07R and pdb1HYS by a factor of 1.2 − 1.3×. In all

other cases, SELL-C-σ yields higher SpMV performance by up to a factor

of 1.3× for the pwtk test case. In the group of small matrices, CRS outper-

forms SELL-C-σ significantly for some test cases. The most distinct one in

this respect is dense2. The SELL-C-σ implementation uses a single thread

per matrix row, i.e., 2,000 threads are active for this test case. This number

is too low for having an efficient execution which saturates the GPU band-

width. One way to alleviate this problem is to launch multiple threads per

matrix row. Earlier experiments have shown that using 16 threads per row on

a dense matrix with 8,000 rows delivers optimal performance for SELL-C-σ
according to the Roofline model [104]. Again, it should be noted that this

deficiency of the present SELL-C-σ SpMV implementation is of not much

relevance for the presentwork, as the focus is on large-scale and sparse linear

algebra. The same problem is a cause for the low SELL-C-σ performance

on rail4284. Furthermore, CRS outperforms SELL-C-σ for the aforemen-

tioned malicious test cases webbase-1M and scircuit. In summary, SELL-C-σ
is on average the best choice for the relevantmatrix groups of “large andwell-

behaved” and application matrices on this architecture.

Performance on KNL and P100. To demonstrate performance portabil-

ity of the SELL-C-σ SpMV operation across generations of hardware archi-

tectures, fig. 5.20 shows the SpMV performance comparison of SELL-16-σopt

with device-specific formats for the large and well-behaved matrices on the

newer hardware architectures KNL and P100. The key findings made above

for the other architectures are still valid on the new generation architectures:

SELL-C-σ is on par with or superior to device-specific formats for this set of

matrices. On the GPU architecture P100, a good accordance with the Roof-

line limit P ∗
SpMV can be observed, specifically for the very large and high-nnzr

matrices ML_Geer and Hamrle3. For the smaller matrices further right on

the abscissa, it is harder to expose enough parallelism to match the Roofline

expectation to a similar extent. In contrast to this, the performance on KNL

falls behind the Roofline expectation more significantly. This can (at least
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Figure 5.19: SpMV performance comparison of the unified SELL-16-σopt storage format and
cuSPARSE with HYB and CSR on K20. P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9). Note the
different value ranges.
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Figure 5.20: SpMV performance comparison of the unified SELL-16-σopt storage format and
a device-specific baseline on KNL and P100. The baseline is CRS on KNL and HYB on P100.
P ∗

SpMV is determined as specified in eq. (4.9).

partly) be attributed to the fact that the achievable memory bandwidth of

this architecture is much lower than bs for read-intensive workloads such as

SpMV (see fig. 4.2). In this case, a refined Roofline model taking the actually

achievable bandwidth according to the read/write ratio for each test matrix

into account would yield a better accordance.

Unified performance conclusions. All in all, it can be observed that the

unified SELL-C-σ formatyieldsperformancewhich is comparable toorbetter

thandevice-specific formats inalmostall cases for relevantapplicationmatri-

ces and further large and well-behaved benchmark matrices. It is sometimes

possible to find a specific matrix format which yields better performance for

a certain test case. Hence, moremeaningful than a comparison against some

baseline implementation is the comparison against themaximumachievable

performance P ∗
SpMV as predicted by the Roofline performance model. Espe-

cially on multi-core CPU architectures with a single NUMA domain, close to

optimal performance can usually be achieved for the memory-limited test

cases. If the performance deviates substantially from the Roofline predic-

tion, a plausible explanation can be found. The most important result for

this work is that the unified SELL-C-σ format yields on average the best per-

formance with high Roofline efficiency for the relevant application matrices

on all architectures.
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5.6 Matrix Bandwidth Reduction

(a) Original matrix (bandwidth
709,995).

(b) Matrix with applied RCM re-
ordering (bandwidth 211,828).

Figure 5.21: Bandwidth reduction using RCM re-ordering with the Spin-26 matrix.

5.6 Matrix Bandwidth Reduction

The ~x overhead factor α should be reduced if possible to increase the arith-

metic intensity of the SpMV operation (eq. (4.13)). The factor α exceeds its

optimal value if ~x elementsgetevicted fromthecachebefore theyare re-used.

This is closely related to thebandwidthof thematrix. Thebandwidthof ama-

trix (not to be confused with memory bandwidth) is defined as “upper band-

width + lower bandwidth + 1.” The upper (lower) bandwidth is themaximum

distance of a non-zero element of the matrix’ upper (lower) triangular part

to the matrix diagonal. For instance, a diagonal matrix has a bandwidth of 1,

a tridiagonal matrix of 3 and a dense triangular matrix of n. In case of a di-

agonal matrix, α always attains its optimal value, as each ~x element is loaded

and used exactly once from main memory. In case of a tridiagonal matrix an

~x element is firstly used in row i, then again in row i+1 and lastly in row i+2.
In very simple cases like those it is easy to make predictions about α or set

conditions on cache sizes if a certain α value should be achieved. However,

in reality this is often not possible. Obviously, the access patterns and re-use

intervals are far more complex for general sparse matrices. Also, the matrix

bandwidth merely defines an upper bound for the off-diagonal distance. For

many sparse matrices, the distance is lower for a significant amount of rows.

However, reducing thematrix bandwidth is always a promisingway to reduce

α.

The perhaps most prominent algorithm for sparse matrix bandwidth

reduction is Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) as proposed by G and
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5 A Unified Sparse Matrix Storage Format for High-Performance SpMV

L [73]. It is based on the original Cuthill-McKee (CM) algorithm [48] with

reversed index numbers. In recent years, the research on this method has

gained new interest and parallel RCM algorithms have been developed for

shared [94] as well as distributed memory [15]. RCM is limited to symmetric

sparse matrices, but similar approaches exist for the non-symmetric case as

well [140]. Figure 5.21 visualizes the impact of RCM re-ordering on the Spin-

26 matrix. Note that the qualitative results will transfer to other configura-

tions of this test case, i.e., other values of NUp. Using RCM re-ordering, the

bandwidth of this matrix could be reduced by a factor of approximately 3.3×.

The SpMV performance on IVB using Spin-26 and DYNAMIC,50 OpenMP

scheduling increases by 6% and α decreases to 47% of its original value.

The rather small performance gain can be explained by the already relatively

small bandwidth of the original matrix. The positive influence of bandwidth

reduction gets amplified in the block vector case (see section 6.3).

Potential performance gains from matrix re-ordering are not restricted to

a specific matrix format. Hence, it is not useful to include re-ordering in

comparative studies of sparse matrix storage formats. Also note that matrix

re-ordering is sometimes prohibited by the application or can lead to worse

numerical behavior of, e.g., preconditioners. Hence, no matrix bandwidth

reduction techniques are applied in the present performance studies.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, SELL-C-σ was presented as a candidate for a platform-

agnostic, unified sparse matrix storage format for high-performance SpMV

on all relevant HPC architectures. Having a unified sparse matrix storage

format for a wide range of architectures is beneficial in multiple ways. Be-

sides obvious gains like simplified interfaces to and reduced code bases in

numerical kernel libraries, it opens further possibilities in terms of usability

and efficiency. For instance, exchange of matrix data between heteroge-

neous processors is greatly simplified, which opens possibilities for easy

and low-overhead load balancing. The same holds for the implementation

of fault tolerance mechanism like checkpointing in heterogeneous settings.

Low-overhead exchange of matrix data is especially relevant for current and

future heterogeneous architectures with a coherent, shared memory space

like, e.g., NVIDIA Pascal GPUs using “Unified Memory” with their host CPUs

(especially if theyareconnectedvia theproprietaryNVLink interconnect [70]

which is significantly faster than PCIe) or the heterogeneous exascale archi-

tecture proposed by V et al. [171]. Lastly, SELL-C-σ appears
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to be future-proof. As shown in this work, its good performance properties

can be transferred between generations of heterogeneous hardware archi-

tectures, and current trends in supercomputer hardware give rise to the

assumption that this will hold true in the future.

The suitability of SELL-C-σ as a high-performance general sparse matrix

storage format is also reflected in the inclusion of it into several numeri-

cal software frameworks. The developers of DUNE, a modular toolbox for

solving partial differential equationswith grid-based methods, have adopted

SELL-C-σ and extended it to a block version to exploit block structures in the

sparse matrix [22]. A further extension of SELL-C-σ is the SELL-P format as

proposed by A et al. [12]. In this variant, additional column padding is

introduced which opens the possibility for launching more than one thread

per matrix row which can enhance the performance for high-nnzr matrices.

This generalized versionof SELL-C-σ has been included in the “sparse” mod-

uleof theoriginallydense linearalgebra libraryMAGMA [166]. SELL-C-σ has

also found itsway intoViennaCL, a linear algebra library for computations on

many-core architectures and multi-core CPUs [144]. Graph algorithms are

a topic which is related to sparse linear algebra, as graphs can be expressed

as sparse matrices and vice versa. SELL-C-σ has recently been introduced

in the graph algorithm community, being the underlying data format for the

vectorizable graph representation “SlimSell” [26].
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6 High-Performance SparseMatrix-Multiple
Vectors Multiplication

In this chapter, the general SpMMVoperation ~Y ← ~Y +H ~X with ~X, ~Y being

blocks of nb vectors is analyzed. Besides its single-vector counterpart, the

SpMMV operation is one of the most crucial and time-consuming compute

kernels in many sparse linear algebra algorithms. Block vectors may appear

due to several reasons. For example, if a polynomial filter like in ChebFD

should be applied to multiple vectors, those could be packed into a block

vector and operations like SpMMVcould be used in the solver. Furthermore,

block vectors may arise from algorithmic optimizations, e.g., as it is done

in BJDQR (cf. section 3.4) for increasing robustness [142]. In principle, an

SpMMV operation could be implemented as a sequence of nb SpMV calls.

The use of custom SpMMV kernels is motivated by potential performance

gains. As shown in section 4.2.3, the arithmetic intensity increases with nb

and thus, a performance gain can be expected in the bandwidth-limited case.

Although the SpMVand SpMMVperformance analyses are similar to some

extent, there are some peculiarities to the SpMMV operation which will be

discussed in the following. Besides the sparse matrix storage format, the

SpMMV performance depends the storage format of the block vectors as a

crucial tuning factor. Possibilities in this regard and their respective SpMMV

kernel implementation are analyzed in section 6.1. Section 6.2 analyzes the

relation between the sparse matrix storage format and the SpMMV perfor-

mance. Afterwards, the idea of matrix bandwidth reduction and its influ-

ence on SpM(M)V performance as discussed in section 5.6 is taken up and

analyzed in section 6.3.

6.1 Block Vector Storage and SpMMV
Implementation

One of the most fundamental design decisions when it comes to the imple-

mentation of block algorithms affects the storage order of block vectors.
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Listing 6.1 SELL-1-σ SpMMV kernel with column-major block vector storage.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
2 double tmp[n_b];
3 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
4 tmp[b] = y[b*n+i]; // y[] gather
5 }
6

7 for (int j = chunkptr[i]; j < chunkptr[i+1]; j++) {
8 double mval = val[j]; // scalar access to matrix values
9 int xrow = col[j]; // scalar access to column indices
10 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
11 tmp[b] += mval * x[b*n+xrow]; // x[] gather
12 }
13 }
14

15 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
16 y[b*n+i] = tmp[b]; // scalar write of y[] data
17 }
18 }

Column-major (one-by-one) storage. A naïve approach is to store the

vectors one after the other, i.e., the block vector would have column-major

storage order. Listing 6.1 shows the SELL-1-σ SpMMV kernel with column-

major block vector storage. As can be seen in lines 4, 11 and 16, the multi-

plication of a single matrix element with nb
~X elements and the update of

~Y causes that the block vector elements are accessed with a large stride of n,
which hampers vectorized processing and efficient data access. Despite the

unfavorable data access pattern, column-major storage of block vectors may

carry a further performance hazardwhich concerns the re-use of input vector

data. Whenever an ~X elements gets accessed, a full cache line containing the

element and some further elements of the same vector is loaded from main

memory. As it is not clear whether those additional elements are needed as

long as they stay in the cache, this bears a potential overhead, which can be

avoided with row-major storage (see next paragraph).

Row-major (interleaved) storage. In contrast to column-major storage,

interleaved (i.e., row-major) storage of block vectors allows for vectorized

loads of ~X data (with remainder loops if nb is not a multiple of the SIMD

width) and perfect use of loaded cache lines if nb is a multiple of the cache

line size (disregarding thepotential effectof adjacent cache lineprefetching).

This limits the maximum value of α in eqs. (4.17) and (4.23) to 1.
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Listing 6.2 SELL-1-σ SpMMV kernel with row-major block vector storage.

1 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
2 double tmp[n_b];
3 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
4 tmp[b] = y[i*n_b+b]; // packed y[] load
5 }
6

7 for (int j = chunkptr[i]; j < chunkptr[i+1]; j++) {
8 double mval = val[j]; // scalar access to matrix values
9 int xrow = col[j]; // scalar access to column indices
10 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
11 tmp[b] += mval * x[xrow*n_b+b]; // packed x[] load
12 }
13 }
14

15 for (int b = 0; b < n_b; b++) {
16 y[i*n_b+b] = tmp[b]; // packed y[] store
17 }
18 }

The SELL-1-σ SpMMV kernel for row-major block vectors is shown in list-

ing 6.2. Contrary to the column-major case, all block vector accesses (lines 4,

11 and 16) have a stride of 1, i.e., vectorized access can easily be achieved using

compiler intrinsics or directives. The fact that the Intel MKL and NVIDIA

cuSPARSE include row-major versions of SpMMV confirms the relevance of

this operation.

CPU implementation. The CPU implementation of the row-major Sp-

MMV kernel basically follows listing 6.2. Thread parallelism is achieved in

the outer loop, and the innermost loops can be equippedwith compiler prag-

mas toguidevectorization. The frequentoccurrenceand relatively small iter-

ation count of loops over nb give rise to potential performance benefits if the

loop trip count nb is known at compilation time. Automatically generating

kernels for user-defined values of nb helps to retain code flexibility and main-

tainabilitywhile increasing the performance. Details on this mechanism can

be found in section 9.5.

Performance comparison. The expected performance benefit of row-

over column-major block vector storage for SpMMV is substantiated by

the measurements shown in fig. 6.1, which compares the two block vector

storage variants for a custom SELL-C-σ SpMMV kernel and Intel MKL with
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Figure 6.1: SpMMVperformance for row- and column-major block vectorswith theML_Geer
test case on IVB. The Roofline performance limitsP ∗

SpMMV are computed according to eq. (4.21)

and areomitted for the largestnb values (97 GFLOP/s atnb = 16 and 150 GFLOP/s atnb = 32)
for the sake of illustration. Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissa.

CRS. For the SELL-C-σ implementation, automatically generated SpMMV

kernels for discrete values of nb as described above are used.

The performance at nb = 1 (i.e., SpMV) is the same for all variants, which

meets the experience and expectation from the SpMV performance analysis

in chapter 5. For larger nb counts, row-major storage is always better than

column-major storage due to the aforementioned reasons. Furthermore, the

SELL-C-σ implementation outperformsMKL for all nb ≥ 4, which is at least

partly due to a systematic advantage from automatically generated tailored

kernels with compile-time-defined nb. However, the comparison between

generated kernels and general implementations as in MKL can still be con-

sidered valid or “fair,” as there are no reasons which prevent library imple-

menters from including SpMMV kernels with hard-coded nb for moderate

sized block vectors (where such an optimization obviously has the largest

advantage). A comparison to the Roofline performance limit P ∗
SpMMV reveals

very high efficiency for low values of nb. For higher values, the execution de-

couples from main memory bandwidth and the Roofline prediction (which

assumes strong limitation by main memory bandwidth in our case) is not

matched anymore. A refined performance model for the KPM algorithm,

which is similar to plain SpMMV, is given in section 8.1.2 and explains this

effect in more detail.
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Figure 6.2: Thread mapping for the SELL-1-σ SpMMVoperation on aGPU. Each thread com-
putes one element of the results block vector and has a different color. The warp size is as-
sumed to be 8.

All in all, row-major storage is preferred if high SpMMV performance

should be achieved. However, using row-major storage could sometimes

problematic or even prohibited, e.g., if block operations should be inte-

grated in larger software stacks where such fundamental changes of data

structures cannot be done. However, this is not the case in the present work

and row-major storage will be used for all algorithms.

GPU implementation. Figure 6.2 illustrates theGPU SpMMV implemen-

tation for row-major block vectors. In terms of parallelization and having

in mind the SIMD/SIMT analogy, it is similar to the CPU case. Perfectly co-

alesced access to ~X and ~Y data is easily achieved if nb is a multiple of the

SIMT width, i.e., nb = 16i, i ∈ N+ for real double precision data on the

present GPU architectures (note the global memory coalescing rules as ex-

plained in section 2.1). Assuming nb = 16, all threads of a half warp load

the samematrix value and column index and consequently, access 16 consec-

utive ~X elements.

Consequences forblockalgorithms. As it has becomeclear that SpMMV

favors row-major storageof block vectors, thequestion about the influenceof

block vector storage on the performance of block vector-vector (Block-BLAS-

1) operations remainsopen. Thearithmetic intensityof otheroperations such

as Block-BLAS-1 operations does not depend on nb. Hence, there is no per-

formance difference between one Block-BLAS-1 operation compared to a se-

quence of nb “normal” BLAS-1 operations. Despite the fact that the BLAS-1

interface exposes the possibility to define strides between vector elements,

row-major storage of block vectors necessitates a manual implementation

of BLAS-1 operations which contain reductions, if high efficiency should be
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Figure 6.3: SpMMV performance for Hamrle3, different storage formats and different num-
bers of vectors on IVB with AUTO OpenMP scheduling and K20m. Note the logarithmic scale
on the abscissas and the different value ranges on the ordinates.

achieved. This is due to the fact that the strided BLAS-1 kernels inhibit in-

herent performance hazards such as scalar memory operations and ineffi-

cient cache line usage. Also, in case of reduction operations, the cost of

distributed-memory communication favors a single Block-BLAS-1 operation

over a sequence of nb BLAS-1 operations, as the cost of latency only has to be

paid once, instead of nb times.

6.2 Performance Influence of the SparseMatrix
Storage Format

In contrast to SpMV, the SpMMV performance is likely to be less sensitive to

the sparsematrix storage format, as thematrix trafficplays a smaller role asnb

(and consequently, the vector traffic) increases. The relative impact of matrix

and vector traffic depends on the values of nnzr and nb. Furthermore, vec-

torized access to vector data is easily achieved for row-major block vectors

and sufficiently large nb as shown above in listing 6.2. Without sacrificing

performance, the matrix access can then be done in a non-vectorized fash-

ion, which alleviates the necessity of a SIMD-friendly sparse matrix storage

format.
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6.3 Performance Influence of Matrix Bandwidth Reduction

Performance comparison. Figure 6.3a shows the SpMMV performance

on IVB for three different storage formats and a range of nb values. The

OpenMP scheduling policy has been set to “AUTO.” Theperformanceatnb = 1
agreeswith previous results as shown in fig. 5.17a, although a custom SELL-1-1

(CRS) SpMV kernel has been used here instead of MKL. This matrix has a

very low nnzr value of 3.81 and thus requires a SIMD-friendly sparse matrix

storage format for optimal SpMV performance due to the reasons explained

in section 5.1. Due to this, SELL-4-1 and SELL-16-1 outperform SELL-1-1 at

nb = 1 by approximately 20% on IVB and 45% on K20m. This effect van-

ishes for larger vector counts and the performance of all three storage for-

mats is comparable for all values of nb ≥ 2. Note that the nb = 2 kernel

uses Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) instructions on IVB (instead of AVX

which would have double the SIMD width). If possible, the block vector size

should be chosen to be a multiple of the SIMD width to guarantee optimal

vectorization, i.e., nb should be a multiple of 4 on IVB and a multiple of 16

on K20m for real double precision data. In this experiment, SELL-16-1 even

falls behind SELL-1-1 by 3% for nb = 32 on IVB, which could be explained by

better spacial locality properties of the SELL-1-1 kernel.

Bestpractices for theselectionof sparsematrix storage formats. Sim-

ilar results can be obtained for all test matrices, with the exception that there

may be a smaller or even no performance difference at nb = 1 for large-nnzr

matrices. Conclusively, it can be said that the choice of the sparse matrix

storage format is not crucial for SpMMV performance in case of sufficiently

large nb. In otherwords, even CRS (SELL-1) may be a good choice for optimal

performance on a wide range of architectures for SpMMV in this case.

6.3 Performance Influence of Matrix Bandwidth
Reduction

As explained in section 5.6, the SpMV performance can often be increased

by reducing the overhead factor α (see eq. (4.13)). One way to achieve this

is by decreasing the matrix bandwidth, for example using RCM re-ordering

as explained in section 5.6. For nb > 1, this is even more promising as will

be shown in the following. Equation (5.3) indicates that the ~X-induced data

traffic scales with a factor of αnb. Hence, minimizing α becomes more and

more important for increasing values of nb. Using HPM, the transferred data
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Figure 6.4: SpMMV performance and measured overhead factor α for Spin-26 with SELL-
16-64 on IVB and DYNAMIC,50 OpenMP scheduling. Note the logarithmic scale on the ab-
scissa.

volume VSpMMV,meas can be measured and eq. (5.3) can be solved for α,

α =
VSpMMV,meas − [(vel + 4)nnz/β − 2nbveln] B

(nbvelnnz) B
. (6.1)

Figure 6.4 depicts the SpMMVperformance and α for varying block vector

sizeon IVB using theoriginal Spin-26 test caseaswell as the samematrixwith

an RCM re-ordering applied (as shown in fig. 5.21). It can be seen that the

SpMMV performance for the matrix with applied RCM re-ordering is always

higher thanwith theoriginal matrix. Theperformance benefit increaseswith

nb, from 6% at nb = 1 to 17% at nb = 32. The ~X overhead factor α is always

smaller for the matrix with applied RCM re-ordering, which is a result of the

better cache locality coming from the bandwidth reduction.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the performance of the SpMMVoperation has been analyzed

and its characteristics have been described in comparison to SpMV. A crucial

design decision in block algorithms affects the storage order of block vec-

tors. It has been shown and explained that row-major storage yields higher

SpMMV performance than column-major storage. If this is done, the per-

formance in comparison to a sequence of SpMV operations can be increased
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6.4 Summary

significantly, although the achieved speedupmay notmeet themodel expec-

tation. In contrast to SpMV, the storage format of the sparse matrix has a

smaller impact on the SpMMV performance, especially for large values of nb.

It has also been shown, that a reduction of matrix bandwidth is a promising

way to increased SpMMV performance, especially for large vector counts.
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny
Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations

Block sparse linear algebra algorithms frequently contain multiplications of

block vectors, which can be seen as tall & skinny dense matrices. Besides the

operations needed in BJDQR (see section 3.4), theorthogonalizationof block

vectors, e.g. using SVQB [160], requires similar kernels. While any GEMM

implementation can handle such multiplications, severe performance draw-

backs can be revealed, which requiresmanually optimized implementations.

The goal of this chapter is not to re-implement GEMM or outperform es-

tablished libraries which address the general case. Rather, it should bemade

clear through performance models that even established libraries like Intel

MKL can have a significant lack of performance for some problem settings of

sparse linear algebra. In this case, manual implementations are necessary for

high performance.

This work does not cover T&S-GEMM operations on GPUs, which is the

topic of an associated Master’s thesis [63].

7.1 Tall & SkinnyMatrix-Matrix Multiplication
Performance

The GEMMoperation is themain building block of theHPL benchmark [87]

and highly optimized implementations for square matrices exist for all rele-

vant architectures. For large and square matrices, this benchmark is usually

compute-limited on all relevant current architectures and its performance

typically gives a good estimate about the practically attainable peak perfor-

manceonagivenarchitecture. However, as alreadydescribed in section 4.2.4,

the arithmetic intensity of GEMM depends on the matrix dimensions. Typi-

cally, the kernel gets more and more bandwidth-limited as the matrices be-

come more and more non-square.
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations

*= +α β

A
T

C B= α * + β C

m

n k

Figure 7.1: Schematic of the TSMTTSM operation.

Methodology. All presented T&S-GEMM kernels are implemented in

plain C and make use of automatic code generation (see section 9.5). Com-

piler directives are used to achieve efficient code vectorization. Although

hand-vectorized code using compiler intrinsics can lead to slightly better

performance for specific input data, benchmark experiments have shown

that for the present T&S-GEMM kernels and parameter ranges, high perfor-

mance can be also be achieved with compiler-vectorized code. Especially in

case of odd dimensions, manual vectorization is sometimes hard to imple-

ment and the high efficiency of the compiler-vectorized code alleviates the

necessity for a manually vectorized implementation. It should also be noted

that plain, vectorizable C code is more portable than hand-vectorized code

using compiler intrinsics which correspond to a specific instruction set.

In this analysis, block vectors are always stored row-major, as this yields

higher performance of SpMMV (see section 6.1) which is often the key op-

eration in block algorithms. Moreover, all block vectors considered in this

chapter have a row count of 10,000, 000 (which does not restrict generality,

as long as it is sufficiently large) and the short dimensionswill be varied from

1, . . . , 32. The short dimensions are assumed to be always non-padded, i.e.,

the stride is equal to the dimension.

Intel MKL will be used as the baseline BLAS implementation. It is usually

consideredveryefficient formanyapplicationsand asignificantdevelopment

effort is being put into it. This qualifies it as a suitable baseline for this work.

7.2 Tall & SkinnyMatrix Transposed-Tall & Skinny
Matrix Multiplication

The TSMTTSM operation can be considered as an inner product of block

vectors where k̄ � m̄, n̄. In a sparse linear algebra algorithm, k̄ corresponds
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7.2 Tall & Skinny Matrix Transposed-Tall & Skinny Matrix Multiplication

Listing 7.1 TSMTTSM kernel for real double precision data with row-major block vector stor-
age of A and B, column-major storage of C, α = 1, β = 1, and k̄ a multiple of two. Possibly
required alignment/padding of data is omitted here for brevity.

1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 double c_tmp[n*m] = {0.};
4

5 #pragma omp for
6 for (int row = 0; row < k-1; row+=2) {
7 for (int bcol = 0; bcol < n; bcol++) {
8 #pragma simd
9 for (int acol = 0; acol < m; acol++) {
10 c_tmp[bcol*m+acol] +=
11 a[(row+0)*m + acol] * b[(row+0)*n + bcol] +
12 a[(row+1)*m + acol] * b[(row+1)*n + bcol];
13 }
14 }
15 }
16

17 #pragma omp critical
18 for (int bcol = 0; bcol < n; bcol++) {
19 #pragma simd
20 for (int acol = 0; acol < m; acol++) {
21 c[bcol*m+acol] += c_tmp[bcol*m+acol];
22 }
23 }
24 }

to the dimension of the system matrix n and m̄ and n̄ are column counts nb

of block vectors. A schematic of the operation is shown in fig. 7.1. In BJDQR,

it holds that m̄ ≥ n̄ and in SVQB, m̄ = n̄. Nevertheless, also the performance

for the case that m̄ < n̄will be shown and analyzed, as it may be of relevance

for other algorithms. The result of this operation is a small matrix whose

storage order is irrelevant as it can be easily transposed at low overhead.

Implementation. Listing 7.1 showsaTSMTTSMkernel usingOpenMP for

thread parallelism and “#pragma simd” for compiler-driven vectorization.

Thread-parallel work sharing is achieved along the k̄ dimension (lines 5 to 15)

and each thread owns a partial result matrix (line 3) which get reduced at the

end of the kernel in a serial way (lines 17 to 23). As can be seen in lines 6, 11

and 12, the kernel is two-way unrolled in the long (i.e., k̄) dimension to de-

crease transfers of partial result matrix data. The values of α and β have no

significant influence on the TSMTTSM performance because there are only
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations
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Figure 7.2: Arithmetic intensity, Roofline efficiency, and speedup over Intel MKL for the
TSMTTSM operation with real arithmetic on IVB.

m̄× n̄ multiplications with each of them. Hence, the most simple scenario,

i.e., α = 1 and β = 0 will be used for the following performance analysis.

Performance analysis. Figure 7.2b shows the TSMTTSM efficiency on

IVB. In general, at least 35% of Roofline performance can be achieved in the

entire m̄, n̄ range. Especially in the strongly bandwidth-limited region, i.e.,

in case either m̄ or n̄ is very small (see fig. 7.2a), the manual implementation

proves to be very efficient. The comparison with Intel MKL in fig. 7.2c shows

that themanual implementation is on parwithMKL for the casewhere either

m̄ or n̄ is 1. Otherwise, significant speedups of up to 27× can be achieved

and the average speedup in the entire m̄, n̄ range is around 8×. In general,

larger speedups are obtained in the bandwidth-limited region. This agrees

with the aforementioned statement that MKL features efficient GEMM ker-

nels for compute-limited scenarios. Note that the performance of some data

points could be increased even further if the two input block vectors in the

kernel get swapped. This requires an inexpensive transposition of the result

matrix.

Figure 7.3 demonstrates that the findings can be transferred to a different

hardware architectures as well as complex numbers/arithmetic. Note that in

the complex case, the first input matrix is conjugated as well as transposed.

Concerning Roofline efficiency (cf. fig. 7.3b), similar observations as in the

real case can be made: The TSMTTSM kernel ranges between 28-100% of

Roofline efficiency, with the larger numbers being obtained in the strongly

bandwidth-limited areas with a low arithmetic intensity. It can be seen in

fig. 7.3c that themanual implementation still outperforms IntelMKLbya fac-

tor of up to 13× and 5× on average. The arithmetic intensity of TSMTTSM is

twiceas high forcomplexnumberscompared to real numbers (seeeq. (4.40)).
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7.3 Tall & Skinny Matrix-Small Matrix Multiplication
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Figure 7.3: Arithmetic intensity, Roofline efficiency, and speedup over Intel MKL for the
TSMTTSM operation with complex arithmetic on HSW.

*= +α β

C A B= α * + β C

n k

m

Figure 7.4: Schematic of the TSMM operation.

In fact, fig. 7.3a reveals that for large n̄ and m̄, the arithmetic intensity gets

close to the inverse machine balance of this architecture of 9 FLOP/B. The

kernel can no longer be regarded as strongly bandwidth-limited. Hence, it

is plausible that MKL, which is optimized for the compute-limited, high-

intensity case, does not fall so far behind the manual implementation. In

fact, MKL outperforms the manual kernel by a factor of 2× for n̄ ≥ 24 and

m̄ ≥ 8. The fact that there is only a significant step in the MKL comparison,

but not in the TSMTTSM efficiency, indicates that MKL switches to a signif-

icantly more efficient implementation for those dimensions, rather than the

manual implementation is getting worse.

7.3 Tall & SkinnyMatrix-Small Matrix Multiplication

A schematic sketch of the TSMM operation can be seen in fig. 7.4. For this

operation, it holds that m̄� k̄, n̄. Moreover, in BJDQR, k̄ ≥ n̄ and in SVQB it

holds that k̄ = n̄. However, the analysis will be carried out for the entire k̄, n̄
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations

Listing 7.2 TSMM kernel for real double precision data with row-major block vector storage
of A and C, column-major storage of B, α = 1, β = 1, and m̄ a multiple of two. Possibly
required alignment/padding of data is omitted here for brevity.

1 double tmp[2];
2

3 #pragma omp parallel for private(tmp)
4 for (int row = 0; row < m-1; row+=2) {
5 for (int ccol = 0; ccol < n; ccol++) {
6 tmp[0] = c[(row+0)*n + ccol];
7 tmp[1] = c[(row+1)*n + ccol];
8

9 #pragma simd
10 for (int acol = 0; acol < k; acol++) {
11 tmp[0] += a[(row+0)*k + acol] * b[ccol*k + acol];
12 tmp[1] += a[(row+1)*k + acol] * b[ccol*k + acol];
13 }
14

15 c[(row+0)*n + ccol] = tmp[0];
16 c[(row+1)*n + ccol] = tmp[1];
17 }
18 }

range for the same reasons as in the TSMTTSM analysis in section 7.2. The

small inputmatrix is not a block vector but possibly the result of aTSMTTSM

operation (see above). The storage order of this matrix is irrelevant, as trans-

posing it could be done at very low overhead. If β = 0, streaming stores to

the result matrix should be employed to avoid a redundant transfer of this

matrix (“write allocate”).

Implementation. Listing 7.2 shows the TSMM kernel using OpenMP for

thread parallelismalong the m̄ dimension (lines 3 to 18) and “#pragma simd”
for compiler-driven vectorization of the inner loop (lines 9 to 13). As can

be seen in lines lines 4, 11 and 12, the kernel is two-way unrolled along them
(long) dimension to decrease the pressure on the load unit (only one load of

b[] data is needed per inner loop iteration).

Performanceanalysis. Figure 7.5 shows the performanceof TSMM in real

arithmetic and for general α and β. Figure 7.5b demonstrates that for the

entire range of 1 ≤ n̄, k̄ ≤ 32, the TSMM kernel reaches at least 43% and

on average 68% of the Roofline performance. The kernel is most efficient in

the range where either k̄ or n̄ is small, i.e., in the strongly bandwidth-limited

regime. A comparison to Intel MKL is shown in fig. 7.5c. It can be seen that,
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Figure 7.5: Arithmetic intensity, Roofline efficiency, and speedup over Intel MKL for the
TSMM operation with real arithmetic and α 6= 1, β 6= 0 on IVB.
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Figure 7.6: Arithmetic intensity, Roofline efficiency, and speedup over Intel MKL for the
TSMM operation with complex arithmetic and α = 1, β = 0 on HSW.

especially in the strongly bandwidth-limited region (i.e., where the arith-

metic intensity is low), TSMM outperforms the GEMM implementation of

the MKL. MKL has an efficient GEMM implementation for n̄ > 1 and k̄ = 1,
where it is roughly on par with the manual implementation. The maximum

performance benefit of the manual implementation is 1.96×, while in the

worst case (n̄ = 16, k̄ = 27) only 8% of performance are lost with respect

to MKL. The average performance advantage of TSMM compared to MKL is

1.44×.

The performance analysis and findings can be transferred to the HSW ar-

chitecture and complex arithmetic as shown in fig. 7.6. In this experiment, β
has been set to zero which opens the possibility to employ streaming stores

of the result matrix. The Roofline efficiency as shown in fig. 7.6b reveals sim-

ilar behavior to the case shown in fig. 7.5b. Compared to MKL, the manual

implementation achieves a maximum speedup of more than 3× and 2× on

average. The fact that the relative speedup is smallest for n̄ = 1 and large k̄
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations

*= +α β

C A B= α * + β C

m

n k

Figure 7.7: Schematic of the TSMM-inplace operation. Note that n̄ < k̄ and C overlaps with
A.

indicates that the MKL implementation does not employ streaming stores:

the potential positive effect of them is smallest in exactly this region. Mea-

surements of the transferred data volume using HPM verify this assumption.

However, this analysis is omitted here as the intention of this work is not to

reveal implementationdrawbacksof existing BLAS implementations in great

detail. Note that streaming stores need to be done to aligned addresses. For

odd values of n̄, this requires a careful implementation and can be achieved

together with the aforementioned two-way loop unrolling along the m di-

mension.

7.4 In-Place Tall & SkinnyMatrix-Small Matrix
Multiplication

This kernel is similar to TSMM, with the difference that the output block

vectorC is aliased with the first inputA. Figure 7.7 shows a schematic sketch

of this operation. Again, it holds that m̄ � k̄, n̄ and the storage order of B
is irrelevant, as it can be arbitrarily transformed at very little overhead. As

C views some columns of A, it holds that n̄ ≤ k̄. The aliasing of in- and

output data is prohibited in BLAS GEMM [8] which requires a temporary

matrix of size m̄× n̄. A manual implementation can avoid this by taking the

aliasing into account. This is somehow related to the idea of “kernel fusion”

(see chapter 8), as a copy and a GEMM kernel are fused into a single one.

Implementation. An implementation of this operation for real double

precision data is shown in listing 7.3. Again, two-way outer loop unrolling is

implemented to decrease the loads of b[] data (see lines 4, 11 and 12). Work

sharing among threads is achieved along the m̄ dimension (lines 3 to 20) and
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7.5 Summary

Listing 7.3 TSMM-inplace kernel for real double precision data with row-major block vector
storage of A and C, column-major storage of B, α = 1, β = 0, and m̄ a multiple of two. Note
the absence of c[] which is aliased with a[]. Possibly required alignment/padding of data is
omitted here for brevity.

1 double tmp[2*n];
2

3 #pragma omp parallel for private(tmp)
4 for (int row = 0; row < m-1; row+=2) {
5 for (int ccol = 0; ccol < n; ccol++) {
6 tmp[0*n+ccol] = 0.;
7 tmp[1*n+ccol] = 0.;
8

9 #pragma simd
10 for (int acol = 0; acol < k; acol++) {
11 tmp[0*n+ccol] += a[(row+0)*k + acol] * b[ccol*k + acol];
12 tmp[1*n+ccol] += a[(row+1)*k + acol] * b[ccol*k + acol];
13 }
14 }
15

16 for (int ccol = 0; ccol < n; ccol++) {
17 a[(row+0)*k + ccol] = tmp[0*n+ccol];
18 a[(row+1)*k + ccol] = tmp[1*n+ccol];
19 }
20 }

the aliasing of in- and output data necessitates a temporary copy of two (due

to unrolling) rows of C data as shown in line 1.

Performance analysis. Figure 7.8b reveals that the maximum TSMM-

inplace efficiency (78%) is lower compared to the previously analyzed opera-

tions. Still, an average efficiency of 55% is achieved and the benefit over Intel

MKL (fig. 7.8c) is between 2× and 5.7× with an average of 3.9×. The larger

benefit overMKL compared to the non-aliased TSMM operation is easily ex-

plained by the avoidance of the block vector copy.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, careful performance modeling and analysis revealed signifi-

cantdrawbacks for tall & skinnymatrices of otherwise highly efficientGEMM

implementations. This gives rise to specialized libraries like LIBXSMM [81],

which features high-performance GEMM operations for small matrices and

can be driven in “batch mode” for tall & skinny data. However, in its current
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7 High-Performance Tall & Skinny Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Operations
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Figure 7.8: Arithmetic intensity, Roofline efficiency, and speedup over Intel MKL for the
TSMM-inplace operation with real arithmetic and α 6= 1, β 6= 0 on IVB. Data points where
k̄ ≤ n̄ are grayed out.

state, it lacks some functionality which makes it not suitable for the kernels

used in this work. For example, support for complex arithmetic is missing

entirely. Moreover, the result matrix cannot be stored with streaming stores

(which is needed for high TSMM performance if β = 0). Among other rea-

sons, this motivates an implementation of T&S-GEMM kernels from scratch

to yield high performance in data rangeswhereGEMM implementations fail.

A comparison for relevant kernels and data ranges with Intel MKL indicates

an average speedup in the range of 1.4− 7× and maximum speedup of 27×.
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8 Custom Compute Kernels

The performance of bandwidth-limited algorithms can often be increased

by reducing data transfers. Given the Roofline performance model from

eq. (4.1), this corresponds to an increase of arithmetic intensity I and there-

fore an increase of the performance limit P ∗. One way to achieve this is by

reducing the data transfers within individual kernels, for example by reduc-

ing the factor α in SpMV operations (see section 4.2.2).

Beyond this, it is sometimes possible to reduce the total data transfers of

an algorithm if the same data is used in different kernels by fusing those ker-

nels. Kernel fusion is a very commonoptimization technique for bandwidth-

limited algorithms. In this work, manual kernel fusion is employed. As the

central and most complex single operation is often SpM(M)V, this operation

gets augmented with one or more simpler operations which are executed in

temporal proximity to SpM(M)V. To retain some degree of re-usability and

flexibility, the level of augmentation can be changed incrementally. Need-

less to say, this approach cannot be considered “general,” but it meets the

specific requirements for the considered sparse linear algebra algorithms as

introduced in chapter 3, and the implemented kernels can either be further

augmented or serve as blueprints for further development.

All building blocks which are fused into tailored kernels in this work carry

out computations on a row-wise basis. This makes it straightforward to fuse

them, as it only requires to add more and more operations per row. However,

there are certain peculiaritieswhich require careful performance engineering

if efficient tailored kernels should be implemented. As already mentioned

in section 7.4, the TSMM-inplace operation, as it is required in BJDQR, can

be seen as a fused kernel. Besides, kernel fusion has been used for the KPM

and ChebFD solvers. The resulting implementations will be discussed in the

following sections and performance models for the Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz test case

will be developed. The same techniques can be applied to the simpler Lanc-

zos algorithm (which is omitted here) and manymore iterative schemes. On

top of the performance data presented in this chapter, more experimental
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Algorithm4 “Vanilla” versionof theKPMassuming thatonly BLAS-1 operations and ageneral
SpMV kernel ~y ← H~x are available.

1: for r = 0 toR− 1 do

2: ~v ← rand()

3: ~w ← ~0
4: Initialization and computation of η0, η1
5: for m = 1 toM/2 do

6: ~u ← H~v . spmv(), V = [(vel + vidx)nnz + 2nvel]B
7: ~u ← ~u− b~v . axpy(), V = 3nvel B
8: ~w ← −~w . scal(), V = 2nvel B
9: ~w ← ~w + 2a~u . axpy(), V = 3nvel B
10: η2m ← 〈~v,~v〉 . nrm2(), V = nvel B
11: η2m+1 ← 〈~w,~v〉 . dot(), V = 2nvel B
12: (~w,~v)
13: end for

14: end for . VKPM = RM/2[(vel + vidx)nnz + 13nvel]B

performance results and comparison studies between standard and tailored

implementations can be found in chapter 10.

8.1 KPMOperator

A direct implementation of the KPM scheme as briefly described in sec-

tion 3.2 using only basic BLAS-1 calls and a basic SpMV operation ~y ← H~x
results in the “vanilla” version of the KPM algorithm as illustrated in algo-

rithm 4. The lack of scaling factors α and β in SpMV (as in ~y ← αH~x+ β~y)
and the missing possibility to apply a shift γ (as in (H − γ1)~x) necessitates

the sequence of BLAS-1 operations in lines 7 to 9. The minimum data to be

transferred is annotated after each function call. Here, vidx denotes the bytes

needed to store a single index. This is usually 4 bytes, but it may be larger

for very large problems on a shared memory node or large-scale distributed

memory computations without mixed index types (cf. section 9.3.1). The

overall minimumdata volume is annotated as VKPM at the end of algorithm4.

Kernel fusion. Assuming that a general and shifted SpMV operation

is available or has been implemented by hand, some operations of algo-

rithm 4 can be fused together, resulting in line 6 of algorithm 5. In a high-

performance implementation, lines 6 to 8 can be further fused into a single

kernel, which avoids the re-loading of the vectors ~v and ~w. The overall data
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8.1 KPM Operator

Algorithm 5 “Fused” version of the KPM using a general and shifted SpMV operation which
is fused with the nrm2() and dot() kernels (lines 6 to 8).

1: for r = 0 toR− 1 do

2: ~v ← rand()

3: ~w ← ~0
4: Initialization and computation of η0, η1
5: for m = 1 toM/2 do

6: ~w ← 2a(H − b1)~v − ~w
7: η2m ← 〈~v,~v〉

 . V = [(vel + vidx)nnz + 3nvel]B
8: η2m+1 ← 〈~w,~v〉
9: (~w,~v)
10: end for

11: end for . VKPM = RM/2[(vel + vidx)nnz + 3nvel]B

volume VKPM indicates that ten vector transfers can be saved by combining

all kernels into a single fused “KPM operator.”

Vector blocking. A further possible improvement to the KPM algorithm is

tocombinenb of theR random initial vectors intoa single block vector, which

can be seen in algorithm 6. Here, and if not noted otherwise in all further

occurrences, nb = R. By this, the outer loop over r vanishes and the presence

of a general, block vector-enabled, and shifted SpMMV is required, enabling

streaming access to vector data and saving (nb − 1) loads of matrix data. In

addition, block versions of the vector norm and dot product operations are

needed. Similarly to the non-blocked version, lines 7 to 9 can be fused into

a single kernel, resulting in the “fused+blocked” KPM operator. It should be

noted that algorithms 4 to 6 are mathematically equivalent.

Increased arithmetic intensity. The primary goal of the presented alter-

ations to the KPM algorithm from algorithm 4 to algorithm 6 is to increase

the arithmetic intensity and with it the performance. The arithmetic inten-

sity is increased by reducing the overall transferred data volume VKPM while

keeping the number of FLOPs constant at

FKPM = RM/2 [nnz (fADD + fMUL) + n (d7fADD/2e+ d9fMUL/2e)] FLOP .
(8.1)

The KPM performance and algorithmic optimization will be analyzed by

means of the Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz test case, where nnzr ≈ 13 (see table 2.2 on

page 33 for details on this matrix). Matrix and vector values are of complex
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Algorithm 6 “Fused+blocked” version of the KPM using a general and shifted SpMMV oper-
ation which is fused with block versions of the nrm2() and dot() kernels (lines 7 to 9, equal
to algorithm 2 on page 39).

1: ~V := ~v1,...,R . Define block vector

2: ~W := ~w1,...,R . Define block vector

3: ~V ← rand()

4: ~W ← ~0
5: Initialization and computation of η0, η1
6: for m = 1 toM/2 do

7: ~W ← 2a(H − b1)~V − ~W
8: η2m ← 〈~V , ~V 〉

 . V = [(vel + vidx)nnz + 3Rnvel]B
9: η2m+1 ← 〈 ~W, ~V 〉
10: ( ~W, ~V )

11: end for . VKPM = M/2[(vel + vidx)nnz + 3Rnvel]B

double precision which results in vel = 16, fADD = 2 and fMUL = 6. More-

over, vidx is set to 4. The arithmetic intensity I of the three versions of this

algorithm can be given as follows:

I
Topi
KPM =

FKPM

VKPM
(8.2)

I
Topi
KPM,vanilla =

138

468

FLOP

B
≈ 0.29

FLOP

B
for algorithm 4,

(8.3)

I
Topi
KPM,fused =

138

308

FLOP

B
≈ 0.45

FLOP

B
for algorithm 5,

(8.4)

I
Topi
KPM,fused+blocked =

138

260/R+ 48

FLOP

B

R→∞
≈ 2.88

FLOP

B
for algorithm 6.

(8.5)

Using a fused kernel as it is done in algorithm 5 increases the arithmetic in-

tensity by approximately 50% (from 0.29 to 0.45 FLOP/B). Hence, a perfor-

mance increase of up to 50% can be expected from kernel fusion if the op-

timized algorithm retains its original bottleneck, i.e., main memory band-

width.

The arithmetic intensity of the fused+blocked version depends on the

number of random vectors R. At the limit, i.e. for very large R, almost a

factor of 10× can be gained in arithmetic intensity compared to the baseline
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Figure 8.1: Fused “spmmv()+nrm2()” kernel on aGPU. Each thread computes one result block
vector element and has a different color. The warp size is assumed to be eight.

implementation. The asymptotic intensity of 2.88 FLOP/B is already reason-

ably close to the inverse machine balance of some considered architectures

such as IVBwith IM = 3.4 FLOP/B, i.e., the code can no longer be considered

strongly bandwidth-limited. This is especially true considering the unbal-

anced ratio of additions and multiplications in eq. (8.1), which reduces the

applicable maximum floating point performancePmax of the Rooflinemodel

and causes a further shift of this kernel towards the compute bound region.

Furthermore, vector blocking has some implications on the performance of

operations like SpMMV as explained in chapter 6. This makes the appear-

ance of new bottlenecks likely and a ten-fold speedup (as one could suggest

from the arithmetic intensity) is hardly reached.

8.1.1 Implementation

As mentioned above, custom kernels like the fused or the fused+blocked

KPM operator are usually no part of standard libraries. Consequently, they

need to be implemented manually, which involves certain challenges and re-

quires a careful approach to obtain high performance.

CPU implementation. The increased arithmetic intensity involves that

the kernel’s performance becomes sensitive to non-optimal in-core execu-

tion. In particular, efficient code vectorization gains importance as the code

becomes more compute-limited. Especially for complex arithmetic (as it is

the case here for the Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz matrix), compilers often fail to generate

highly efficient code from a high level implementation. Thus, the CPU ver-

sion of the KPM operator is implemented using compiler intrinsics to ensure

efficient vectorization on the respective instruction set.
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GPU implementation. Reduction operations are notoriously hard to im-

plement on GPU architectures and prone to performance hazards [133]. Re-

ductions inside a thread block can be achieved with the use of shared mem-

ory or shuffle instructions (which are available on NVIDIA GPUs since the

Kepler architecture). The latter option usually leads to better performance,

since it has lower overhead and shared memory is a scarce resource. Inter-

block reductions requirea synchronizationof thread blocks, whichcannot be

avoided. The use of shuffle instructions for intra-block reductions requires

careful thread scheduling, especially in the present case where the reduction

operations dot() and nrm2() are fused with SpMMV. The thread mapping

inapureSpMMVkernel isdoneas shown infig. 6.2, i.e., the threadsof a block

aremapped rowfirst to blockvectors. However, a transposed threadmapping

is needed for the reduction, i.e., successive threadsof ablockmustbemapped

to successive rows of the block vectors. Figure 8.1 tries to visualize this pro-

cedure. Note that no data gets transposed, only the thread assignment gets

altered.

8.1.2 Performance Modeling

The KPM performance using the Topi-100-100-40 test case is analyzed on

various architectures. The physical domain results in a matrix with roughly

1.6× 106 rows.

Shiftof CPUbottleneck. Figure 8.2 clearly shows the shift of architectural

bottleneck on IVBwhen blocking is employed. The performance of the fused

variant is limited bymainmemory bandwidth and saturates at aperformance

which is reasonably close to the prediction from the Roofline model as given

in eq. (4.1),

P ∗
KPM,fused = min

(
I
Topi
KPM,fused × bs;Pmax

)
(8.6)

= min

(
0.45

FLOP

B
× 52

GB

s
; 176

GFLOP

s

)
(8.7)

= 23.4
GFLOP

s
. (8.8)

On the contrary, the fused and blocked kernel scales almost linearly within a

socket. This suggests that the relevant architectural bottleneck is no longer

the main memory bandwidth (which is a shared and non-scalable resource

among the threads), but rather some scalable resource like the bandwidth of

some cache level or the in-core execution.
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CPU performance model for fused+blocked KPM. To identify the ar-

chitectural bottleneck of the fused+blocked KPM, the Roofline model needs

to be refined. For brevity, the subscript “fused+blocked” is omitted in the fol-

lowing.

A first refinement of the performance model is to include the data traf-

fic overhead Ω into the bandwidth-limited performance prediction. In this

case, Ω is defined as the ratio of actual, measured memory traffic and VKPM

as specified in algorithm 6. Dividing the bandwidth-limited Roofline pre-

diction P ∗
KPM with Ω gives a more realistic estimate as can be seen in fig. 8.3.

However, especially for large nb, the measured performance PKPM still devi-

ates significantly from P ∗
KPM/Ω.

The KPM Roofline model can be further refined by considering a configu-

ration which is decoupled from main memory,

P ∗
KPM,refined = min

(
P ∗

KPM/Ω;PKPM,L3

)
, (8.9)

where PKPM,L3 is an upper performance limit for the L3 cache. In this case, it

is obtained byperforming theKPMusing a test casewhich is reduced toa size

where the entire working set fits into the L3 cache of IVB. The matrix should

be kept as similar to the original (large) matrix as possible to have a good rep-

resentation of the actual access patterns. Note that this does not necessarily
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mean that the execution speed is limited by the L3 cache bandwidth, but the

bottleneck can be anything except the main memory bandwidth.

The prediction of the original and refined Roofline models as well as the

measured performance PKPM for different values of nb is shown in fig. 8.3.

Clearly, for the evidently bandwidth-limited nb = 1 case (where Ω is neg-

ligible), the original Roofline prediction P ∗
KPM yields a precise performance

prediction. At larger nb, the kernel slowly decouples from main memory and

at nb ≥ 8, main memory bandwidth is no longer the bottleneck, which is

why the standard and Ω-correct Roofline models’ predictions deviate more

and more from the measured performance. However, the refined Roofline

model, using the minimum of the Ω-corrected memory-limited and the

memory-decoupled (L3) performance, delivers a reasonably precise predic-

tion throughout the entire nb range and never deviates from the measured

performance by more than 15%.

GPU performance model. On a GPU, creating a similar refined Roofline

model is substantially more difficult because one cannot use the GPU to full

efficiency with a data set which fits into the small last level (L2) cache. How-

ever, a qualitative performancemodel can be established for K20mwhich ex-

plains the observed behavior and justifies the algorithmic optimizations.

For the blocked KPM kernel, which is similar to SpMMV, two caches of

K20m are relevant. First, the L2 cache serves to alleviate the penalty of un-
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structured accesses to the input blockvector (just likeacacheonaCPUdoes).

Second, the 48KiB (per SMX) Read-Only Data Cache (RODC) (or texture

cache) can be used for transparently broadcasting data to all threads of a

warp due to its relaxed memory coalescing rules. In case of SpMMV, each

matrix entry needs to be broadcast to a number of threads, which poses a

very good usage scenario of the read-only data cache. Detailed information

about the Kepler architecture and its caches can be found in the vendor’s

documentation [96, 97].

In a first step, the data volume from different memory subsystem compo-

nents for a plain SpMMV kernel with varying block vector width nb is ana-

lyzed in fig. 8.4. The fact that theRODCvolume scales linearlywith the block

vector width reflects the fact that this cache is used for broadcasting matrix

data to thevectors of a block. Theaccumulated datavolumeacross all consid-

eredmemorycomponentsdecreases for increasing blockvectorwidth, which

is due to the fact that the matrix needs to be loaded only once for all vectors

in the block.

Figure 8.5 presents bandwidth measurements for three different kernel

variants, going from a simple SpMMV kernel to the fully fused+blocked KPM

operator. A first observation is that the plain (a), as well as the general and

shifted (b) SpMMV achieve a main memory bandwidth of about 150 GB/s in

the single vector case. This is in accordance with the attainable saturated
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peak memory bandwidth of this architecture of 152 GB/s (according to ta-

ble 2.1 on page 22). The fact that the L2 and RODC bandwidths do not ex-

ceed themainmemory bandwidth significantly in this case indicates that the

kernel is limited by main memory bandwidth. With growing block vector

width, a decrease of main memory bandwidth can be observed for (a) and

(b), which is accompanied with increasing and eventually saturating L2 and

RODC bandwidths. Thus, the relevant bottleneck shifts from main memory

to cache bandwidth as the number of block vectors increases. This is a result

which is similar to the findings made on IVB above.

For the fused+blocked kernel (c), a qualitatively similar behavior can be

observed. However, all measured memory bandwidths are at a significantly

lower level compared to (a) and (b). This is due to the issues with reduc-

tion operations mentioned in section 8.1.1. Note that the fully fused ker-

nel, despite its performance issues, still yields a significantly higher perfor-

mance than an implementation with separate computation of dot products

and norms.

All observations coincide with findings that could be made using the

NVIDIA Profiler’s bottleneck analysis [134]: For all kernels, the main mem-

ory bandwidth is the reported bottleneck in the single vector case. For (a)

and (b) this shifts to L2 bandwidth for larger block vector widths while in-

struction latency becomes the bottleneck for (c).
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8.2 ChebFD Operator

Algorithm 7 “Vanilla” version of the application of the polynomial filter in ChebFD.

1: for k = 1 toNS do . First two recurrence steps
2: ~uk ← (αH + β1)~xk . spmv()
3: ~wk ← 2(αH + β1)~uk − ~xk . spmv()
4: ~xk ← g0c0~xk + g1c1~uk + g2c2 ~wk . axpy() & scal()
5: end for

6: for n = 3 toNp do . Remaining recurrence steps

7: for k = 1 toNS do

8: swap(~wk, ~uk) . swap pointers

9: ~wk ← 2(αH + β1)~uk − ~wk . spmv()
10: ~xk ← ~xk + gncn ~wk . axpy()
11: end for

12: end for

Algorithm 8 “Fused+blocked” application of the polynomial filter in ChebFD. This is a
blocked version of algorithm 7, omitting the first two recurrence steps for brevity. Other

than that, this algorithm is equal to algorithm 3 on page 40. ~U, ~W, ~X are blocks ofNS vectors
each. Lines 3 to 4 can be fused in a single iteration.

1: for n = 3 toNp do

2: swap( ~W, ~U)
3: ~W ← 2(αH + β1)~U − ~W
4: ~X ← ~X + gncn ~W

}
. VChebFD = [(vel + vidx)nnz + 5nNsvel]B

5: end for

8.2 ChebFD Operator

Besides KPM, ChebFD as described in section 3.3 is another important and

computationallydemanding eigenvaluealgorithmwhich requires careful im-

plementation in order to achieve high performance.

In the scope of this work, it is sufficient to say that the computationally

most intensive step is the application of the polynomial filter, to be seen in

algorithm 7. The two loops over k can each be re-formulated using block

vectors containing nb vectors each. In the simplest case nb = NS , but it may

be wise to choose a smaller value of nb if it yields higher performance. The

polynomial degree Np is usually in the range of thousands or larger for the

relevant applications, i.e., the first two recurrence steps in algorithm 7 can be

neglected in the performance analysis.
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Applying the aforementioned blocking over Ns vectors, the core of the

method can now be written as shown in algorithm 8. Assuming that this

is done, themethod requires a shifted and general SpMMVaswell as a block-

vector-enabled axpy() kernel. This is similar to the KPM operator analyzed

in section 8.1. A crucial difference between the KPM and ChebFD algorithms

is the absence of scalar product and norm calculations in ChebFD. However,

kernel fusion can still be employed to increase the performance: lines 3 and 4

of algorithm 8 can be fused into a single kernel which avoids re-loading ~W .

Increasedarithmetic intensity. Regardlessof algorithmicoptimizations,

the number of floating point operations in each iteration adds up to

FChebFD = Ns [nnz (fADD + fMUL) + n (3fADD + 4fMUL)] FLOP . (8.10)

A possible algorithmic improvement is to compute the Chebyshev moments

〈~U, ~U〉 and 〈 ~W, ~U〉 in the iterative scheme similar to theKPM. This algorithm

version, to bedenoted as “ChebFD+KPM,” allows tomonitor the spectral den-

sity in the current search space and check, e.g., the choice of NT during the

ChebFD scheme [137]. As those additional operations are also fused into the

ChebFD operator, this does not change the data traffic but merely increases

the number of floating point iterations to

FChebFD+KPM = Ns [nnz (fADD + fMUL) + n (d9fADD/2e+ d11fMUL/2e)] B .
(8.11)

Due to theaforementioned issueswith fused reductionsonKeplerGPUs, this

should be only done if necessary, i.e., if the spectral density certainly needs

to be monitored. However, CPU implementations do usually not entail this

kind of problems which enables the inclusion of the moment computation

at virtually no additional cost. This approach has been pursued in the CPU-

only experiments in this work and previously published [137].

In conjunction with the minimum data volume as annotated in algo-

rithm 8, the arithmetic intensity of the fused and blocked ChebFD algo-

rithm for the Topi-Nx-Ny-Nz matrix (nnzr ≈ 13, complex double precision

data) can be determined as

I
Topi
ChebFD =

FChebFD

VChebFD
=

134

260/NS + 80

FLOP

B

NS→∞
≈ 1.67

FLOP

B
, (8.12)
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and in case the Chebyshev moments get computed for monitoring as de-

scribed above,

I
Topi
ChebFD+KPM =

FChebFD+KPM

VChebFD
=

146

260/NS + 80

FLOP

B

NS→∞
≈ 1.83

FLOP

B
.

(8.13)

Implementation. For the ChebFD+KPM scheme, the implementation of

the KPM operator as shown in section 8.1.1 can be used as a blueprint and

fused with the additional scaled block vector addition. This fusion does not

introduce new bottlenecks on the present compute architectures and a per-

formance analysis yields qualitatively the same results as presented in sec-

tion 8.1.2. For the standard ChebFD method (which does not include the

computation of Chebyshevmoments), the implementation and also the per-

formance analysis simplify. Due to the absence of the reduction operation,

the GPU performance and Roofline efficiency of the ChebFD operator exceed

the (ChebFD+)KPM operator on Kepler GPUs (not shown in this work).

8.3 Summary

In this chapter, custom compute kernels for two of the investigated eigen-

value solvers, namely KPM and ChebFD, have been developed. A bottleneck

analysis led to the identification of suitable optimization techniques: ker-

nel fusion and vector blocking. The arithmetic intensity can be increased by

those techniques which leads to a shift of hardware bottlenecks and higher

performance of originally bandwidth-limited kernels. Similarly fused ker-

nels can be employed for the Lanczos method which is not shown here. Ad-

ditionally, the BJDQR implementation also uses fused kernels in the form

of a shifted SpMMV and TSMM-inplace (see section 3.4 and the article by

R -Z et al. [142]). Performance results of the tailored compute

kernels will be presented in chapter 10.
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9 GHOST: General, Hybrid, and Optimized
Sparse Toolkit

The General, Hybrid, and Optimized Sparse Toolkit (GHOST) is an open-

source software librarywhich comprises all programming efforts of thiswork.

While a detailed description of its key features and design principles has

previously been published [107], this chapter focuses on the basic software

infrastructure and further aspects which give rise to a software library with a

focus on high performance from the core to the peta-scale level. All kernels

and optimization efforts described in the preceding chapters of this work are

included in GHOST, and all presented performance data can be reproduced

with it. The library, documentation material, and several example applica-

tions are available for download from the ESSEX website [64].

While section 9.1 provides details about data-parallel heterogeneous ex-

ecution, section 9.2 describes the tasking capabilities of GHOST. In sec-

tion 9.3, information about the basic data structures involved in GHOST is

given. Section 9.4 describes the parallel SpMV implementation of GHOST,

which is apremise for scalable sparse linearalgebra software. Automatic code

generation is amajor contributor to high performance in GHOST. Section 9.5

describes the involved mechanisms and gives insight into how users can feed

their knowledge about applications and algorithms into GHOST to generate

highly efficient and tailored compute kernels. To give the reader an impres-

sion about the API of GHOST, section 9.6 provides a commented example

application which uses GHOST to compute an SpMV operation. This is fol-

lowed by a section covering various aspects about how to integrate GHOST

into larger software stacks in section 9.7.

9.1 Data-Parallel Heterogeneous Execution

As this work’s focus is on heterogeneous compute systems in the widest

sense, GHOST has to be equipped with mechanisms which enable high

performance on this kind of architectures. In the preceding chapters, the
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performance properties of building blocks on different architectures have

been analyzed separately. However, many current compute systems feature

different kinds of architectures. For example, each node of the Piz Daint

supercomputer (see section 2.2) is equipped with a host CPU and a GPU

accelerator. To harness the full power of such heterogeneous nodes, it is in-

evitable to use all parts of it at high efficiency. Although the performance of

the accelerator is higher than the performance of the host CPU by definition,

and one could consider ignoring the CPU altogether, including both in the

computation can lead to substantial performance gains (see section 10.1).

Parallelization paradigm. GHOST builds on the MPI+X parallelization

paradigm, i.e., coarse-grained parallelism is done via MPI accompanied by

fine-grained and device-specific parallelization strategies “X.” Considering

the architectures present in this work, “X” maps to CUDA on the GPU archi-

tectures K20, K20m, and P100. On the remaining architectures KNL, KNC,

HSW, IVB, and SNB, “X” is a combination of thread-level parallelism with

OpenMP and SIMD parallelism, the latter being achieved with compiler-

friendly code and pragmas or explicit code vectorization using compiler in-

trinsics. If required, it is possible to omit the OpenMP layer and employ

MPI-only parallelism on the CPU architectures. However, combining MPI

with threading opens interesting possibilities, e.g., in terms of communica-

tion hiding and load balancing [139].

Dataand task parallelism. There exist two general classes of parallel exe-

cution: data and task parallelism. In data-parallel execution, theworkers ex-

ecute identical tasks on different data sets concurrently. On the other hand,

task-parallel execution involves workers processing completely independent

and possibly even unrelated tasks at the same time. GHOST implements

both ondifferent levels: data parallelism is employed betweenMPI processes

while inside a process, it is possible to have task-parallel execution (see sec-

tion 9.2). Some of the aforementioned software libraries like, e.g., MAGMA

and ViennaCL, employ task parallelism to map heterogeneous workloads to

heterogeneous architectures. However, once kernel fusion (as done, e.g., in

chapter 8) is implemented in sparse linear algebra algorithms, one often has

a single monolithic kernel in which the majority of the work is done. Obvi-

ously, this impedes the use of task parallelism and hence, data parallelism is

used in GHOST for heterogeneous execution.
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Process distribution. GHOST detects the presence of compute devices at

compile time and creates a custom build depending on that. If CUDA li-

braries are detected, the according kernels and features are compiled into

GHOST on top of the standard CPU code and can be used transparently.

Heterogeneous execution is transparent in a sense that a single executable

can do the computational work on either the host CPU, an accelerating GPU,

or both of them concurrently. Note that KNC and KNL are considered CPU

architectures here, as they are operated in native and stand-alone mode (see

section 2.1).

The execution mode of GHOST is described by a so-called “type,” which

can be determined automatically by GHOST or set by the user via a function

call or an environment variable. Possible types are “CPU” and “GPU,” the first

one indicating that this GHOST instance is running on a standardmulti-core

CPU, a many-core CPU accelerator in native execution mode or a self-hosted

many-core CPU like KNL. A GHOST instance of “GPU” type drives a GPU

accelerator using CUDA.

On a typical CPU+GPU node containing several CPUs with C NUMA do-

mains in total and G GPUs, the automatic type determination will cause the

first process P0 to be of type “CPU” and cover all of the node’s CPUs. Pro-

cesses 1 to G are of type “GPU.” For each process of this type, a CPU core

is subtracted from P0’s available resources for GPU management purposes.

Any further added process causes a division of P0’s CPU set into equally sized

smaller sets. The recommended operating mode is to put C + G processes

on the node, resulting in one process perNUMAdomain and one process per

GPU.

Heterogeneous load balancing. Heterogeneous execution requires spe-

cial attention towards load balancing. In the present data-parallel heteroge-

neous execution approach, the sparse systemmatrix (and associated vectors)

are distributed among processes in a way that ensures balanced load of all

processes (see section 9.3). If the computational power differs between the

processes, this has to be considered in matrix/vector distribution. The num-

ber of matrix/vector rows on process p is denoted as np and can be computed

as n × wp, where wp is the process-specific weight and
∑

pwp = 1. Analo-

gously, the number of non-zero elements can be taken as the distribution

criterion instead of the number of rows. In this case, the local number of

rows np is chosen such that they contain nnz × wp non-zero elements. This

is especially useful for matrices with irregular non-zero counts and can im-

prove load balancing in such cases. GHOST can automatically determinewp
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Listing 9.1 Single-architecture SpMV benchmark application with SELL-32-1 and GHOST.

1 > ./spmvbench -m ML_Geer.mtx -c 10
2 [GHOST] PERFWARNING: The number of ranks (2) on this node is not
3 optimal! Suggested number: 3 (2 NUMA domains + 1 CUDA device)
4 [GHOST] PERFWARNING: There is 1 KNC in the set of active nodes
5 but only 0 are used!
6 7.94 GFLOP/s
7 > GHOST_TYPE=CPU mpirun -nopin -np 2 ./spmvbench -m ML_Geer.mtx
8 15.73 GFLOP/s
9 > GHOST_TYPE=GPU ./spmvbench -m ML_Geer.mtx
10 22.64 GFLOP/s
11 > export I_MPI_MIC=enable # enable MPI with MIC
12 > export I_MPI_POSTFIX=.mic # use the MIC-compatible executable
13 > mpirun -nopin -np 1 -host `hostname`-mic0 ./spmvbench -m \
14 ML_Geer.mtx
15 24.35 GFLOP/s

by means of micro-benchmarks. On top of that, a user can define custom

weights at run-time.

Example: heterogeneous SpMV. In the following, the heterogeneous ex-

ecution capabilities of GHOST are demonstrated based on a heterogeneous

node as illustrated in fig. 2.1 on page 27, containing two IVB sockets as well as

one K20m and one KNC. The presence of two different accelerators in a sin-

gle node is rather atypical and hardly to be found in large-scale production

clusters. However, this node is verywell suited fordemonstrating themecha-

nisms of heterogeneous execution in GHOST. If a complex node like this can

be utilized efficiently and conveniently for a user, there is a high chance that

the same holds for a “real world” node with a simpler setup.

The heterogeneous execution capabilities are demonstrated by means of

the simple benchmark application “spmvbench,” which measures the SELL-

32-1 SpMV performance for a given sparse matrix using GHOST. The source

code of this application is similar to the minimal example application de-

scribed in section 9.6, equipped with parsing of command line parameters,

sparse matrix read-in, a benchmark loop for SpMV and time measurements.

Listing 9.1 shows the most simple execution mode, using only a single archi-

tectureat a time. In thefirst run shown in line 1, theexecution should bedone

on a single IVB socket. As there are two sockets presentwith 20 cores in total,

the number of cores used by GHOST has to be limited to ten in this case (“-
c 10”). Assuming a best case arithmetic intensity of 1/6 FLOP/B according
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to eq. (4.13), the effectivememory bandwidth drawn in this experiment sums

up to 7.94GFLOP/s × 6B/FLOP ≈ 48 GB/s which is reasonably close to the

maximum attainable bandwidth of IVB of 52 GB/s (see table 2.1 on page 22),

resulting in a Roofline efficiency of 48/52 ≈ 92%. The performancewarnings

issued by GHOST indicate an inefficient use of this node’s resources and are

omitted in subsequent experiments.

The preferred operation mode for a NUMA system (like the two present

IVB sockets) is hybrid MPI+OpenMP, i.e., one MPI process should be run-

ning on each socket and thread parallelism using OpenMP should be used

inside those processes. The respective invocation of the benchmark appli-

cation is shown in line 7 of listing 9.1. To prevent GHOST from harnessing

the K20m with the second process, the type is explicitly set to CPU with the

“GHOST_TYPE” environment variable. The launched processes will be placed

to thenode’sNUMAdomainsautomatically byGHOSTand automatic thread

pinning by theMPI startup script should be disabled (“-nopin”). OpenMP is

used in eachMPI process and the 10 worker threads are automatically pinned

toexclusivecores ineach socket. Theobtained performanceof 15.73 GFLOP/s

indicates a 1.98×, i.e., near-perfect, speedup from a single socket and very

efficient usage of resources.

Without the need of re-compilation or any other adaption of the code,

the benchmark can be executed on the K20m by setting the type to GPU

as shown in line 9. The achieved performance of 22.64 GFLOP/s indicates

a high Roofline efficiency of 89%.

As the KNC is operated in native mode, it has to be considered a node on

its own with the hostname suffix “-mic0.” After some preparations, a single

process can be started on theKNCas shown in lines 13 to 14. Here, the bench-

mark application yields a performance of 24.35 GFLOP/s, or 84% of Roofline

efficiency.

The so far presented spmvbench performance numbers basically correlate

to the numbers from section 5.4, with the difference that SELL-32-1 has been

used here instead of SELL-16-1 (which does not increase the storage overhead

for the well-behaved ML_Geer matrix).

If both IVB sockets and the K20m should be used, it is sufficient to start

the executable with three processes as shown in line 1 of listing 9.2. GHOST

prints information about each process’ type. In this example, the process

weights are determined automatically by means of a simple “UPDATE” mi-

crobenchmark which performs a[i] = s*a[i] for a large array of double

numbers a[] and ascalar s. This givesagood impressionof the relative band-

width numbers of the involved hardware architectures, which are used for
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Listing 9.2 Heterogeneous SpMV benchmark application with SELL-32-1 and GHOST.

1 > mpirun -nopin -np 3 ./spmvbench -m ML_Geer.mtx
2 [GHOST] PE0 INFO: Setting GHOST type to CPU.
3 [GHOST] PE1 INFO: Setting GHOST type to GPU.
4 [GHOST] PE2 INFO: Setting GHOST type to CPU.
5 [GHOST] PE0 INFO: Setting weight according to 39.9 GB/s
6 UPDATE bandwidth.
7 [GHOST] PE1 INFO: Setting weight according to 148.6 GB/s
8 UPDATE bandwidth.
9 [GHOST] PE2 INFO: Setting weight according to 37.4 GB/s
10 UPDATE bandwidth.
11 27.59 GFLOP/s
12 > mpirun -nopin -np 3 ./spmvbench -m ML_Geer.mtx -w 1:2.6
13 31.14 GFLOP/s
14 > # prepare machine file 'mf' for heterogeneous run with KNC
15 > echo -e "`hostname `:3\n`hostname`-mic0:1" > mf
16 > mpirun -nopin -np 4 -machine mf ./spmvbench -m \
17 ML_Geer.mtx -w 1:3.2:3.2
18 33.13 GFLOP/s

heterogeneous load balancing in GHOST. To get the relative process weight

wp, the measured bandwidth has to be divided by the accumulated band-

width over all processes. Hence, wp ≈ 0.17 on each CPU process and wp ≈
0.66 on the GPU process, or in other words, the GPU gets assigned approxi-

mately two thirdsof theentireworking set, while eachCPUworksononlyone

sixth of the global matrix. The heterogeneous performance sums up to 27.59

GFLOP/s. Note that this is a strong scaling scenario which includes com-

munication over the slow PCIe bus. The parallel efficiency is 27.59/(15.73 +
22.64) ≈ 72%. Although the automatically determined process weights usu-

ally lead to reasonably good load balancing, manual tuning is always an op-

tion. A short parameter scan reveals that a GPU/CPU weight ratio of 2.6 (in-

stead of 0.66/0.17 ≈ 3.9), passed to theexecutablewith the -w flag asdemon-

strated in line 12, significantly increases the heterogeneous performance to

31.14 GFLOP/s (which corresponds to 81% parallel efficiency).

Including the KNC and assigning manual process weights as shown in

lines 16 to 17 yields a total nodeperformanceof 33.13 GFLOP/s, which is barely

larger than the CPU+GPU performance. This indicates that the execution

has reached the scalability limit. Note that due to software incompatibilities

in the operating system concerning MPI communication between the KNC

and host CPUs, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been used as

the MPI fabric in this case, which may incur performance hazards.
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9.2 Affinity-Aware Tasking

On top of the described inter-process data parallel approach, GHOST orga-

nizes work in tasks within a process. This is based on the necessity for sen-

sible hardware affinity and the avoidance of resource conflicts, especially in

view of complex node architectures and more and more complex and inher-

ently asynchronous algorithms. GHOST uses hwloc [32] to get an abstract

view of hierarchical topologies of current node architectures. Hwloc names

hardware units that act as workers Processing Units (PUs). On the CPU ar-

chitectures, a PU is equal to a hardware thread.

OpenMPcompatibility. An important requirement for the taskingmech-

anism is to support OpenMP parallelism with pinned threads inside tasks.

OpenMP is in wide use in the scientific community and the goal is that task-

ing can be incorporatedwithout breaking existing code bases. This prerequi-

site rulesout a numberof existing task parallelism implementations like Intel

Cilk [29] or Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [141], both of which warn in

their user’s manuals about using them together with OpenMP. Specifically,

the Cilk developers warn that “the usermust be extremely careful about con-

trolling the number of threads to avoid oversubscription, especially when

OpenMP is used at the innermost level” [66]. For TBB, the vendorwarns that

“oversubscription is possible because TBB and OpenMP run-time libraries

create separate thread pools” and recommends “rewriting OpenMP code us-

ing Intel TBB if the use of TBB fits the design criteria for the application” [91].

Task design. Technically, a GHOST task is an arbitrary function in which

OpenMP parallelism can be used without having to worry about resource

conflicts or thread affinity. The task is implemented as a function that takes

a single “void *” argument and returns a “void *.” This is the most general

and flexible typeof function. TheGHOST task data structure stores a pointer

to this function and the argument.

A number of flags can be set to control the task’s behavior. Most impor-

tantly, the user can control the hardware resources available to the task at

creation time. Concretely, the number of threads and the NUMAdomain on

which these threads should be present can be defined. Normally, the def-

inition of the NUMA domain is interpreted only as a hint, i.e., a task may

be executed on a different domain if all other requirements for execution are

met but the requested NUMA domain does not offer enough free resources.

This behavior can be bypassed by setting a flag to force task execution on the
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definedNUMAdomain. Lastly, it is possible to pass a list of taskswhich need

to be finished before this task can be processed. This allows the implemen-

tation of simple dependency chains. It is possible to create nested tasks, i.e.,

tasks running inside other tasks. Whether or not a child task can occupy the

parent’s resources can be controlled by the parent’s flags: by default, it is as-

sumed that children are allowed to run on PUs belonging to their parent.

Minimal tasking. The simplest case of tasking is to create only a single

task which contains basically all of the application’s work. By this, no pre-

cautions concerning resource management (like manual pinning of threads)

have to be taken by the user. Meaningful resource management is inevitable

for obtaining high, explicable and reproducible performance. Moreover, per-

formance analyses using HPM require controlled thread placement.

GHOST tasking can be disabled globally by setting an environment vari-

able. By this, all enqueued tasks will be executed immediately and no re-

source management and thread pinning will be done. For sensible perfor-

mance measurements, this has to be taken care of by the user.

Lifetimeof a task-parallel application. Figure 9.1 visualizes the lifetime

of a simple application using a single GHOST task to perform some work in

parallel with pinned threads. The main application thread is shown on the

left side and work happening inside the GHOST library on the right.

The first GHOST function called by the application is ghost_init().
Here, a number of shepherd threads get created with pthread_create(),
which are later responsible for processing enqueued tasks. The number

of such shepherd threads is arbitrary, but a reasonable guess is to set them

to the number of PUs initially. More shepherd threads are spawned on de-

mand. After creation, the shepherd threads immediately start waiting for a

condition variable using pthread_cond_wait().
When a user-created task gets enqueued using ghost_task_enqueue(),

the condition onwhich the shepherd threads arewaiting gets signaled which

causes one of them being woken up. On the application side, the user’s call

to ghost_task_enqueue() returns immediately and the main thread con-

tinues processing. The woken shepherd thread decides whether the task’s

resource requirements can bemet. If this is the case, an initial OpenMP par-

allel region gets created in which the worker threads get pinned to available

PUs. Those PUs are marked as busy in the GHOST-internal PU map. After

this is done, the user-defined task function is called by the shepherd thread.
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Figure 9.1: Lifetime of a simple application using a GHOST task (adapted from [107]).
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At this point, the application code following ghost_task_enqueue() is exe-

cuted in parallel to the user-defined task.

Within the task, OpenMPcan beused and the threadswill bepinned to the

samePUs as in the initial OpenMP parallel region on theGHOST side, due to

being the same threads as before. This persistence of OpenMP threads is not

defined by the standard, but can beobserved in themost importantOpenMP

implementations Intel OpenMP and GOMP. If the present OpenMP library

does not have persistent threads, a fallback mechanism could confine the

task threads to a CPU set by setting the shepherd thread’s affinity mask. This

is possible since “a child created via fork(2) inherits its parent’s CPU affinity

mask” [151]. This fallback mechanism works on a coarser granularity level

and might be inappropriate for scenarios where a single task spans several

NUMAdomains. Hence, the aforementioned, non-standard-guaranteed but

working mechanism is implemented in the current version of GHOST.

Once the task is finished, its PUs aremarked as idle again, and its OpenMP

threads are unpinned from their hardware resources. The shepherd thread

starts waiting again on the condition of new tasks together with all other

shepherd treads. At finalization, the shepherd threads are terminated.

9.3 Data Structures

GHOST is a building block library for sparse linear algebra algorithms. The

central data structures involved in those are sparse matrices, as well as dense

vectors and matrices. Detailed information about assembly, storage, and

handling of either structure is provided in the following.

9.3.1 Sparse Matrices

The central data structure in many sparse linear algebra applications is the

sparse system matrix. GHOST explicitly stores this matrix in the SELL-C-σ
storage format, which was described in detail in section 5.2. At this point,

it should be noted again that the widely used CRS storage format is just a

special case of SELL-C-σ and hence, also supported by GHOST.

Distribution. The sparse matrix is the central data structure in GHOST

and the inter-processworkdistribution is basedon it. Parallel data structures

are distributed on a per-row basis and the number of rows per process, which

is reflected by the weights as described in section 9.1, depends on the sparse

matrix and the present compute architectures.
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Figure 9.2: Distribution of a SELL-4-1 sparse matrix for two homogeneous processes and
6-element padding. Step (a) is splitting up the global matrix, (b) is the compression and
padding of column indices, (c1) is the resulting combined process-local matrix and (c2) shows
the splitting of it into a local and remote part.

Figure 9.2 illustrates the distribution of an example matrix on two ho-

mogeneous processes. Due to the homogeneity, the weight of each process

is 0.5 and the number of rows per process is 4, as shown in step (a). The

sparse matrix on each process consists of “local” and “remote” matrix ele-

ments. As vectors are distributed in the same, row-wise, way, this corre-

sponds to SpMV input vector elements which are present on the same pro-

cess versus those which are present on a remote process (see section 9.4).

A matrix element is a local element if for its column index c it holds that

“first row of this process” ≤ c ≤ “last row of this process”. Otherwise, the

element is a remote element.

On each process, local column indices get shifted and remote column in-

dices get compressed (step (b)). Shifting the local column indices causes a

subtraction of “first rowof this process” fromeach of them, i.e., the local part

always starts with column index zero. Hence, the first possible entry of the
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remote part is at column index “last rowof this process.” In addition, padding

may be introduced, causing a further shift of the remote part “to the right.”

There are several potential reasons for the inclusion of padding, which are all

related to the way remote matrix entries are handled in vectors, e.g., in dis-

tributed SpMVoperations (see section 9.4). Note that padding does not con-

tain the inclusion of newmatrix elements, but only a shift of column indices.

In the example in fig. 9.2, the first remote column index needs to be aligned

to a multiple of six, which causes the introduction of two padding columns.

Compressing remote elements eliminates column gaps between them.

By this, column indices of the process-local matrix can usually be stored

as 4-byte integer values, even if the global matrix dimensions exceeds the

value range of this type. In order for this to be possible, the sum of “lo-

cal number of rows” + “padding” + “number of distinct remote indices” must

not exceed the value range of 4-byte integers, which is a realistic constraint

which was met in all experiments conducted throughout this work. Using 4-

instead of 8-byte integers for column indices increases the arithmetic inten-

sity of SpMV as shown in eq. (4.13) significantly and is an important factor

for high performance.

Lastly, the process local matrices get created in step (c) with the modified

column indices. On both processes, a combined matrix is created containing

all local and remote entries (c1). On P1, thismatrix is further split up into two

separate matrices, one for the local and one for the remote elements (c2).

This allows for an overlapping parallel SpMV computation (see section 9.4).

Pre-processing. GHOST supports several matrix pre-processing manipu-

lations, all of which can be expressed by a permutation of matrix rows (and

possibly columns). In this regard, a distinction between process-local and

global permutations has to be made.

Global permutations can be employed, e.g., for communication reduc-

tion in parallel SpMV operations. For this purpose, GHOST can be linked

against Zoltan [31] which implements hypergraph partitioning [38, 56] or

PT-Scotch [39]. If such a global permutation should be employed, matrix in-

formation is passed to the third-party library which results in a permutation

vector containing global indices. The GHOST matrix is then assembled in

parallel on each process, according to the global permutation.

On topof a global permutation, one ormore local permutations can be ap-

plied to thematrix. Themost obvious local permutation is due to row sorting

in the SELL-C-σ format. Furtherpossibilities for local permutations areRCM

re-ordering (forwhich the SparseMatrix Pre-Processing (SpMP) library [156]
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Listing 9.3 Assembly of a diagonal matrix using a callback function in GHOST.

1 int diag(
2 ghost_gidx row, // in: global matrix row
3 ghost_lidx *nnz, // out: number of non-zero entries in row
4 ghost_gidx *col, // out: column indices of non-zero entries
5 void *val, // out: values of the non-zero entries
6 void *arg // in/out: arbitrary
7 ) {
8 *nnz = 1; // the row contains a single non-zero entry
9 col[0] = row; // the only entry is on the diagonal
10 if (arg == NULL) return 1; // error
11 ((double *)val)[0] = *(double *)arg; // use *arg as value
12 return 0; // success
13 }

can be linked against GHOST) or multi-coloring using the ColPack [72] li-

brary.

Further local or global permutation methods like the recently proposed

distributed-memoryparallel RCMre-ordering [15] canbeeasily implemented

in the existing software structure.

Assembly by callback function. The preferred method of matrix assem-

bly is bymeansof auser-provided callback function. This functiongets called

by GHOST for every matrix row, and potentially by many MPI processes and

threads in parallel. Listing 9.3 shows the implementation of such a callback

function for the simple case of a diagonal matrixwith a constant value, which

isprovided by theuser in the lastargument. Theuserhas tospecify thematrix

dimensions, data type and an upper bound for the rows’ non-zero count be-

fore matrix assembly. Note that in parallel runs, the matrix row and column

indices need to be in the global scope (hence the ghost_gidx index type). In

addition to the current row, an additional “void *” argument can be used to

the user’s needs. The callback function returns the number of non-zeros of

the row nnz, and their according column indices col[] and values val[].

Assembly from files. Besides callback functions, sparse matrices can be

provided as files. GHOST supports matrix read-in from either the Matrix

Market file format [124] or a custom binary CRS-like format. In the latter

case, the matrix can be read in parallel from multiple MPI processes. Sparse

matricescanalsobestored infilesof either format inaparallelway. Due to the
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inherent scalability and performance hazards of file I/O, callback functions

as described above should be used whenever possible.

Conversion fromCRS. If GHOST should beused togetherwith other soft-

ware, it sometimes is required to create a SELL-C-σ matrix from an existing

CRS matrix. For instance, constructing a SELL-32-128 representation of the

ML_Geer test case (present in CRS) on two IVB socketswith oneMPI process

each consumes as much time as 48 SpMV operations (including row sort-

ing, permutation, communication data setup, and copying of data). Note

that setting up the communication data structures, which in some way has

to be done by all parallel compute libraries regardless of the storage format,

accounts for 78% of the entire construction time, which reduces the initial,

pure CRS-to-SELL-C-σ conversion overhead to an equivalent of 11 SpMV op-

erations. In realistic, large-scale scenarios (see, e.g., section 10.3), this SpMV

count is easily reached and the overhead of SELL-C-σ matrix construction is

quickly amortized. If the values of an existing SELL-C-σ matrix need to be

updated from a present CRS matrix and both matrices have the same non-

zero pattern, this takes as long as 2 SpMV operations. This is plausible as the

CRS matrix needs to be read, the SELL-C-σ matrix needs to be written, and

the SpMV traffic for this (high-nnzr) matrix is dominated by matrix data.

9.3.2 Dense Matrices

Dense matrices can be of various kinds, which are all represented by a single

type in GHOST. The simplest case of a dense matrix is a dense vector, where

the column count is simply set to one. For any other kind of dense matrices,

GHOST fully supports row- and column-major storage. For parallel runs, the

sparse system matrix is distributed among the processes as shown in fig. 9.2,

and with it the (block) vectors. Dense matrices can also be specified to be

stored redundantly on each process, which only makes sense if they do not

scale with the global matrix dimension. A common source for this kind of

matrices is the result of an inner product of block vectors (TSMTTSM).

Views. GHOST supports dense matrix views, i.e., dense matrices which

only store metadata but view actual data of another dense matrix. This al-

lows, e.g., to perform an operation on a subset of a block of vectors, which

is a frequent pattern in sparse linear algebra. For instance, converged eigen-

values in iterative eigenvalue solvers like BJDQR can be locked by creating a

viewof the full block vector except the vector corresponding to the converged
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eigenvalue. This allows to ignore the converged eigenvector in subsequent

iterations without the need of copying data.

Incaseof row-majorblockvectors, aview is called “compact” if it views sub-

sequent vectors of the block, and “scattered” otherwise. Scattered views re-

quire a bit mask indicating the viewed vectors. Additionally, scattered views

are likely to hinder efficient vectorization. Hence, they should be avoided

whenever possible. Note that even compact views may carry performance

hazards compared to non-views. For example, if a row-major view contains

one cache line of data per row, and the viewed dense matrix has twice the

number of columns, adjacent cache line prefetching (as it is present in many

currentCPUs)would cause the non-viewed data to be transferred even if only

the elements of the view are requested in a computation.

Permutations. Potential matrix permutations as listed in section 9.3.1 ne-

cessitatepermuteddensematrices. GHOSTsupportspermuteddensematrix

assembly (using an existing permutation) and features functions for permut-

ing dense matrices back and forth, locally and globally.

Heterogeneous processing. If a GHOST run includes accelerators, dense

matrix data will be exclusively stored on the host or accelerator, depending

on the process type. This behavior can be changed by the user, i.e., the user

can specify the “data location” to store redundant copies of densematrix data

on both thedevice and accelerator. Functions forup- and download are avail-

able to the user. In addition to the data location, it is also possible to control

the “compute location” for data which is stored redundantly. This is espe-

cially useful for heterogeneous runs, where the user could prefer to perform

computations with small dense matrices on the host instead of the accelera-

tor.

9.4 Parallel SpMV

A scalable sparse linear algebra library requires distributed-memory parallel

implementations of the numerical kernels. For many of the present build-

ing blocks this is easy to achieve, as no or only trivial inter-process commu-

nication is required (see section 3.5). For Block-BLAS-1 operations, only dot

product and norm computations require a global reduction of the partial

results after the process-local operation. Considering the T&S-GEMM op-

erations, merely TSMTTSM requires a global reduction of the result matrix

(which is obvious as it resembles an inner product of block vectors). Theonly
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Figure 9.3:Communication and computation schemeof the “vectormode” distributed SpMV
operation. Step (a) is the distribution of thematrix, (b) involves the assembly of communica-
tion buffers by locally gathering elements to be transferred and (c) is the communication via
MPI.
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Figure9.4:Timelineof the “vectormode”distributed SpMVoperation. Theannotating letters
correspond to fig. 9.3. Checked panels indicate process-local operations and solid panels
indicate communication.

presented building block which requires more elaborate communication is

SpM(M)V, and obviously all custom kernels (see chapter 8) that it is part of.

All previousdiscussionaboutSpMVwas limited to the single-node/-device

level. In this section, the implementation of this kernels in distributed-

memory systems is explained. All involved data structures are distributed

among MPI ranks. This necessitates communication of input vector ele-

ments. Obviously, the parallel SpMV performance depends on the process-

local performance, as well as on the communication effort and performance.

Several execution modes for parallel SpMV are implemented in GHOST, ba-

sically based on the suggestions from S et al. [152], which will be

briefly described in the following.
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Figure 9.5: Timeline of the “overlap” distributed SpMV operation. Checked panels indicate
process-local operations and solid panels indicate communication.

Vectormode SpMV. This is the default parallel SpMVmodewhich is illus-

trated in fig. 9.3. The sparse matrix, its distribution, and the number of vec-

tor padding elements are the same as in fig. 9.2. In this mode, the local and

remote part of the matrix are stored in a combined manner, i.e., as a single

process-local matrix as shown in step (c1) of fig. 9.2. In step (a) of fig. 9.3, the

matrix gets distributed as previously described. The vectors get distributed

using the same number of rows on each process. The right hand side vector~x
needs to have additional storage for storing the halo elements. Hence, matrix

information needs to be known when a vector gets allocated that should be

used in a parallel SpMV operation. Step (b) is the first part of the communi-

cation, where each process gathers ~x elementswhich are required by another

process and stores them in a communication buffer. This buffer is sent to the

target process using MPI in step (c) where it is attached to the local vector

data in the space reserved for the halo elements. Once the communication

is done, each process has a valid right hand side vector corresponding to the

process-local sparse matrix and can perform the SpMV using them.

Figure 9.4 showsa timelineof thesameoperation. Note that the “widths” of

thecontributionsarenot toscale. Most importantly, theMPI communication

doesnotoverlapwithcomputationand there isonlyasingle, combined SpMV

operation executed.

OverlapmodeSpMV. If the communication time in a parallel SpMVoper-

ation is significant, it is sometimespossible tooverlap (partof) itwithcompu-

tation time. Obviously, for thecombined process-local SpMVoperation, all ~x
elements need tobepresent, i.e., thecommunication needs to befinished be-

forehand. Hence, the SpMV operation must be split into a purely local and

a purely remote part. This is shown for process P1 in step (c2) of fig. 9.2. In

this case, the local SpMVdoes not require remote vector elements, and it can

be overlapped with the transfer of vector data. Once the remote vector data

is present, the remote partial SpMV can be done. The partial results of both
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Figure 9.6: Runtime breakdown of different parallel SpMV variants on 4 Emmy nodes with
one process per IVB∗ socket using the Spin-30 test case stored in SELL-16-64 and DYNAMIC,50
OpenMP scheduling.

sub-operations need to be combined into the final result vector ~y. Figure 9.5

shows a schematic timeline for this operation.

The overlap of local SpMV and communication can be achieved explicitly

byusing adedicated thread for theMPI communicationor by relying on non-

blocking MPI calls (to be called “naïve overlap”). Non-blocking MPI calls

are not guaranteed to be processed asynchronously. This depends on the

MPI implementation and several other factors like message size. Previous

research has shown that in fact, non-blocking MPI calls are often processed

synchronously [55, 180]. This is why GHOST implements both a version re-

lying on asynchronous MPI, as well as a version with explicit overlap using

GHOST tasks.

Theoverlap SpMVmode bears a potential performance hazard due tomul-

tiple transfers of the result vector ~y. In case of the simple ~y← H~x operation,

the split computation results in the two sub-operations ~ylocal = Hlocal~x and

~y = ~ylocal +Hremote~x, requiring three transfers of ~y compared to only one for

the vector mode SpMV. For the ~y ← ~y +H~x case, four instead of two trans-

fers are required. In either case, the overhead may be significant and over-

compensate performance gains by the communication overlap, especially for

largedata sets, where ~y does not fit into thecacheand iswritten back tomem-

ory after the local operation and re-read in the remote operation. In general,

one cannot determine an optimal SpMV mode for all sparse matrices, as it

depends on many factors like matrix structure (and hence, communication

effort), network speed, data set size, and cache sizes.

Comparison of SpMV modes. One test case where overlapping commu-

nication and computation pays off is the communication-intensive Spin-NUp

matrix. Figure 9.6 shows the runtime breakdown for the three aforemen-

tioned parallel SpMV modes on 4 Emmy nodes with the Spin-30 matrix.
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Clearly, explicit overlap using GHOST tasks yields the smallest runtime and

best performance. The naïve overlap mode, which relies on asynchronous

MPI calls, yields the same performance as vector mode. Obviously, the

present MPI library (Intel MPI 5.1.3 according to section 2.3) either does not

handle non-blocking calls asynchronously, or it does it in a very inefficient

manner.

As mentioned above, overlapping communication with computation in

SpMV only pays off if the negative impact from multiple ~y transfers is over-

compensated by the gains from communication hiding. This is only the case

if thecommunicationeffort is largeenough. Forexample, executing aparallel

SpMV for the Spin-26 test case (similar to the above, but smaller) on a single

Emmy node (i.e., 2 IVB∗ sockets) yields a performance of 7.5 GFLOP/s with

vector mode and 6.6 GFLOP/s with task overlap. Hence, there is no “best”

parallel SpMV mode and special care has to be taken when selecting it.

9.5 Code Generation

Code generation is a crucial ingredient for high performance of many of the

discussed building blocks. In GHOST, it is done in an automatic and user-

guided way. Code generation can help to generate compiler-friendly code.

Most importantly, GHOST generates numerical kernels with hard-coded

small dimensions, loop trip counts, if-conditions or explicit unrolling. To

that end, there exist “template” files for several building blocks out of which

different specializations are generated at compile time.

Kernel lookup and selection. Algorithm 9 shows the principle of kernel

selection in GHOST, assuming that a SELL-32-σ SpMMV operation with a

block vector width of four, properly aligned data, and complex double preci-

sion data should be executed on an AVX2-capable machine.

All generated variants of a certain kernel are put into a map, which gets

created at the first call of this kernel (line 2). The map assembly code is gen-

erated at compile time and injected in the source file. The key of the map is

a combination of all kernel properties. In the shown example, it is a quintu-

plet containing the chunk height C of the SELL-C-σ matrix, the number of

vectors in the block, the implementation variant, the type of the matrix and

block vector data, and the alignment of block vector data. Each of those key

components can attain several values. The chunk height C could be fixed to

32 in the SpMMV kernel, or it could be arbitrary (and similarly for the block

vector size). The implementation of the kernel could be conducted using
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Algorithm 9 SpMMV kernel selection for aligned complex double precision data, SELL-32-σ
matrix storage, and a block vector width of 4 on an AVX2-capable machine.

1: if Map is not initialized then

2: Include generated file for map assembly

3: end if

4:

5: Kernel← NULL;

6: Optimal← true;

7:

8: for each SELL chunk height C in {32,arbitrary} do

9: for each Vector block size B in {4, arbitrary} do

10: for each Implementation I in {AVX2, AVX, SSE, Plain} do

11: for each Data type D in {double complex, arbitrary} do

12: for each Vector alignment A in {aligned, unaligned} do

13: Kernel←map{C,B,I,D,A}

14: if Kernel then

15: go to line 24;

16: end if

17: Optimal← false;

18: end for

19: end for

20: end for

21: end for

22: end for

23:

24: if Kernel then

25: if Optimal == false then

26: Echo ”Performance warning: calling possibly non-optimal kernel!”;

27: end if

28: Call kernel;

29: else

30: Echo ”Performance warning: calling possibly fallback kernel!”;

31: Call fallback kernel;

32: end if
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AVX2, AVX, or SSE compiler intrinsics or plain C code. The kernel could be

specialized for complex double precision data, or the data type could be ar-

bitrary in the kernel. And lastly, the kernel could assume (and exploit) the

alignment of block vector data, or it could make no assumptions about that.

For each key component, the possible values are iterated, going from the

most specific and appropriate to more general configurations. In the above

example, the first check whether a kernel exists in line 13 would try to find an

explicitly AVX2-vectorized SELL-32 SpMMV kernel assuming aligned block

vectors with width 4 and complex double precision values. If no such kernel

is found, the alignment requirement is dropped and a kernel is soughtwhich

meets all of the above criteria except aligned block vectors. This procedure

is done iteratively until a suitable kernel is found. Once this is the case, the

loop nest is left and the kernel is executed in line 28. If the kernels is not

entirely specialized, a performance warning is printed in line 26. In case no

generated kernel can be found, GHOST issues a performance warning and

falls back to the highly general fallback kernel (lines 30 and 31). Note that

the order of the loops in lines 8 to 12 can vary arbitrarily, and the optimal

order is hard to determine.

User guidance. If one or more specializations are missing, the user may

consider re-configuring and -building GHOST passing the respective hints

to generate specialized kernels. To help with that, GHOST prints a warning

at the end of the run with an appropriate command to generate a custom

GHOST build for the present application. For example, if GHOST detects

missing kernels for SELL-32-σ SpMVand SELL-1-σ SpMMVwith a block vec-

torwidth of 4, GHOST advises to re-configure the build specifying the string

“-DGHOST_GEN_SPMMV=32,1;1,4” on the command line.

9.6 An Example Application Using GHOST

Listing 9.4 shows a small example application using GHOST. The application

computes an SpMVof an identitymatrixwith a randomvector and prints the

matrix, as well as the in- and output vectors. Note that tasking as explained

in section 9.2 is not employed here, i.e., GHOST does not take care of thread

placement and affinity. The different stages of the application will be briefly

explained in the following.

First, some variables needed in the application are declared in lines 2 to 5.

Thevariables zero and one are required for initializing data. The char point-

ers are laterused for storing stringsof the involved sparseanddensematrices.
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Listing 9.4 A minimal GHOST application to compute an SpMV of an n× n identity matrix
with a random vector.

1 int main(int argc, char **argv) {
2 ghost_sparsemat *H;
3 ghost_densemat *y, *x;
4 double zero = 0., one = 1.;
5 char *Hstr, *xstr, *ystr;
6

7 // initialize GHOST
8 ghost_init(argc,argv);
9 // use default traits for dense and sparse matrices
10 ghost_sparsemat_traits mtraits = GHOST_SPARSEMAT_TRAITS_INITIALIZER;
11 ghost_densemat_traits vtraits = GHOST_DENSEMAT_TRAITS_INITIALIZER;
12 // sparse matrix and vectors are of real double precision data
13 mtraits.datatype = (ghost_datatype)(GHOST_DT_REAL|GHOST_DT_DOUBLE);
14 vtraits.datatype = (ghost_datatype)(GHOST_DT_REAL|GHOST_DT_DOUBLE);
15 // save uncompressed column indices for printing matrix
16 mtraits.flags = GHOST_SPARSEMAT_SAVE_ORIG_COLS;
17 // create sparse matrix source
18 ghost_sparsemat_src_rowfunc matsrc =
19 GHOST_SPARSEMAT_SRC_ROWFUNC_INITIALIZER;
20 matsrc.func = diag; // callback function for matrix creation
21 matsrc.arg = &one; // an identity matrix should be created
22 matsrc.gnrows = n; // global number of rows (defined elsewhere)
23 matsrc.maxrowlen = 1; // maximum non-zero count per row
24 // create sparse matrix H and initialize from row-wise source function
25 ghost_sparsemat_create(&H, NULL, &mtraits, 1);
26 ghost_sparsemat_init_rowfunc(H,&matsrc,MPI_COMM_WORLD ,0.);
27 // create and initialize input vector x and output vector y
28 ghost_densemat_create(&x, ghost_context_max_map(H->context), vtraits);
29 ghost_densemat_create(&y, ghost_context_max_map(H->context), vtraits);
30 ghost_densemat_init_rand(x); // x = random
31 ghost_densemat_init_val(y,&zero); // y = 0
32 // compute y = H*x
33 ghost_spmv(y,H,x,GHOST_SPMV_OPTS_INITIALIZER);
34 // print y, H and x
35 ghost_sparsemat_string(&Hstr,H,1);
36 ghost_densemat_string(&xstr,x);
37 ghost_densemat_string(&ystr,y);
38 printf("%s\n=\n%s\n*\n%s\n",ystr,Hstr,xstr);
39 // clean up: free strings and destroy sparse and dense matrices
40 free(Hstr); free(xstr); free(ystr);
41 ghost_sparsemat_destroy(H);
42 ghost_densemat_destroy(x);
43 ghost_densemat_destroy(y);
44 // finalize GHOST
45 ghost_finalize();
46

47 return 0;
48 }
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Dense vectors are represented as dense matrices of type ghost_densemat,
and the sparse matrix H is stored as a ghost_sparsemat.

Inmostcases, thefirstGHOST functioncalled byanapplication is ghost_-
init() as done in line 8. This function includes the complete set-upphase of

GHOST, including the gathering of hardware information using hwloc and

the determination of process types based on this (see section 9.1). If MPI is

not yet initialized, it is done in this function.

The next step in lines 9 to 16 is to set up traits for the involved data struc-

tures, i.e. sparse (mtraits) and dense (vtraits) matrices. The initial traits

contain reasonable default values, which can be altered by the user. This in-

cludes setting the data type of thematrix and vector values as done in lines 13

and 14. In line 16 of the given example, a flag is passed to the mtraitswhich

prevents deletion of the original, uncompressed column indices (see sec-

tion 9.3.1). This is not needed for the computation, but only for printing the

matrix later. The traits can be modified in many ways to control the layout

and behavior of sparse and dense matrices. For instance, the sparse matrix

storage format can be explicitly specified by the user in the mtraits, or the

storage layout and column count of the dense matrices (which corresponds

to the number of vectors in a block) can be set in the vtraits.
The sparse matrix should be assembled from a callback function as it was

explained and defined section 9.3.1. This function creates a diagonal matrix

with a user-defined value. Lines 17 to 23 demonstrate how this function is

used with GHOST. First, a variable matsrc is declared and initialized. This

structure gets now assigned specific values like the callback function diag()
as defined in listing 9.3, the argumentwhichwill be passed to it as a “void *”
(as thematrix should containoneson thediagonal, apointer to thepreviously

declared variable one is passed here), the global number of rows n (which

is defined elsewhere) and the maximum non-zero count of all matrix rows

(which is one for a diagonal matrix).

In the next step, the sparse matrix can be created as shown in line 25.

A ghost_context is a data structure which holds information about com-

munication patterns for sparse matrix computations. Two sparse matrices

with the same non-zero pattern can share a ghost_context. As no previ-

ously createdmatrix exists in the present example, NULL is passed to ghost_-
sparsemat_create(). Additionally, a pointer to the mtraits and the num-

ber of trait data structures is passed. If different traits should be specified

for the local and remote sub-matrices (see section 9.3.1), an array of traits

could be passed here instead. Once the matrix is created, it gets initialized

in line 26 using the described matsrc. An MPI communicator, in which the
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matrix should be distributed, is passed to this function. The last argument

to ghost_sparsemat_init_rowfunc() determines the process weight as ex-

plained in section 9.1. In this example, zero is passed which indicates that

GHOST should determine the weight automatically.

Thevectors arecreated in lines 28 and 29. In addition to the traits, ghost_-
densemat_create() gets passed a ghost_map. This data structure holds in-

formation about matrix and vector distribution in parallel runs. At vector

creation, it is used for determining the amount of memory to be reserved

for the vector. The map can be extracted from the previously created sparse

matrix. Although the row- and column count of the sparse matrix may differ

(and with it, the required memory for the in- and output vectors), the max-

imum of the two is determined via ghost_context_max_map() and passed

to ghost_densemat_create() for simplicity. Note that this may incur stor-

age overhead for non-square matrices if vectors are always used as either in-

or output vectors in SpMV operations. However, using the maximum map is

a necessity in iterative algorithms where in- and output vectors are swapped

between iterations. The input vector ~x is initialized with random numbers

and ~y is initialized with zero in lines 30 and 31.

At this point, all required data structures are set up and the SpMV can be

computed in line 33. In addition to the matrix and vectors, a structure con-

taining options is passed to ghost_spmv(). This structure contains informa-

tion about scaling factors, augmentation with more operations (as used in

chapter 8), and memory locations where to store, e.g., the result of a fused

scalar product. In the present example, only the operation ~y ← H~x should

be computed, i.e., the ghost_spmv_opts need not be changed and the initial

value can be passed to ghost_spmv().
In the next step, shown in lines 34 to 38, the matrix and vectors should be

printed. First, the respective strings have to be created using the functions

ghost_sparsemat/densemat_string(). Memory gets allocated in these

functions which later needs to be freed. For the sparse matrix, in the last

argument it needs to be specified whether it should be printed in a dense (1)

or sparse format (0).

Finally, the strings are freed and the createdGHOSTdata structures arede-

stroyed in lines 39 to 43. Note that data structures like the ghost_context
and ghost_map rely on reference counting, i.e., they are automatically de-

stroyed once the last reference to them is deleted. As a last step in line 45,

ghost_finalize() is called, cleaning up all data created by GHOST (like,

e.g., task queues and hardware topology information) and performing fur-

ther tasks like finalizing MPI (if it has been initialized in ghost_init().
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Figure 9.7: Software structure in theESSEXproject. Figureadapted from theESSEX-II project
proposal.

9.7 Integration with Other Software

To be applicable for a wider audience, GHOST and the ESSEX software stack

offer several ways to connect to other software or be integrated into existing

software environments.

ESSEX software stack. Figure 9.7 visualizes the software structure of the

ESSEX project. The overall frame of the project activities is defined by the

applications layer, which delivers scalable routines for matrix generation as

explained in section 9.3.1. Besides GHOST, a second major software devel-

opment effort in the ESSEX project is the Pipelined Hybrid Iterative Solver

Toolkit (PHIST). PHIST is developed by T et al. and provides iterative

solvers through an abstract kernel interface, which basically means that dif-

ferent building block libraries can interact with PHIST itself or other solver

libraries [163].

The project-related algorithms like BJDQR, KPM, and ChebFD are imple-

mented in PHIST and access compute kernels through the abstract solver

kernel interface. Besides those algorithms, adapters to several other algo-

rithm libraries exist. For instance, PHIST provides GHOST adapters for the

Trilinos packages Anasazi, which is “an extensible and interoperable frame-

work for large-scale eigenvalue algorithms” [18], and Belos, which “provides

next-generation iterative linear solvers and a powerful linear solverdeveloper

framework” [23].
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Figure 9.8: Scaling performance of GHOSTand Tpetra+Kokkos on Emmy for theAnasazi im-
plementation of the Krylov-Schur method through PHIST using the MATPDE-Nx-Ny test
case. Iterations counts until convergence are annotated and equal iteration counts are as-
sumed for computing the parallel efficiency. Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissas. Fig-
ures adapted from [107].

ThePHIST software infrastructureenables algorithmdevelopers towork at

high levelsof abstractionand have theoption to replace kernel librarieseasily.

A typical development workflow consists in using a robust kernel library like

the Trilinos package Tpetra for algorithm development, debugging, and vali-

dation, before switching to a highly optimized, yet maybe less robust, kernel

library like GHOST.

Use case: an eigenvalue solver with PHIST, GHOST and Trilinos. To

demonstrate the interoperability and high efficiency of GHOST, the Anasazi

implementation of the Krylov-Schur method for finding a few eigenpairs on

the Emmy cluster (see section 2.2) is used. PHIST serves as the interface

layer betweenAnasazi and twodifferent kernel libraries, namely GHOSTand

Tpetra+Kokkos. Anasazi, Tpetra, and Kokkos are taken fromTrilinos version

11.12.1. For both kernel libraries, OpenMP is used inside each IVB∗ socket and

MPI on the inter-socket and -node level. Using a search space of 20 vectors,

the 10 eigenvalues with largest real part of the MATPDE-Nx-Ny test case are

sought with a residual tolerance of 10−6 as stopping criterion.

Figure 9.8 summarizes the experimental results, both for strong (fig. 9.8a)

and weak scaling (fig. 9.8b). While PHIST enables straightforward use of

both GHOST and Tpetra+Kokkos, one can state that, without going into fur-

ther detail, GHOST turns out to be preferable both in terms of performance

and scalability. This outcome is a result of many of the aforementioned as-

pects, like the SELL-C-σ format, hand-tuned T&S-GEMM kernels, and care-

ful resource management. Granted that the presented example covers only a
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small field of possibilities, the easy and straightforward implementation and

the continued development effort in PHIST and GHOST give rise to thewell-

founded hope that these mechanism could prove useful for a wide range of

applications.

9.8 Summary

This chapterpresented theopen-source software libraryGHOST,which com-

bines all programming efforts conducted within this work into an efficient,

scalable, and inherentlyheterogeneous software framework. In respectof the

numerous existing software packages for sparse linear algebra mentioned in

section 1.1, the existence of GHOST is justified by its unique feature set – con-

sisting of distributed and exascale-enabled data structures and compute ker-

nels, hybrid data-parallel processing, automatic and user-guided code gen-

eration as well as affinity-aware task parallelism – and consequent, model-

guided focus on optimal performance. Out of the many existing packages

named above, two which deliver similar features as GHOST are the Trilinos

packages Kokkos and Tpetra. Given those, one distinct difference to GHOST

is thatTrilinos clearly separates between the node level (Kokkos) and theMPI

level (Tpetra), whereas GHOST enforces tight integration and a holistic view

of all involved levels of parallelism. This allows for easier implementation

of, e.g., improved asynchronous MPI communication and high-performance

custom compute kernels. The combined software development efforts in the

ESSEX project enable straightforward use of GHOST in conjunction with a

wide range of other software packages.
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Performance

In this chapter, full application performance for selected sparse eigenvalue

solversas introduced inchapter 3 onvarious hardwarearchitectures is shown.

The presented performance numbers are the result of all described devel-

opment and performance engineering efforts as presented in chapters 4 to 8

and can be reproduced using GHOST as detailed in chapter 9.

Section 10.1 presents and analyzesperformancedataof theKPM,whoseop-

timizationand implementation has beendescribed in section 8.1. Node-level

and large-scale ChebFD+KPM performance with real-world applications is

shown in section 10.2, and finally, section 10.3 provides some insight about

the performance properties of the developed BJDQR implementation. The

performance of the Lanczos method is not covered in this chapter. As men-

tioned in section 3.1, the most important building block of this method is an

SpMV operation, whose performance has already been analyzed in great de-

tail in chapter 5. Hence, analyzing the performance of the Lanczos method

would not yield further insight beyond what is discussed there.

Another aspect not covered so far is the energy efficiency of the investi-

gated eigenvalue solvers. While energy efficiency is closely related to perfor-

mance, a short energy analysis as presented for the KPM in section 10.4 offers

interesting insight into this relevant topic.

10.1 KPM Performance Analysis

In this section, the performance of the KPM as introduced in section 3.2 and

further investigated in section 8.1 is analyzed bymeansof theTopi-Nx-Ny-Nz

test case.

Node level performance. The performance of the KPM on single nodes

of Piz Daint, Piz Daint v2, SuperMUC Phase 2 and Oakforest-PACS is shown

in fig. 10.1. The performance numbers obtained on SNB and K20 have been
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Figure 10.1:Node-level performance and Roofline limit of the KPM withR = 32, M = 2000,
and a Topi-200-100-40 test case (Topi-400-100-40 for heterogeneous runs). The parallel ef-
ficiency of heterogeneous runs is annotated in the respective bars. Roofline limits P ∗

KPM are
given according to the arithmetic intensities in eqs. (8.3) to (8.5) scaled with each architec-
ture’s bs. They are omitted for the “fused+blocked” variant on SNB+K20, KNL, and P100 at 558,
1252, and 1444 GFLOP/s for the sake of readability. Figure adapted from [100] and augmented
with new results and Roofline limits.

published before by K et al. [100] and will be discussed first. The

“SNB+K20” bars show the performance of fully heterogeneous data-parallel

runs on Piz Daint using GHOST. The parallel efficiency of the heterogeneous

runs with respect to the accumulated single-device performance amounts to

85-90%. Reasons for the non-perfect efficiency are communication over the

slowPCIe bus aswell as the fact that oneCPU core is sacrificed fordriving the

GPU, which diminishes the performance of the non-bandwidth-limited CPU

kernel. Considering the measurements on SNB (K20), a significant speedup

of 4.8× (2.3×) can be achieved by algorithmic optimization. Given the fully

optimized, i.e., “fused+blocked” algorithm, fully heterogeneous execution

using GHOST on SNB+K20 yields a performance gain of 1.4× over GPU-only

execution on K20. A naïve, yet realistic, usage scenario for accelerated com-

pute clusters like Piz Daint is the K20-only variant of the vanilla algorithm.

Compared to this, a performance increase of 3.1× can be achieved by algo-

rithmic optimization and fully heterogeneous execution.

Asmentioned in the introduction, performanceportability is an important

aspect of scientific software development. Without going into great detail,

KPM performance on the newer architectures HSW, P100, and KNL is re-

ported in fig. 10.1. Significant performance improvements can be observed,

peaking in a performance of around 450 GFLOP/s on P100. Due to the very

high performance of P100 compared to the CPU installed in Piz Daint v2, no
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Figure 10.2: Scaling performance of the heterogeneous, “fused+blocked” KPM implementa-
tion for R = 32, M = 2000, and different physical domain geometries on Piz Daint (one
SNB and one K20 per node). Both geometries have a size of 400 × 100 × 40 at a single
node. At N ≥ 4 nodes, a “bar” has a size of (400 × N) × 100 × 40 and a “tile” has a size

of (200 ×
√
N) × (200 ×

√
N) × 40. Note the double logarithmic scale. Figure adapted

from [100, 105].

speedup can be gained by heterogeneous execution on this machine as the

aforementioned overhead from data-parallel heterogeneous execution can-

not be overcompensated by the relatively small performance contribution

from the CPU.

Note thaton all architectures, the Roofline limitP ∗
KPM is bestmatchedwith

the simplest (vanilla) implementation. The close relation of the observed

performancewith the Roofline limit indicates an efficient implementation of

the involved building blocks in termsof mainmemorybandwidthutilization.

For the more complex and compute-intensive “fused” variant, the measured

performance falls a bit further behind the Roofline limit on all architectures,

but is still within a reasonable level of this best-case performance estimate.

Only when blocking is employed, a significant deviation can be observed. In

this case, other bottlenecks are likely to become relevant for code execution

as discussed in section 8.1.2, and the simple Roofline model assuming pure

limitation by main memory bandwidth yields too optimistic estimates.

ScalingperformanceonPizDaint. Figure 10.2 depicts the scaling perfor-

mance of the fully optimized and heterogeneous KPM implementation on

Piz Daint. A domain of size 400 × 100 × 40 is solved at a single node and
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Version TFLOP/s Nodes Node hours

Fused 14.9 288 164

Fused+blocked∗ 107 1024 81

Fused+blocked 116 1024 75

Table 10.1:Overviewof required resources forapplying theKPMtoaTopi-(1024×400)-100-40
with R = 32 and M = 2000. The “fused” version has been run in throughput mode.
“Fused+blocked∗” indicates a version where a global reduction over the Chebyshev moments
is done in each iteration instead of once at the very end.

the z-dimension of the physical domain stays constant at Nz = 40 for all

variants. The “bar” geometry represents a domainwith fixed widthNy = 100
and ever-increasing length Nx = 400 × “number of nodes. The “tile” repre-

sents a domain of 400 × 400 × 40 at four nodes with equally increasing Nx

and Ny at larger node counts. Due to the regular and scalable structure of

this matrix, the weak scaling performance turns out to be close to optimal,

especially for the communication-undemanding “bar” geometry. In case of

the “tile” geometry, the communication effort increaseswhengoing fromone

to four nodes and stays constant afterwards. Hence, the parallel efficiency

drops in this region and shows constant behavior for larger node counts. The

strong scaling curves correspond to domain sizes at their respective first data

point. As expected, non-optimal, yet adequate, scaling performance can be

observed for strong scaling due to increasing communication overhead.

Comparison to throughput mode. Table 10.1 substantiates the perfor-

mance gains which can be achieved by blocking. Investigating the non-

blocked version of the KPM in algorithm 5, one might observe the inde-

pendence of outer loop iterations and draw the conclusion that highly ef-

ficient parallelization could easily be achieved by running R instances of

the loop code in “throughput mode.” However, table 10.1 reveals that this

involves a resource overconsumption in node hours of 2.2×, compared to the

“fused+blocked” version.

Global reductions. A further interesting observation concerns the reduc-

tion of the Chebyshevmoments η in lines 8 and 9 of algorithm 6 on page 128.

As they are only required at the very end of the computation, it is not nec-

essary to perform a global reduction in each loop iteration. A naïve imple-

mentation, which is denoted as “fused+blocked∗” in table 10.1 may ignore this

fact, while theoptimized “fused+blocked” version performs the global reduc-
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tion over all nodes only at the very end. The results in table 10.1 indicate a

resource overconsumption of 8% of the naïve variant.

10.2 ChebFD+KPM Performance Analysis

Next, the node-level and large-scale parallel performance of the combined

ChebFD+KPM kernel as introduced in section 3.3 and detailed in section 8.2

is analyzed.

NUMA-domain-level performance on HSW. The performance proper-

ties of ChebFD+KPM, are first analyzed on the HSW architecture. The pre-

sented performance data on HSW and SuperMUC Phase 2 have previously

been published by P et al. [137]. As mentioned in section 2.1, this archi-

tecture features the CoD feature, which basically splits up a CPU socket into

two NUMA domains to achieve higher main memory bandwidth on the full

chip. As a basic performance analysis is best carried out on a single NUMA

domain, only half of a HSW socket, i.e., 7 cores, is used at first.

Figure 10.3 verifies the performance of the implemented ChebFD+KPM

kernel, PChebFD+KPM, against the predicted performanceP ∗
ChebFD+KPM. At first

glance, one can observe that the achieved performance deviates significantly

from the Roofline limit, especially for large values of nb. Asmentioned in sec-

tion 8.2, the ChebFD Roofline model assumes perfect re-use of input vector

data. As nb increases, this assumption gets more and more likely to be vio-

lated as the cache size is limited. For quantification of this effect, the general

data traffic overhead factor Ω gets employed, which is the ratio between the

measured and the minimum main memory data traffic. In the upper panel

of fig. 10.3, it becomes obvious that Ω indeed increases with nb. There is lit-

tle to no overhead, i.e., Ω ≈ 1, and the achieved performance is very close to

the Roofline limit, at low nb counts. Throughout the regarded nb range, Ω in-

creases to approximately 1.75. Without taking further measures on trying to

decrease Ω, a more realistic performance bound can be defined as the ratio

between the Roofline limit P ∗
ChebFD+KPM and Ω. The achieved performance is

always within 80% of the corrected Roofline limit, which proves the high ef-

ficiency of the implementation also for larger nb counts.

In the correction factor Ω, only the main memory traffic has been taken

into account. The fact that the achieved performance gets so close to the cor-

rected model leads to the conclusion that the execution of the ChebFD filter

on HSW is always limited by main memory bandwidth, and any other hard-

ware component poses no bottleneck. This contrasts with the findings about
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Figure 10.3: Performance and data trafficoverhead of theChebFD+KPM kernel applied to the
Topi-128-64-64 test case for varying block vector size on 7 cores (1 NUMA domain) of HSW,
using SELL-32-1 with DYNAMIC,1000 (SELL-1-1 with DYNAMIC,10000) scheduling for nb = 1
(nb > 1). P ∗

ChebFD+KPM is computed using the arithmetic intensity given in eq. (8.13) multiplied
with half (as only one of two NUMA domains is used) the maximum attainable bandwidth of
HSW as given in table 2.1 on page 22. The average performance of 400 iterations is reported.
Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissa. Figure adapted from [137].

the very similar KPM operator on IVB in section 8.1.2, and can be subjected

to architectural changes.

Socket-level performanceonHSW. The special architecture of the HSW

chip, having two NUMA domains on a single socket due to the CoD feature,

demands special attention to OpenMP scheduling on this architecture. Fig-

ure 10.4 shows the ChebFD+KPM performance scaled across a full socket of

HSW.The transition from thefirst to the secondNUMAdomainat 7 cores can

be clearly seen. The best performance on a single NUMA domain is achieved

with DYNAMIC OpenMP scheduling. However, using dynamic scheduling

across NUMA domains likely leads to severe performance degradation due

to non-local memory accesses. This can be seen in fig. 10.4, where the pure

OpenMP variant with dynamic scheduling reveals bad scaling performance

at the second NUMA domain.
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This undesirable behavior can be avoided in two different ways: First,

STATIC scheduling can be employed. Given that the data is carefully initial-

ized inaNUMA-friendlyway, i.e., following the “first touch” policy, good scal-

ing across NUMAdomains can be achieved. Second, a hybrid MPI+OpenMP

implementation can be used. In the latter case, it is often a good practice is

to place one MPI process on each NUMA domain and employ the optimal

scheduling strategy, i.e., DYNAMIC,10000 in this case, in each of them. This

is especially advisable if no knowledge aboutNUMA-aware initialization and

data handling of the underlying code is present. The performance of both

execution modes is shown in fig. 10.4 and it turns out that the pure OpenMP

execution with STATIC scheduling yields the best performance of all vari-

ants, thanks to theNUMA-aware implementation in GHOST. This execution

mode will be used in the following large-scale experiments.

Scaling performance on SuperMUC Phase 2. Figure 10.5 shows the per-

formance as a function of nb on different node counts with a fixed problem

size per node (weak scaling). It becomes obvious that speedups from choos-

ing an optimal block vector size amplify on large node counts: While only a

factor of 1.3× can be gained by choosing the optimal block size on a single

node, the speedup adds up to 1.6× on 512 nodes. This is due to the fact that
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fixed problem size (Topi-128-64-64) per node and a quadratic tile-shaped global domain on
SuperMUCPhase (2×HSWper node). Theaverageperformanceof 400 iterations is reported.
Note the logarithmic scale on the abscissa. Figure adapted from [137].

MPI message sizes also increase with nb, reducing the communication effort

in terms of message count and latency. In contrast to fig. 10.3, where the opti-

mal nb was determined as 16 when only a single NUMA domain (i.e., 7 cores)

is used, fig. 10.5 indicates an optimal nb of 32 on a single node, and 64 on 512

nodes.

Weak scaling experiments on SuperMUC Phase 2 are shown in fig. 10.6.

The first observation is the overall good weak scalability, regardless of nb.

The inlet shows the relative performance per node, which is directly related

to the parallel efficiency. Here, two major drops in parallel efficiency on the

scaling curve can be observed. From one to two nodes, MPI communication

over the network is enabledwhich causes the first drop in efficiency. The sec-

ond distinct drop happens when going from 128 to 512 nodes due to the spe-

cial network architectureof SuperMUCPhase 2. Asmentioned in section 2.2,

thismachine consists of 512-node islandswith aquarterof the bandwidth be-

tween themcompared to the intra-island bandwidth. The executed 512-node

jobs were not confined to a single island, but spread across two islands by

the batch system. Hence, the drop in parallel efficiency to the final value of

75% (which is still a satisfiable parallel efficiency under these hardware con-

straints) at nb = 64 can be observed.
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Performance on P100 and KNL. Figure 10.7 demonstrates the perfor-

mance portability of the present implementation and data structures to a

new generation of architectures represented by KNL and P100. Concerning,

the relation between nb and PChebFD+KPM, similar observations as on the for-

merly investigated architectures can be made. This figure also demonstrates

the performance advantage of the GHOST implementation with respect to

a reasonable baseline, namely the vendor-supplied and -tuned numerical

building block libraries Intel MKL and NVIDIA cuBLAS/cuSPARSE. Addi-

tionally, a version based on GHOST, but not using its fused kernels, is taken

into account (“GHOST-nofuse”), which allows a fair comparisonof raw build-

ing block performance without the systematic advantage of GHOST due to

kernel fusion. The KNL performance numbers in fig. 10.7a indicate that the

optimized GHOST version always yields the best performance and tops out

at around 260-280 GFLOP/s atnb = 16−64. The dominance of GHOST over

MKL is mainly due to kernel fusion, but even the non-fused GHOST version

outperformsMKL for most values of nb, which indicates a more efficient im-

plementation of the basic building blocks.

Figure 10.7b shows that the performance on P100 is on average on a higher

level than on KNL. At nb = 4, the GHOST implementations show a relatively

low absolute performance and fall behind cuSPARSE/cuBLAS. This is due to

the fact that it is not optimized for this range of low nb, which is irrelevant

for the present ChebFD application. Although a search space of only four

vectors is not a realistic choice for ChebFD, a tuned version for this kernel

and low nb values could be added once a relevant application comes up. In

the more relevant large-nb region, GHOST-nofuse performs slightly better

than cuBLAS/cuSPARSE while the optimized GHOST version outperforms

both significantly due to kernel fusion and an efficient implementation. The

performance tops out at around 420 GFLOP/s.

Compared to the performance on a node with two HSW chips which adds

up to 117 GFLOP/s, a speedup of 2.4× (3.6×) can be achieved on KNL (P100).

Assuming bandwidth-limited execution on all architectures, the maximum

speedup results from the ratio of bs values and adds up to 3.9× (4.5×) on

KNL (P100). However, the analysis for the similar KPM kernel in section 8.1.2

indicates that this is not necessarily a valid assumption on all compute archi-

tectures and adetailed analysis (which is omitted here) is required fordeeper

understanding of the performance on KNL and P100. Although this analy-

sis is omitted here, it can be stated that the performance achieved on those

two architectures seems to be adequate, given the relatively sensitive perfor-

mance characteristics of accelerator architectures which makes it harder to
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Figure 10.8: ChebFD+KPM weak scaling performance with a Topi-128-64-64 domain on one
node, Topi-128-128-64 on twonodes, and equally increasingNx andNy on larger node counts.
The median performance of 10 iterations with a polynomial degree Np = 500 is shown on
Oakforest-PACS and Piz Daint v2. No significant fluctuations were observed. The dashed
lines show ideal speedup from a single node. Note the double logarithmic scale.

reach optimal performance (as it can be seen, e.g., in the SpMV performance

analysis in section 5.4).

Scaling performance on Piz Daint v2 and Oakforest-PACS. Weak scal-

ing performance for a “tile” geometry on Oakforest-PACS and Piz Daint v2 is

shown in Figure 10.8. The block vector widths nb are chosen according to

best performance achieved on a single node as shown in fig. 10.7. On two

nodes, the physical domain represents a quadratic tile of size 128× 128× 64,
which gets double in each dimension for each larger node count. These ex-

periments are similar to what is shown for SuperMUC Phase 2 in fig. 10.6,

but scaling up to 2048 nodes. The parallel efficiency at 512 and 2048 nodes,

bothwith respect to the single-node performance, is annotated in the figure.

The efficiencies at 512 nodes of 81% and 62% compare to the 75% parallel effi-

ciency obtained on SuperMUC Phase 2 shown in fig. 10.6. A significant drop

in parallel efficiency can be observed on both machines when going from

512 to 2048 nodes. A closer analysis reveals that the communication per-

formance decreases in this region and hence, the efficiency drop can likely

be attributed to the network architecture. Generally, the parallel efficiency

on the KNLmachineOakforest-PACS is higher than on the P100 machine Piz

Daint v2. However, on the largest node count, Piz Daint v2 still yields 1.3×
the performance of Oakforest-PACS. On bothmachines, the performance on

2048 nodes is in the range of hundreds of TFLOP/s.
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Figure 10.9: BJDQR speedup from blocking in a strong and weak scaling scenario for search-
ing 20 exterior eigenvalues at the lower end of the spectrum. Note the logarithmic scale on
the abscissa. Figures adapted from [142].

10.3 BJDQR Performance Analysis

To demonstrate the benefits of performance engineering for another class of

eigenvalue solvers, this section provides a brief analysis of the performance

of the BJDQR method. The central statement is that, although blocking due

to numerical optimizations leads to a higher SpMVcount, an efficient imple-

mentation (guided by performance models) can overcompensate this effect

and lead to a shorter overall time to solution for a given problem. Further

information can be found in the article by R -Z et al. [142]. The

present BJDQR eigenvalue solver is implemented in PHIST, using GHOST

kernels for numerical operations. All experiments have been performed on

IVB∗. As described in section 3.4, the most time intensive building blocks

of BJDQR are a shifted SpMMV and T&S-GEMM operations, whose perfor-

mance has been extensively analyzed and whose efficiency with respect to

the Roofline model has been demonstrated before. In this section, no per-

formance numbers in terms of FLOP/s are reported, but rather absolute

runtimes and speedup numbers. Analyzing the time needed for solving

a fixed problem is intuitive and allows for easy comparison of different ap-

proaches. This section presents another showcase for performance opportu-

nities opened by efficient implementations of block algorithms.

Speedup from blocking. The speedup from blocking with respect to a

single-vector variant of a full BJDQR eigensolver is shown in fig. 10.9. Fig-

ure 10.9a shows a strong scaling scenario for two different test cases with two
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Method nb # SpMV
Walltime Time/ Block

(s) SpMV (ms) speedup

PRIMME (a) 1 1387 326 80 (34%) 1.00

2 1688 370 80 (37%) 0.82

4 1811 403 81 (39%) 0.77

PRIMME (b) 1 1395 327 80 (34%) 1.00

2 1487 326 80 (37%) 0.94

4 1746 366 81 (39%) 0.80

PHIST/ 1 1476 343 53 (23%) 1.00

GHOST 2 1562 286 37 (20%) 1.20

4 1774 252 26 (19%) 1.36

Table 10.2: Comparison of the PHIST/GHOST BJDQR implementationwith PRIMME for the
Spin-26 test case with RCM re-ordering. The column ‘Time/SpMV’ shows the average time
per single SpMV product and the contribution to the overall runtime in percent. The (a)
configuration is similar toBJDQR,while (b) uses amore sophisticated stopping criterion [142].

block sizes each and fig. 10.9b shows similardata for largermatrices and node

counts. The experiments have been conducted on the Emmy cluster (i.e.,

with 2 IVB∗ sockets per node), 2 MPI processes per node and OpenMP un-

derneath. All in all, it can be observed that blocking yields a shorter time to

solution in almost all displayed cases. Only for the MATPDE-Nx-Ny matrix

on 128 nodes it isonparwith thenon-blockedvariant, but it never falls behind

it. Using a block vector algorithm indistributedmemory has twocounteract-

ing effect. Clearly, the total communication volume increases with the num-

ber of SpMV operations, but on the other hand, message aggregation leads

to largermessages and a smaller influenceof latency effects. The sparsity pat-

tern and distribution of the sparse matrix among the processes are further

factors which influence the communication performance and contribute to

the non-smooth block speedup in the strong scaling runs.

Comparison to PRIMME. Table 10.2 shows a comparison between the de-

veloped BJDQR implementation and an eigenvalue solver software named

Preconditioned Iterative Multimethod Eigensolver (PRIMME) [158], which

is based on the Jacobi-Davidson Quasi-Minimal Residual (JDQMR) method

and uses SpM(M)V kernels from the MPI-parallel Trilinos package Epe-

tra [82]. For this experiment, 20 eigenpairs are sought with an accuracy of

10−8, and both methods are re-started from 28 vectors if the basis reaches a

size of 60.
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There is no claim that the present BJDQR implementation is in some way

superior over the certainly more sophisticated implementation in PRIMME.

JDQMR has obvious advantages over JDQR [159], but those are complemen-

tary to the performance advantages due to blocking in BJDQR. The primary

goal here is not to compare the overall runtimes of the two solvers, which

is difficult as they are very different in nature, and PRIMME does not use

blocking in the inner solves. It should rather be demonstrated that blocking

pays off performance-wise. PRIMME is only capable of using column-major

block vectors for SpMMV which has known implications on performance as

discussed in chapter 6. Furthermore, it relies on the BLAS library’s GEMM

implementation forT&S-GEMMoperations, which is problematic as demon-

strated in chapter 7.

Table 10.2 shows that in the single vector case, PRIMME outperforms the

PHIST/GHOST implementation, which is due to a lower SpMV count and a

probably smarter implementationof thealgorithm itself [142]. PRIMMEdoes

not benefit from blocking, due to the aforementioned issues and the fact that

the used JDQMR method does not solve the correction equation in a blocked

way. Hence, the block speedupof PRIMME just reflects the increasing SpMV

count. On the contrary, the PHIST/GHOST implementation benefits from

blocking, thanks to the highly efficient shifted SpMMV and T&S-GEMM op-

erations. Despite agrowing SpMVcount (which is due to numerical reasons),

the overall runtime decreases and blocking, which is known to yield a more

robust algorithm when it comes to multiple or clustered eigenvalues [142],

can be employed and even yield higher performance.

Conclusion. The BJDQR method as developed by R -Z et

al. [142] and shortly reviewed here is the first block version of the JD eigen-

value solver which yields shorter time to solution compared to a respective

single-vectorversion. Performance engineering of the involved compute ker-

nels is a necessity for achieving this. Having a block version which outper-

forms the single-vector algorithm is especially useful in light of the fact that

blocking is beneficial from a numerical point of view. The example of the

presented BJDQR algorithm also demonstrates that performance engineer-

ing is inevitable also in view of numerical optimizations if high performance

should be achieved.
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10.4 KPM Energy Analysis

The algorithmic optimization of the KPM and the development as well as

use of the SELL-C-σ format give rise to interesting opportunities for further

analysis regarding performance and energy efficiency.

While performance models are extensively used in this work, in-depth

modeling and analysis of power dissipation is no part of it. H et al. [79]

have developed a phenomenological model for power and energy consump-

tion which provides useful guidelines for energy-optimal operating points of

a code, in terms of the number of active cores and their clock frequency. An

analysis of the energy properties of the KPM in view of this model has previ-

ously been published by K et al. [106] and is briefly reviewed here.

Even without further knowledge about energy modeling, it is obvious that

the energy to solution E is a key metric when it comes to the evaluation of

an implementation’s energy efficiency. On the basis of the KPM, its interplay

with the performance will be briefly analyzed in the following, focusing on

the influence of SMT and the selected sparse matrix storage format. A pa-

rameter omitted here is the influence of clock frequency on the performance

and energy consumption. In this analysis, the energy to solution is measured

using LIKWID on the CPU package level, i.e., ignoring contributions from

RAM, I/O, disks, and so on.

Z-plots. The interplay between socket scaling, performance, and energy

consumption is analyzed bymeansof so-called Z-plots, plotting performance

on theabscissaand energy to solutionon theordinate. Each setof datapoints

represents intra-socket scaling for a fixed problem size. In such a plot, verti-

cal lines are performance iso-lines, horizontal lines are energy iso-lines, and

hyperbolas are power iso-lines. In case of saturating performance, the curve

bends upwards, indicating that more resources are used without increasing

performance, leading to a higher energy consumption. In case of scalable

performance, the curve is expected to stay flat or decrease throughout the

scaling range.

Influence of SMT. A factor which has been ignored until now is the influ-

ence of SMT on performance and energy consumption. Figure 10.10 shows

the intra-socket scaling behavior of the three KPM variants on IVB∗, con-
sidering both the performance and energy to solution E. The first observa-

tion is the strong performance saturation of the non-blocked variants at 5-6

cores, which is due to their strong limitation bymainmemory bandwidth (cf.
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Figure 10.10: Intra-socket performance and energy consumption of the “vanilla” (1), “fused”
(2), and “fused+blocked” (3) KPM implementationswithR = 32 andM = 100 forone (SMT1)
and two (SMT2) threads per core on IVB∗. Line segments between points indicate intra-
socket scaling. The hatched bars represent upper Roofline performance limits according to
the arithmetic intensities specified in eqs. (8.3) to (8.5). Figure adapted from [106].

section 8.1.2 for performance models). Both saturate at a performance level

which is reasonably close to the simple bandwidth-limited Roofline model.

The “fused” kernel requires more cores to reach saturation due to its higher

arithmetic intensity. Contrary to those two variants, the blocked version is

not limited bymainmemory bandwidthand canprofit fromall of the socket’s

cores. The influence of SMT for the saturating cases is negligible, which is in

accordance with the frequent observation that SMT cannot improve perfor-

mance in the presence of a strong memory bottleneck. For the blocked code,

SMT comeswith a 1.12× performance gain (indicating that the bottleneck is

not the L3 cache bandwidth in this case), but without any energy savings.

Hence, using a second thread per core obviously increases the power dissi-

pation, which also complies with the small energy increase in the saturated

cases for SMT2.

It can be observed that performance gains due to algorithmic or imple-

mentation enhancements translate into almost proportional energy savings,

which is a consequence of the low dynamic power of the regarded IVB∗ chip.

Concretely, theperformancegain (energysaving factor) of the fullyoptimized

version compared to the fused version is 3.1× (2.9×), and 1.5× (1.45×) of

the fused version compared to the vanilla version. This agreement would get

even more accurate if the full baseline power of all system components was
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taken into account. For the saturating variants, 20% of energy can be saved

by choosing the minimum number of cores which lead to performance satu-

ration, instead of using the full chip.

Influence of the sparse matrix storage format. An analysis of the KPM

performance and energy efficiency using different sparse matrix storage for-

mats, namely SELL-1-1 (i.e., CRS) and SELL-32-1, can be seen in fig. 10.11. A

majormotivation for thedevelopmentof the SELL-C-σ formatwas its SIMD-

friendliness. However, on current multi-core CPUs this does not necessarily

lead to performance benefits in bandwidth-limited scenarios, an observation

which has also been made in section 5.5. This is due to the fact that the main

memory bandwidth can often be saturated also with non-vectorized, i.e., in-

efficient on a core level, code. However, even for bandwidth-limited kernels

efficient vectorization becomes important if energy efficiency is a targetmet-

ric. Using SELL-32-1 instead of SELL-1-1, one can save 8% (13%) of energy

for the vanilla (fused) variant. This is mainly due to the higher single-core

performance and a smaller number of cores needed for saturation as a con-

sequence thereof. The small performance advantage of SELL-32-1 in the sat-

urated case can be attributed to a more beneficial access pattern to the right

hand side vector. For the blocked variant, using SELL-32-1 does not entail
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a performance benefit due to the negligible influence of matrix data access

in this case. This coincides with the findings about SpMMV performance in

section 6.2.

10.5 Summary

This chapter presented performance and energy efficiency of the KPM,

ChebFD+KPM, and BJDQR eigenvalue solvers on several high-end com-

pute systems. The results demonstrate the high efficiency, both in terms

of performance and energy consumption, and real-world applicability of

the developed building blocks and parallel software components for highly

efficient eigenvalue computations. The high performance and efficiency re-

sults from several ingredients, fromperformance-engineered data structures

like SELL-C-σ and building blocks like custom compute kernels to data-

parallel heterogeneous execution and parallel compute kernels as available

in GHOST. The developed KPM implementation is the first of its kind to

perform fully heterogeneous computations on a CPU+GPU machine. Being

similar to KPM, also the implemented ChebFD+KPM method stands out in

terms of efficiency. Using the developed BJDQR method and performance-

engineered kernels, it was for the first time possible to obtain a shorter time

to solution for a blocked JD method compared to single-vector implemen-

tations. All presented solvers show highly efficient scaling performance, en-

abling sparse eigensolver algorithms (which are originally strongly limited

by main memory bandwidth and low in FLOP rate) at hundreds of TFLOP/s

on some of the world’s largest homogeneous and heterogeneous supercom-

puters.
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Thiswork addresses thedevelopmentof numerical building blocks for sparse

linear algebra algorithms on current and next-generation supercomput-

ers. The large scale of computations impedes the use of direct methods

and steers the focus towards iterative solvers. In such solvers, basic op-

erations like Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV), Sparse Matrix-

Multiple Vectors Multiplication (SpMMV) and Tall & Skinny General Dense

Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (T&S-GEMM) are widely required and repre-

sentative formanychallenges regarding the efficiencyof sparse linear algebra

algorithms. Besides the presence of optimized implementations of such

kernels, a holistic view of applications, algorithms, and implementations

gives rise to further optimization potential, for example by the implemen-

tation of application-tailored variants of those basic operations. Besides

the development of performance-engineered basic compute kernels and

application-specific variants, this thesis presents a scalable and heteroge-

neous open-source software library which opens the use of the developed

software to a wide audience and range of supercomputers. From an algo-

rithmic perspective, the standard sparse eigenvalue problem is addressed.

A selection of iterative solvers is identified, representing different classes of

algorithms for different classes of target eigenvalues. However, due to a fre-

quent occurrence of similar patterns and building blocks in a much wider

range of sparse linear algebra algorithms, the discussed results are certainly

not restricted to the selected eigenvalue solvers.

Model-guided performance engineering. In this work, the entire pro-

cess of development is guided by performance models. The Roofline model

is presented as a suitable tool for performancemodeling in the field of sparse

linear algebra and refined models are presented for the considered basic

building blocks and custom compute kernels. Performance modeling allows

to assess the efficiency of an implementation and is helpful in identifying
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relevant architectural bottleneck from which promising performance opti-

mization strategies can be derived.

SpMV. The SpMV is perhaps the most prominent building block of sparse

linear algebra and it is granted special consideration in this work. The per-

formance of this operation strongly depends on the sparse matrix storage

format and its interplay with the compute architecture as well as the matrix

structure. Obviously, the dependence of the optimal sparse matrix storage

format on the architecture is greatly undesired, especially in view of today’s

heterogeneous compute platforms. This dependence can be eliminated by a

unified, hardware-agnostic storage format. One such format – SELL-C-σ– is

developed within this work and its high efficiency across a range of relevant,

heterogeneous architectures is demonstrated. It turns out that not only does

SELL-C-σ enable cross-platform SpMV operations with a single matrix data

structure, but it also outperforms device-specific storage formats for a wide

range of sparse matrices.

SpMMVandT&S-GEMM. Mainmemory data traffic is frequently the lim-

iting hardwarebottleneck forsparse linearalgebraalgorithms. Consequently,

any method to save on data transfers can potentially increase performance.

Vector blocking, which is also used for increasing robustness in some algo-

rithms, is an importantmeans to alleviate thedata transfer bottleneck by sav-

ingonsparsematrixdata transfers. Algorithmswith blockvectors necessitate

building blocks like SpMMV and T&S-GEMM, both of which are analyzed in

thiswork. For SpMMV, it is shown in thiswork that the above-mentioned in-

fluence of the sparse matrix storage format on the performance is mitigated

compared to SpMV, and further bottlenecks beyond main memory band-

widthcome intoplay. Furthermore, ananalysisof blockvector layouts reveals

that interleaved storageof vectorsyields best SpMMVperformancebyachiev-

ing regular data access (as compared to the inherently irregular patterns of

SpMV). The considered T&S-GEMM kernels are of special interest as severe

performance drawbacks of off-the-shelf General Dense Matrix-Matrix Mul-

tiplication (GEMM) implementations can be revealed. Performance experi-

ments conducted in this work demonstrate that custom implementations of

such kernels increase the performance for five different kernels and config-

urations by a factor of 4× on average and up to a factor of 27× compared to

the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL).
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Custom compute kernels. Another measure to alleviate the aforemen-

tioned bottleneck of data traffic is the development of custom, i.e., fused

compute kernels. In this work, manual kernel fusion for selected eigenvalue

solvers is employed. The performance potential of this optimization is sig-

nificant, but it requires a careful, and in the best case model-guided, imple-

mentation. To give an example, a speedup of 4.8× due to kernel fusion and

vector blocking isdemonstrated foran implementationof theKernel Polyno-

mial Method (KPM). While the presented kernels are specifically developed

for selected solvers, they can serve as blueprints for further algorithms.

General, Hybrid, and Optimized Sparse Toolkit (GHOST). All devel-

oped building blocks are part of the open-source software library GHOST.

On topof performance-engineered numerical kernels, GHOST featuresdata-

parallel heterogeneous execution of kernels in distributed memory using the

MPI+Xprogrammingparadigm, affinity-aware task level parallelism, and fur-

ther features like automatic code generation. Implementations of relevant

eigenvalue solvers likeKPM, ChebyshevFilterDiagonalization (ChebFD) and

Block Jacobi-Davidson QR (BJDQR) based on GHOST are publicly available.

Its unique feature set enables highly efficient spare linear algebra computa-

tions from a single core to thousands of nodes on some of the world’s largest

supercomputers with completely different architectures, such as the CPU-

GPU system Piz Daint and the many-core system Oakforest-PACS.

Large-scale application performance. The final outcome of this work

are highly efficient and scalable eigenvalue solver implementations. The

ChebFD implementation based on GHOST enables the computation of hun-

dreds of interior eigenpairs of a matrix with billions of rows, which is the

first interior eigenvalue computation at this scale. Thanks to performance

engineering, the presented BJDQR algorithm is the first of its kind to reveal

a reduction in time to solution for a block implementation (which is in some

cases favorable from a numerical point of view) compared to a single-vector

version. The implemented KPM scheme is successfully employed on up to

4096 nodes of a heterogeneous CPU-GPU machine, using GHOST to make

efficient use of both architectures to compute the eigenvalue density of ama-

trix with 26 billion rows, which is the first fully heterogeneous computation

of this kind and on this scale.
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The results of this work offer a wide field of interesting possibilities for fu-

turework. While the developed software underlies constant improvement in

terms of supporting new hardware architectures and extending the feature

set, several more methods and techniques are worth investigating to further

enhance applicability and efficiency. In the following, a selection of topics

for further research based on the presented work is given.

Scalability. A constantly relevant topic in high-performance computing is

the improvement of scaling performance. In sparse linear algebra, scala-

bility often depends strongly on the sparse system matrix, as it directly in-

fluences the communication effort of kernels like SpMV. In the best case,

the system matrix has a scaling-friendly structure without requiring further

manipulation. If this is not the case, techniques like hypergraph partition-

ing [38] can be employed in order to increase the scalability. Within this

work, preliminary experiments with hypergraph partitioning led to mixed

results: While the SpMV performance could certainly be increased by reduc-

ing the communication volume, the partitioning procedure itself consumed

a significant amount of runtime and its scalability appeared to be limited.

The distributed memory-parallel Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) as recently

suggested by A et al. [15] has not yet been investigated in the context of

the present algorithms and applications. In future work, those techniques

should be analyzed thoroughly as they potentially offer a real chance to bring

difficult problems like the Spin-NUp matrix to a very large scale.

A further idea for better scalability in the context of block algorithms is

pipelined communication of vector data. For instance, it is possible to con-

sider a subdivision of block vectors. In a parallel SpMMVoperation, only the

first part of the block vector is communicated initially. The process-local Sp-

MMV is then done using this part, and at the same time the next part of the

block vector is communicated. Obviously, the sparsematrix needs to be read

for each part of the block vector in this case. However, communication can
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be overlapped with computation. Hence, for certain matrices and block vec-

tor sizes there is a chance that the positive effect from communication hiding

outweighs the overhead of this technique. In future work, this should be in-

vestigated and implemented if applicable.

Special matrix structures. An important aspect which is out of scope for

this work is the consideration of special matrix structures. In this regard, es-

pecially the presence of symmetry in the sparse matrix is of relevance for the

present applications and algorithms. Besides what is presented in the re-

lated work section on this topic, a promising approach is to employ Block

Multi-Coloring (BMC), a technique to increase the performance of sparse

matrix operations with data dependencies [5]. On such operation is sym-

metric SpMV, and BMC is a promising approach to significantly increase the

performance of it.

Dynamic load balancing. One of the crucial issues in the context of het-

erogeneous computing is load balancing. Currently, the work distribution of

compute kernels is static and done bymeans of micro-benchmarks or thede-

cisionof theuser. A leap forward in this respectwould be the implementation

of dynamic load balancing. This could involve, e.g., the automatic transfer

of matrix and vector data to under-employed devices. One important pre-

requisite for this to work is already present, namely the platform-agnostic

SELL-C-σ sparse matrix storage format.
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Performance Engineering for
Exascale-Enabled Sparse 
Linear Algebra Building Blocks

The increasing demand for solving larger and more complex problems in computational 
science and engineering is a major driving factor to deploy computer systems with  
ever-advancing performance capabilities. To increase the available performance, modern 
HPC platforms come with multiple levels of parallelism, complex memory hierarchies,  
heterogeneous architectures, and extreme scales. To match the need for sustainable and 
efficient software under these premises, special value has to be attached to the inherent 
challenges like efficiency on all scales and performance portability across heterogeneous 
architectures.

This work addresses the development of high-performance scientific software for sparse  
linear algebra, which is an important field of research and forms the foundation of many 
applications of computational science and engineering, with a special focus on sparse  
eigenvalue solvers on current and future supercomputers. Consequent employment of  
performance models as well as a holistic view on applications, algorithms, and hardware 
architectures enable the creation of basic computational building blocks, custom compute 
kernels, and optimized algorithmic formulations with provably high efficiency.

To demonstrate the applicability of the developed software components, full-application 
performance of selected sparse eigenvalue solvers for real-world problems on some of  
the world‘s largest supercomputers with completely different hardware architectures –  
including homogeneous multi-core CPU clusters, GPU-accelerated clusters, and self- 
hosted many-core CPU clusters – is presented.
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